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THE SPIRIT OF THE HIMALAYAS. 

"It always seems to me that it is only in the heart of the great 

mountains, thousands of feet above the last trace of human habi-

tation, when you lie by some time-worn rock, lulled by a silence 

which can be felt, and gazing at the eternal snows, that the real 

voice of Nature speaks to you. Then truly do the heavens declare 

the glory of God ; you feel the pulse of the All-pervading Presence, 
• 

the beauty and sublimity of Nature sink into your soul, and for a 

moment the mysterious veil which falls between us and the light 

wavers and half fades away." 

A. DuRAND: uThe Making of a Frontier." 
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A UNIVERSAL TRADITION. 

(Continued.) 

The greater part of the description of the building of the ark 
is lost. In the latter part of the account which is preserved, there 
is mention of the trial of the vessel by launching it into the sea, 
when defects being found which admitted the water, the outside 
and inside were coated with bitumen. These details have no parallel 
in the Bible. The description of the filling of the ark agrees in 
general with the other account, but it differs from Genesis in not 
mentioning the sevens of clean animals and in including others be
side the family of the builder. 

· 

The month and day when the Deluge commenced, which are 
given in the Bible, are not mentioned in the text, unless the 5 day, 
mentioned in a mutilated passage, is part of this date. 

The description of the Flood in the Inscription is very vivid, 
it is said to have been so terrible that the gods fearing it, ascended 
to the heaven of Anu, that is the highest and furthest heaven, the 
destruction of the human race is recorded, and the corpses of the 
wicked are said to have floated on the surface of the Flood. 

With regard to the mountain on which the ark rested there is 
a serious difference between the Bible and the Inscription. Ac
cording to the account in the Book of Genesis, the Flood com
menced on the 17 day of the 2 month, the ark rested on Ararat after 
150 days on the 17 day of the 7 month, and the complete drying up 
of the Flood was not until the 27 day of the 2 month in the fol
lowing year. The Inscription, on the other hand, states that the 
Flood abated on the 7 day, and that the ship remained 7 days on 
the mountain before the sending out of the birds. 

On this point it must be remarked that some Biblical critics 
consider that there are two versions of the Flood story in Genesis 
itself, and that these two differ as to the duration of the Flood. 

With regard to the mountain on which the ark rested there is 
a difference between the Bible and the Inscription, which is more 
apparent than real. The Book of Genesis states that the ark rested 
on the mountains of Ararat. According to the popular notion this 
refers to the mountain of Ararat, in Armenia; but these mountains 
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may have been anywhere within the ancient territory of Ararat. 
The Inscription states that the ship rested on the mountain of Nizir. 
Now, the position of Nizir can be determined from the Inscription 
of Assur-nazir-pal, king of Assyria. He made an expedition to 
this region, and starting from an Assyrian city, near Arbela, crossed 
the Lower Zab, and marching eastward between latitude 35 and 36, 
arrived at the mountain of Nizir. These mountains of Nizir thus 
lay east of Assyria, but they form part of a series of mountain chains 
extending to the northwest into Armenia. 

The vessel being stranded on the mountain, the Bible and the 
Inscription agree that trial was made by birds in order to ascertain 
if the Flood had subsided ; but in the details of these trials there 
are curious differences in the two narratives. According to the 
Book of Genesis, a raven was sent out first, which did not return ; 
a dove was sent next, which, finding no resting place, returned to 
Noah. Seven days later the dove was sent out again, and returned 
with an olive leaf ; and 7 days after, on the dove being sent out 
again, it returned no more. 

The Inscription states that, first, a dove was sent out, which 
finding no resting place, returned. On the second occasion a swal
low was sent out, which also returned. The third time a raven was 
sent out, which, feeding on the corpses floating on the water, wand
ere� away and did not return. Thus, the Inscription agrees with 
the Bible, as to the sending out of the raven and the dove, but adds 
to these the trial of the swallow, which is not in Genesis. On the 
other hand, there is no mention of the dove returning with an olive 
leaf as in Genesie. 

In the statement of the building of the altar, arid offering sac
. rifice after leaving the ark, the accounts agree ; but in the subsequent 
matter there is an important difference between the Bible and the 
Inscription, for while the Bible represents Noah as living for many 
years after the Flood, the Inscription, on the other hand, causes Sisit 
to be translated like the gods. This translation is in the Bible re
corded of Enoch, the ancestor of Noah. 

On reviewing'the evidence it is apparent that the events of the 
Flood narrated in the Bible and the Inscription are the same, and 
occur in the same order ; but the minor differences in the details 
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show that the Inscription embodies a distinct and independent tra-
dition.  

The student of Theosophy, of course, relates all these stories 
of the Flood to the sinking of Atlantis, and probably the best ex
ternal evidence which exists to prove the truth of the legend is the 
universality of these accounts of the Deluge. It is almost unthink
able that there could be such a widespread tradition that was not 
based upon some stupendous fact. If these accounts could be traced 
to some common origin, or if they existed only among the various 
offshoots of some one race it would be conceivable that they had 
for their basis a local flood or deluge. But such is not the fact. 
The same tradition is found all over the world and when it is re
inforced by actual accounts of the lost continent such as are found 
in Plato and other ancient writers the probabilities of its truth be
come overwhelming. 

It is interesting to observe that Mr. Smith places the date of 
the Flood at some 30,000 B. C. This of course is a mere guess, but 
is important, because it is not often that a western scholar is willing 
to place events so far back beyond the beginnings of biblical chronol
ogy. It is probable that he has overdone it, for Madame Blavatsky 
in the Secret Doctrine says that the last island of Atlantis sank about 
12,000 years ago. We know, however, that this process of sub
mergance went on for a very long period, and it is probable that 
many of the legends derived their origin from the sinking of dif
ferent parts of the surface of the earth, which must have occurred 
at widely different times. 
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STRUGGLING UPWARDS. 

How often, in fighting along life's pathway, do we hear the 
criticism : "He does not practice what he preaches ;" "He does not 
live up to his ideal." 

, No one can live up to his ideal; for as fast as we succeed in 
actualizing a part of it, new ideal possibilities are opened up to us. 

Life is a constant struggle to reconcile our practice· and our 
theories : an earnest effort to live up to our ideals .  One's ideals 
may not be great, moral, or very elevated, but even so, we are each 
striving to realize them. 

Yet it never can be done. And this should be a source of 
gl'eat joy to us. For as we look upon the pathway, it recedes up
ward through an endless vista of thought, power, and possibility. 

I walk slowly acros� the country. My objective point is a 
magnificent range of hills which I see on the horizon. After a 
tedious journey, many stumbles, and much hard climbing, I suc
ceed in attaining the summit of the hills. Far before me stretches 
a beautiful country, with hills on the horizon, much higher than 
those on which I now stand. I so long to cross the plain and begin 
the ascent of these higher hills that I can think of nothing else. 
But what a distance to them ; how far away from where I stand. 
Yet, when, after infinite toil and struggle, I undertake and fulfill 
the journey, and at length stand upon the summit of the second 
range of hills, it is but to see a higher, yet grander range on the 
ever distant horizon. 

Is this discouraging? To me it is inspiring. That we can 
never get so far but we can go further : never so high but we can 
go higher. And we have no choice. Having attained to a glimpse 
of the possible, we must struggle to attain it, and as we attain it, 
new and more glorious possibilities are opened up to us. 

Therefore between one's ideal and one's practice there must 
ever exist a disagreement if we would continue to progress. 

Could we for any length of time reconcile our ideal and our 
practice, from that time our death would begin. 

The effect of our ideals on our practice is to constantly change 
our practice. We drop certain actions in order that we may take 
certain ideals of ours and put them into practice. And when we 
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have taken the larger part of our ideals and put them into practice, 
we stand upon a higher vantage ground from which we can see yet 
higher ideals towards which we must strive. 

So while the effort of our lives is to live up to our ideals, we 
have the glorious certainty that this �an never be done. For the 
more ideals we succeed in actualizing, the more ideals do we see 
beckoning us on. 
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A VOICE FROM PERSIA. 

Many are the just and the unjust, the wise and the 
foolish comments- the so-called Behaist movement has given 
rise to amongst the thinking people of America. But the 
true thought of the originator of the movement Beha-Ullah 
and of his successor Abbas Effendi, is still comparatively 
little known either to the Western or the Eastern world. I 
offer no comment on the following three fragments, sent by 
a friend the THEOSOPHICAL FoRUM has in Eastern lands. 
But I eagerly take the chance of acquainting my readers with 
the thought of Abbas Effendi, a spiritual leader, whose in
fluence is already considerable and still growing. Let them 
judge for themselves.-EDITOR. 

THE SPIRIT oF Goo. 

The world of existence has two estates. One is the uncon
ditioned, the causal, the divine; the other is that of limitation, of 
submission to God. That is to say, there is the estate of God and 
the estate of created beings. When we speak of Truth or God, we 
mean absolute perfection, and when we speak of created· beings we 
mean utter imperfection. The one is eternal-the other temporal. 
The one is rich-the other poor. The one is powerful-the other 
impotent. The one is all knowledge-the other ignorance. The 
one is holy and pure-the other limited (subject to God). But 
the eternal flows out to, permeates and envelopes all things which 
are temporal. God, or Truth, which is the essence of God, gives 
life to manhood. 

The earth in .its inherent condition is dark, while the sun is 
bright. But the sun shines over the earth, and the earth becomes 
bright by reason of the shining of · the sun ; so God has given his 
light to men. God is a perfection which permeates and envelopes· 
the world ; from which it follows that mankind should reflect the 
perfections of God as the moon reflects the rays of the sun. The 
grace which is between the Creator and the created is Love. The 
intermediary of that grace is the Holy Spirit. If there were no 
love there would be no communication between God and created 
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beings; as, if there were no light, there would be no communication 
between the sun and the moon. When the mir::ror is exposed to the 
sun, the rays of the sun show forth from it, although the mirror 
itself is dark. The light which we see in the mirror is but the 
power of the grace of the sun. Just so the conditioned world is 
quite imperfect ; all the virtues and all the perfections which appear 
in it are the rays of the perfections of God. The endeavor of all 
the Divine Teachers has been that men should be educated to the 
end that their souls should attain the capacity of reflecting in their 
essence the rays sent forth from God-that the light of the Sun of 
Reality should shine in the mirror of their hearts, and that light 
be given forth. The intermediary of these graces and blessings 
is the Holy Spirit. 

Although the beings of the conditioned world are endowed with 
the capacity of voluntary activity and of producing effects through 
their activities ; that is, although all these beings have powers and 
faculties (since for every power there is a corresponding faculty), 
yet the powers of material beings are exercised under the law of 
nature. Conditioned beings are like- mirrors which have shape and 
form, and of which the faculty is to reflect. That is to say, the 
faculties of conditioned beings are in accordance with their charac
ter, because they are subject to the law of nature. But the power 
of the Holy Spirit transcends the law of nature. It is eternal life, 
infinite light and unconditioned power. It changes darkness into 
light. It changes the hater into the lover. It changes imperfec
tions into perfections. It changes poverty into wealth. It changes 
unwisdom into wisdom. It changes weakness into strength. It 
changes blindness into sight. It changes deafness into hearing. It 
changes dullness into speech. From it the soul destitute of spirit 
and therefore dead, receives everlasting life. Therefore Jesus said 
that men have eyes, yet they see not, ears, yet they hear not, tongues, 
yet they speak not ; and that to them he brought healing. By this 
he meant that although men have the physical organs of sense, they 
lack the powers of spiritual perception-they perceive not the king
dom of God. The extraordinary power of the Holy Spirit is the 
means of putting these spiritual faculties into operation. 
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I hope that the perfumed fragrance of the Holy Spirit may 
breathe upon you all. 

TRUE HAPPINESS. 

There are two sources of enjoyment, a physical and a spiritual. 
That which is physical is shared by both animals and men. That 
which is spiritual is the peculiar possession of holy men. Physical 
pleasure is but transitory : due to an adventitious and temporary 
condition of the nerves. But spiritual joy is Divine, comes from 
God and is eternal. Both the ignorant man who lacks wisdom and 
he who possesses it have enjoyments: but that of the one is de
pendent upon eating or drinking or other gratification of the senses ; 
while that of the other is drawn from exploring the mysteries of 
the universe, from the revelation of the hidden things of the king
dom. The former is transitory ; the latter is unpassing and eter
nal. The joy of the Messenger of God endures to this day, and so 
also the joY. of those saints and holy persons who have been under 
the care and training of those Divine Teachers. 

The material kingdom is of time-affliction and calamity follow 
it ; it is the source of great pain. But the spiritual kingdom is 
everlasting, is beyond danger and fear, is exalted day by day, its 
sun is shining ever more, the voice of its grandeur ever ascends. 
All that belongs to this conditioned world is corruptible, mortal; 
all that belongs to the divine world is immortal. This is why holy 
and perfect men try to find the other world. They are attracted 
by the beauty of God, they have drunken of the cup of God. This 
cup,-the cup of the material world,-is followed by pain; but the 
Divine cup, the cup of the love of God, has an everlasting intoxica
tion and pain follows it not. Happy are those who are intoxicated 
by that intoxication I May it please God that those who believe 
may have that cup of joy, a joy which is everlasting, a joy after 
which there is no sorrow, a life after which there is no birth, a 
light after which there is no darkness, a grandeur from which there 
is no littleness. 

THE PERCEPTION OF TRUTH. 

There are two states of existence-the temporal and the eter
nal-the conditioned and the unconditioned-the estate of im-
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potence and the primeval power. We may compare them to utter 
poverty and abundant wealth. The eternal state has all the per
fections ; the temporal has all the imperfections. The eternal state 
has no changes, no transformations ; the temporal has no per
manency. It is not poss1ble that that which is temporal should have 
a constant state, because transformation and change inhere essen
tially in its nature. 

Helping grace is from that state which is eternal. This grace 
flows continuously to the temporal. If it should fail, that which is 
temporal would perish. Therefore the grace of the perfections of 
God flows forth continuously to the beings of the conditioned world. 

In its ultimate reality the nature of man has two conditions. 
One condition is spiritual, the other is material. It has a Divine 
condition and a satanic condition,-an angelic condition and a de
moniac condition, a condition of radiance ruled by mind and a con
dition of darkness ruled by desire. If either of these conditions 
predominate, its opposite will disappear. If the Divine condition 
predominate, the satanic will disappear. If the angel1c condition 
predominate, the demoniac will disappear. If the illumined condi
tion predominate, that which is dark will disappear. Therefore God 
sends Divine Messengers and reveals holy doctrines and causes 
Divine teachings to be spread abroad, that the spirit of man may 
be educated, to the end that by Divine inspiration the grace of God 
may be made to appear in the essential nature of man. This grace, 
which is the Divine perfections, appears without interruption in the 
material world. Although the influx of grace is always continuous, 
yet in order that it may be efficient there must be capacity to receive 
it. The sun may shine for a thousand years upon a stone, but the 
beauty of the sun cannot be perfectly reflected from the stone un
less the stone be refined, cleansed, and changed into a mirror. Then 
the beauty of the sun, with its form, its rays and its heat, will be 
manifested and declared by the mirror. 

A blind man is confounded, but a man with eyes sees clearly. 
A man with eyes decides because of that which he has himself seen, 
not contenting himself with that which is seen by others. We may 
see clearly the perfections of God and the radiance of his illumina
tion. To behold this suffices us ; we need not the traditions of men. 

Thus the Jews had traditions about Jesus, and the Christians 
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exalt him much. But we should look to the personality of Jesus 
as we ourselves see it. If we find that the perfections of God, the 
graces and inspirations of God, appear in him and in his teachings, 
-that these are clearly shown forth-this should suffice us. Now 
we perceive that Jesus was a world-educator; therefore we ack
nowledge his greatness. 

And then as to Mahomet. We do not consider diverse tradi
tions, either for him or against him. We consider what has bee� 
shown forth by him. Thus we perceive that the Koran is full of 
knowledge and wisdom. In the Arabian deserts, where the lamp 
of enlightenment was thoroughly extinguished, a man appeared ; 
he educated the Arabian nation, then in the last degree of savagery, 
and he improved it in all its conditions until in five hundred years 
it became superior to other nations. It is clear that such a man was 
a world-educator. In this case we. do not give weight to tradi
tions. Our conclusion is determined by the wisdom of the Koran. 
In it he even treats some mathematical questions which in his time 
had not been correctly solved by civilized nations. He, who had 
been a simple, unlearned man, contradicted the mathematicians of 
his time. But after the researches and astronomical discoveries of 
a thousand years it transpires that what he said was right, and that 
what the ancient men of learning had declared was wrong. 

From these things it may be known that this man was great. 
We have seen in this case with our own eyes, have perceived with 
our own minds. Traditions and superstitions have not served us. 

We are the lovers of light . When we see the l ight, we wor
ship it, however lowly the source from which it comes; whether 
its source be Israelite, or Arabic, or Persian , or Kurdish, or Indian. 
matters not to us. We love not the lamp, but the light. It is for 
the light that we search. 
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THE TIDE OF LIFE. 

( C ontint�,ed.) 
In the cosmogony of Genesis the Divine Underlying Reality is 

called Goo. The expansive power by which, after the period of 
cosmic rest, the phenomenal universe was formed is thus described :-

"In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth." 
This "in the beginning," marks off from eternity the point at 

which the present period of cosmic activity, or day of Brahma, be
gan ; when the Universe proceeded from "the everlasting bosom 
of God" to which it must return when this period comes to an end. 
Modern scientists are not without some dim perception of this pro
cess of emanation and absorption, as may be seen from the specula
tions in the "Unseen Universe,"! though the authors of this work 
confine themselves chiefly to the last emanation, that of physical 
matter from the emanation which preceded it. Whence the uni
verse emerged, thither also must it return ; a truth clear to the pure 
insight of Shakespeare-

". . . Like the baseless fabric of this vision, 
The cloud-capp'd towers, the gorgeous palaces, 
The solemn temples, the great globe itself, 
Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve, 
And, like this insubstantial pageant faded, 
Leave not a rack behind." 

God, the eternal Parabrahm, remains unchanged; with God re
mains the Logos, the first and eternal emanation-

"The spirit of God. " 

which, "dove-like, sat brooding on the vast abyss." 
This "vast abyss," or, as it is styled in the cosmogony of Gene

sis-
"The face of the waters," 

is what we have called the elemental Ether, the "Akasa" of the 
Upanishads. It is of ethereal nature, _and is the plane of sound, 
answering to the sense of hearing; that it is the plane of sound 
has been taught by the Brahmans and the cabalists, and may be in
·ferred from various considerations, amongst others from the diffi
culty of locating sounds in their immediate material sources (they 

1 "The Unseen Universe," by Professors Balfour Stewart and 
P. G. Tait. 
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having, as it were, an immaterial character), and from their spiritual, 
ethereal nature. 

This element of ether has within it the possibility of innumer
able sounds and 'changes of sound ; according to the cabalists the 
sound becomes apparent to our senses only when it strikes against 
a material obj ect, such as a vibrating violin-string, which becomes 
merely a point of reflection for the all-prevading element of sound ; 
just as a beam of sunlight becomes apparent only by reflection from 
particles of dust floating in the air.l 

Next in order after the emanation of ether, the matrix of 
sound, comes the elemental Light, the "fire-element" of the cabal
ists. It corresponds to the plane of colour and the sense of sight, 
which should rightly be called the "colour-sense." For colour is 
really the only quality perceived by the eye. "All objects," says 
Ruskin, "appear to the human eye simply as masses of colour. Take 
a crocus, and put it on a green cloth. You will see it detach itself 
as a mere space of yellow from the green behind it, as it does from 
the grass. Hold it up against the window, you will see it detach 
itself as a dark space against the white or blue behind it. In either 
case its outline is the limit of the space of colour by which it ex
presses itself to your sight. The fact is that all nature is seen 
as a mosaic composed of graduated portions of different colours."2 
This light, or colour-element, is a pure element containing within 
itself the possibility of all varieties of colour. After its formation, 
we find the words-

"The evening and the morning were the first day," 

introducing the element of time first with this emanation. The 
Logos is, as we have seen, eternal; and the immaterial, semi-phy
sical element of Ether is, as it were, the borderland between the 
subjective eternal Logos and the objective elements of fire, air, 
water and earth. 

After this light-emanation comes the element called by the 

1 While taking this view of sound, we are, of course, perfectly 
acquainted with modern researches and speculations on the subject. 
Our standpoint, however, is so widely different from that of modern 
science that no comparison with its teachings is possible. 

2 Ruskin, "Lectures on Art," p. 125. 
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cabalists "Air." Its fonnation in the cosmogony of Genesis is 
marked by the words- . 

"The Elohim saia, Let there be an Expanse." 

This word, for a long time wrongly translated "firmament," 
is chosen to express the air-element, because from this element we 
derive the idea of the extension or expansiveness of a body-its 
abil ity to fill a certain quantity of space. The air-element corre
sponds to the sense of touch, so far as this sense conveys the idea 
of "expansiveness" or "extension." The sense of touch differs 
from the senses of sound and sight, in that it is distributed all over 
the surface of the skin, while they are confined to definite sense
organs, or spaces of localised sensitiveness, and, in proportion as 
the eye and ear have gained in sensitiveness to light and sound, the 
rest of the skin has lost its power of responding to these sensa
tions. The whole surface of the body is, on the contrary, still sen
sitive to touch, as also to the sensation of heat.l There is reason 
to believe that at one time the body's whole surface could respond 
equally to all sensations ;2 the specialised organs of sense not being 
then developed, j ust as the whole surface of the j elly fish still re
sponds to the stimulus of light. An analogy to this condition of 
unspecialised sensitiveness is furnished by modern experiments in 
thought transference, from which it appears that the sensations of 
sound, colour, taste, touch, and smell are all transferred from one 
mind to another with equal ease. There are some grounds for the 
belief that when an organ is specialised for some particular sen
sation it loses the power of responding to other sensations ; that 
the retina, for instance, will be insensible to heat.3 The sensations 
of heat and touch are, as we have seen, distributed over the whole 
surface of the skin ; and from this fact, among others, we are led 
to consider heat as well as touch an attribute of the element "air." 

I For speculations on a specialised heat sense we may refer to 
Mr. R. A. Proctor's ideal visit to Saturn's Satellites. 

2 Readers will remember the translations which appeared in 
the Path some time ago giving the German Mystic Kerning's 
teachings hereupon. [W. Q. J.] 

3 Vide some experiments with thermal rays in Tyndall's "Heat 
a Mode of Motion." 
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Another reason for this conclusion is the fact that we find heat 
always associated with expansiveness, or extension. As elucidat
ing this point we may quote the researches in the solidification of 
gases, and speculations on "absolute zero" in temperature, though 
want of space precludes us from more than merely referring to 
them. After air comes the element of water, marked in the Genesis 
cosmogony by the words :-

"The Elohim said, Let the waters be gathered together." 

This elemental water corresponds to the sense of taste, and in 
part to the idea of molecular motion ; the motion of masses being 
one of the ideas attached to the Air-element. It might be thought 
that the sensation of taste might also be derived from solid bodies ; 
but that this is not so may be inferred from recent scientific re
searches, which have demonstrated that all bodies, even the mentals, 
and ice far below zero, are covered with a thin layer of liquid, 
and it is from this liquid layer that we get the sensation of taste 
from solids. In this element of water are the potentialities of in
numerable tastes, every organic body, and even minerals and metals, 
having a distinctive taste ; zinc and steel among the metals for in
stan�e, and sugar, vineg-ar, and wine in the organic world. 

This element is followed by the last emanation, the Earth-ele
ment of the cabalists, marked in the Cosmogony of Genesis by the 
words, 

"The Elohim said, Let the dry land appear, and it was so, and 
the Elohim called the dry land Earth." 

This emanation corresponds to the extreme of materiality, 
solidity, and amongst the senses, to smell. A piece of camphor, 
for example, throws off small solid particles in every direction, and 
these, coming in contact with the nerves specialised to this sense, 
produce the sensation of smell. This Earth-element is the last 
emanation strictly so-called. To this point the outward expansion 
of Parabrahm has been tending, and from this point the wave of 
spirit must again recede. 

It must be here stated that these e1ements, fire, air, water, and 
earth, are not what we ordinarily mean by these terms, but are, so 
to speak, the pure elemental or spiritual counterparts of these. 
Down to this point, Form has been gradual1y developing, being de-
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stined to combine with each of the elements in turn, in the ascend
ing scale. 

Form exists on an ideal plane, as a purely abstract conception ; 
into this region, and the similar one of Number, pure mathematics 
have penetrated.! Modern sp�culations,2 as well as the ancient 
cabalists, have asserted that every geometrical form, as well as every 
number, has a definite, innate relation to some particular entity on 
the other planes, to some colour or tone, for instance; and there 
is good reason to believe that this holds true of all the planes, that 
the entities on each of them are bound to the entities on all the 
others by certain spiritual relations which run like threads of gold 
through the different planes, binding them all together in one Divine 
Unity.3 From the standpoint of the terrestrial Globe, the first 

1 It is through the power to see and use these "abstract" forms 
that the Adept is able to evolve before our eyes any object desired
a miracle to the Christian, a fraud for the materialist. Countless 
myriads of forms are in that ideal sphere, and matter exists in the 
astral light, or even in the atmosphere, that has passed through all 
forms possible for us to conceive of. All that the Adept has to do 
is to select the "abstract form" desired, then to hold it before him 
with a force and intensity unknown to the men of this hurried age, 
while he draws into its boundaries the matter requir�d to make it 
visible. How easy this to state, how difficult to believe, yet quite 
true, as many a theosophist very well knows. The oftener this is 
done with any one form, the easier it becomes. And so it is with 
nature : her ease of production grows like a habit.- [H. P. B.] 

2 "Geometrical Psychology," Miss Louisa Cook. 

3 Here is the key so much desired by enterprising-indeed all 
-students. It is by means of these correllations of color, sound, 
form, number, and substance-that the trained will of the Initiate 
rules and uses the denizens of the elemental world. Many theoso
phists have had slight conscious relations with elementals, but al
ways without their will acting, and, upon trying to make elementals 
see, hear, or act for them, a total indifference on the part of the 
nature spirit is all they have got in return. These failures are due 
to the fact that the elemental cannot understand the thought of the 
person ; it can only be reached when the exa�t scale of being to 
which it belongs is vibrated, whether it be that of color, form, sound, 
or whatever else.-[H. P. B.] 
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modification of the last emanation, Primordial Earth, is the mineral 
kingdom, in which the primal earthy matter is modified by the ele
ment of Form. There is every reason to believe that, if any exist
ing mineral or metal could be reduced to the condition of "primor
dial earth," it could be re-formed into any other mineral or metal. 
The specialization of the minerals, or "formation of the mineral 
kingdom," is perhaps marked in the Genesis-Cosmogony by the 
words,-

"The Elohim called the dry land Earth," 

Name and Form being cognate attributes of a specialized entity. 
As we have been the gradual evolution of form in the descent from 
spirit to matter, so the gradual dissipation of form will be seen in 
the ascent from matter to spirit. The crystal, for example, retains 
its form always unchanged, and the form of the tree is more last
ing than that of the bird or animal. The second modification of 
the Earth element, still from the standpoint of the world, is the 
vegetable kingdom, in which to form and substance is added mole
cular motion, or vitality, called in Brahman cosmologies !iva. 

This vitality, or capacity for molecular change, corresponds, as 
we have seen, to the water element; one of the elements, in ascend
ing order of spirituality, being picked up by each of the successive 
kingdoms of ascending evolution. The formation of the vegetable 
kingdom is marked in the Genesis cosmogony by the words-

"The earth brought forth grass, herb yielding seed, and tree 
bearing fruit," 

words which point to a perfectly natural evolutionary process under 
the energizing power of spirit-the physical aspect of which is the 
"Tendency to Evolution" of the Scientists,-and not that violent 
and unnatural process termed a "creative act." 

We may remark, by the way, that the three divisions of the 
vegetable kingdom in this cosmogony correspond to three perfectly 
well defined geological epochs, that of the Cryptogams, of the 
Phrenogams, and of the Fruit-trees, examples of which are respect
ively ferns, pines, and orange-trees.! 

These two changes of matter are looked at, as we have said, 

I For further information on this point readers are referred to 
"The Color-Sense" by Grant Allen. 
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This curve marks the downward evolution of man's spiritual nature, 
the development of the soul .l 

As we should expect from the Oriental character and high an
tiquity of the cosmogony of Genesis,-dating as it does from a time 
when the "downward evolution of the soul" had not progressed so 
far as it now has, and when man had not yet lost his spiritual in
sight,-we find this doctrine of man's divine progenitors clearly 
visible. In the case of the plants, animals,. and marine creatures, 
we found terms applied which could only be used of a regular, un
broken process. When we reach Man, a new and striking expres
sion is introduced-

"The Elohim created man in their image, in the image of the 
Elohim. created they man." 

1 There is an important point in the teachings of the Secret
Doctrine which has been continually neglected. The above de
scribed evolution-the spiritual falling into the physical, or from 
mineral up to man, takes place only during the Ist and the two sub
sequent Rounds. At the beginning of the fourth "Round" in the 
middle of which begins the turning point upward-i. e. from the 
physical up to the spiritual , man is said to appear before anything 
else on earth, the vegetation which covered the earth belonging to 
the 3d Round, and being quite etherial, transparent. The first man 
(Humanity) is Etherial too, for he is but the shadow ( Chhaya) "in 
the image" of his progenitors, because he is the "astral body" or 
image of his Pitar (father). This is why in India gods are said to 
have no shadows. After whtch and from this primeval race, evo
lution supplies man with a "coat of skin" from the terrestrial ele
ments and kingdoms-mineral, vegetable, and animal .-[H. P. B.] 

(To oe Continued.) . 
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* * * 

"Is there aught visible, tangible, measurable, that has never 
been mixed up with sentiency ? Atom that has never vibrated to 
pleasure or to pain ? Air that has never been cry or speech ? Drop 
that has never been a tear ? Assuredly this dust has felt . It has 
been everything we know ; and much that we cannot know. It has 
been nebula and star, planet and moon, times unspeakable. Deity 
also it has been ,-the Sun-god of worlds that circled and wor
shipped in other aeons. Remember, Dust, Thou hast been Sun, 
and Sun Thou shall become again . . . . . .  Thou hast been Light, 
Li fe, Love I And into all these, by ceaseless cosmic magic,  Thou 
shalt many times be turned again I" 

"The giving up not only of one life, but of countless lives,
not only of one world, but of innumerable worlds,-not only of 
natural, but of supernatural pleasures,-not only of selfhood, but 
of godhood,-is certainly not for the miserable pleasure of ceasing 
to be, but for a privilege infinitely out-weighing all that even para
dise can give. It means only the passing of conditioned being into 
unconditioned being,-the fading of all mental and physical phan
toms into the light of Formless Omnipotence, and Omniscience. But 
the Buddhist hypothesis holds some suggestion of the persistence of 
that which has once been able to remember all births and states of 
limited being,-the persistence of the identity in Nirvana, notwith
standing the teaching that all Buddhas are one." 

"Gleanings in Budd/uv.fields" by LAFCADIO HEARN.  
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AN EDUCATIONAL PROBLEM. 

Have you ever thought how much the educational outlook has 
to do with the acceptance or non-acceptance of reincarnation ? 

On one hand you have a being created and launched into the 
material world., It possesses a soul-a kind of latent something 
which is  to be used some day when material life is ended and the 
being passes out into heaven, where souls belong. It can keep 
in touch with the maker of souls if it wishes, by means of prayer, 
and even if  the prayers remain unnoticed, there is the maker's 
"\Viii . "  

I t  is obvious, then, that the first business of humans it to  live 
successfully in the material world, and get all they can out of it. 
Certain ethics are propounded because of an innate sence of fair
ness. 

The whole business of education then, should be to train the 
child to "meet the world." He shall tarry not in childhood's golden 
realms longer than he can help. He must not spend his first years 
in learning all about himself. That is a waste of time. His real 
self he will not need until he passes out . His material needs are 
provided for, but he must hurry for he is expected to provide for 
himself as soon as he can. He shall not learn things . He shall 
learn only to write the names of things. He shall have Life at 
second hand from those "older and wiser" than himself. He is 
not to learn self-control in those first years--<>h no. He must go 
to school where he will be taught to write self-control . He must 
not learn all about cat and dog, and fire and clay, and incidentally 
much else. No. He can Jearn to write these words at school, and 
when he can read a newspaper-the doings of a world he should 
not yet be in-he will be his parents' pride. 

Take the other view-that of re-incarnation. A soul comes 
into the material world, for certain experiences and developments. 
A soul that has been in the world many times before. A long past 
it has had, tho' its human self remembers not. Its very environ
ment is its own-because related to it by the immutable law of at
traction. It is a Soul. It has a body in order to be more in touch 
with matter. 

It is obvious, then , that the humans should l ive from the soul, 
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and that all education should be with that aim ; the child by himself 
obeys this law-for play is the highest expression of man-at the 
child stage. Froebel truly says : "The spontaneous play of the 
child shows the future, inner life of the man."  

We shall , with this view of re-incarnation governing us ,  keep 
our hands off the child, standing as it were in an active-passive 
relation to him. For in his self-activity the child goes according 
to the law of his own development. Those who would educate the 
child, should be to him the interpreters of his own life. They can
not insist upon the form his l ife shall take. One soul may need to 
make certain mistakes over and over again in order to get certain 
reactions. If we could get at the law governing that soul 's develop
ment, we should see that the mistakes were more lawful than any 
seeming virtues. The child should always be held up to his true 
self-in matters of vital importance. He should be left judiciously 
alone in other matters. 

For if the child is a soul, be sure that it will speak to the per
sonality and more forcibly, too, than any other am, knowing better 
its needs. 

The first way-get all you can out of the material world. If 
you have made mistakes, or have done wrong, you can settle that 
all with God when the time comes for going to God's world. 

The other way-Live from the Self and it will nourish and sus
tain you. You are always living--either in the causal or in the 
material world. See to it that the sequence of that Life is known 
to you. Study Life that you may interpret it to the child. 
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VICARIOUS ATONEMENT. 

AN APPLICATION OF T H EOSOPHY. 
Atonement, At-One-Ment , we are told sometimes, means at one 

with the Over-Soul, but the popular image conjured up by this 
term is "expiation," vicarious atonement meaning expiation by 
proxy. However pernicious this may appear to dissenters in its 
doctrinal form, it covers essentially a truth. 

The story of any great religious teacher is a story of miracles ; 
I use the word miracles because it is a term designating the numer
ous and apparently inexplicable acts, related of a Master, in which 
he heals the sick and cures the afflicted. It is not necessary that 
reference should be made to specific instances ; such reference pre
venting, in a degree, an apprehension of the principles when the 
attention is fixed on the form in which they manifest. Whether 
this one was so or that one does not matter ; I admit the possibility. 

In regard to miracles ; the everyday person is likely to either 
doubt their authenticity, or, believing them, suppose the cause to 
proceed primarily from an extra-cosmic deity. But students of 
the law of cause and effect view it differently .  It is contended that 
not only in particular cases, but as regards all mortals, causes had 
been generated in previous lives which bore fruits of physical, 
mental and moral infirmities. That they are reaping as they had 
sown, and, viewed from one aspect, were deserving of their lot. 

How then can their Master relieve them of their just des
serts ? By voluntarily becoming responsible for the unpaid debts 
of the beneficiary, in so doing exercising a discrimination born, not 
of cold mental logic, nor unreasoning, emotional compassion, but 
of the refined and united spirit of both . 

These statements will hardly surprise anybody, but there are 
some phases of the subject interesting to consider. It is entirely 
possible to arrive at the above conclusion by approaching the ques
tion from the standpoint of the law of cause and effect. Further, 
the most important, why do these miracles not happen daily instead 
of occuring only on particular occasions. Surely it is not because 
of lack of sincere faith . 

No ; it is because the conditions and circumstances are different. 
While physically before the world a Teacher does wonders with 
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physical things. All who approach Him, firmly believing in Him, 
are the recipients of benefits corresponding with the nature of the 
contact. The bodily afflicted, having no clearer idea of happiness 
than good health, are restored to health ; and the philosopher, de
siring spiritual illumination, is shown the l ight. He is the channel 
for unlimited regenerating and purifying influences, shed upon the 
human life around Him ; all the burdens of their souls that the mul
titude can give up, He takes upon Himsel f, and thus the cumulative 
effect of these acts of self-sacrifice becomes physically unbearable .  

Always the Master stands ready to help those who aspire to 
reach Him, but the aspirant must go to the place of the Master. 
He cannot come to us except at the end, or beginning, of cyclic 
periods. The only condition now permitting conscious communion 
between Master and disciple is the desire on the part of the disciple 
to unify his tendencies and merge them into the one purpose in 
which the Master's intent and will is centered ; to completely under
stand the fundamental principles and purpose of human evolution 
and work in harmony therewith. 

It follows then that conscious communion between the aspir
ing student and the spi rit of his Master implies a spiritual develop
ment so unusual and extraordinary, though not impossible, that, 
the ideal condition existing, it is a matter of little concern to the 
aspirant what his worldly ·condition may be.  
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THE TIDE OF LIFE. 

( Concluded. ) 

The pressure of the descending evolution of the Planetary 
Spirits or Elohim-seeking for obj ective, physical existence-upon 
the previously formed animal kingdom, caused the evolution of a 
fitting physical vehicle from the highest representatives of that king
dom. Hence we get physical man as we know him, descended on 
the one side from the animal kingdom, and on the other from his 
divine progenitors, the Planetary Spirits. We have compared this 
dual · evolution to two converging curves. A too great attraction 
towards the material , physical side of man's nature keeps the modern 
materialist from seeing more than one of these curves. The modern 
Scientist is colour-blind to spirit, to him man is merely-

"A quintessence of dust ." 

But to intuitional minds at the present day, as to our more 
spi ritual ancestors , both curves are visible ; besides the physical man 
they could see the spiritual man 

"In action l ike an angel ; in apprehension like a God." 
To return to the standpoint from which we viewed the previous king
doms, we perceive that the introduction of this new factor in evo
lution corresponds to the addition from above of a new element in 
the series of ascending spirituality. . With man is added the Fire
Element, in its aspect of the divine light or reason. It corresponds 
to manas in Eastern systems. Another aspect of manas, considered 
idealistically this time, by virtue of which it "creates for itself an 
external world of delight,"l would correspond to the quality of 
colour in the fire element. Of the earliest races of men we learn 
that they were purely frugivorous and perhaps androgyne. 

With the formation of man the cosmogony of Genesis closes. 
We are justified in supposing that ,  as the union of form with the 
elements of Earth, Water, Air, and Fire produced the objective 
Mineral , Vegetable, Animal, and Human kingdoms, so these ele
ments, divorced from Form, should have their appropriate king
doms of beings, or forms of l ife, if we can use this term for some
thing so widely different from all ordinary forms of life .  These 

1 Vide Sankaracharya's " Viveka Chudamani." 
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subjective kingdoms of the four elements would correspond to the 
Rosicrucian conceptions of "primordial earth" and the "Fire, Air, 
and Water Elementals ." 

We may go further than this ,  and, carrying on our inference, 
postulate for the spiritual ether, and even for the divine Logos, their 
appropriate qualities of being. To a conception somewhat similar 
to what the last of these would involve, the Gnostics gave the name 
of JEons ; for the first-the ether-beings-we have the Indian titles 
of gandharva,--celestial musician,-or Deva. But having gone thus 
far, we are driyen a step further. We have already seen all the links 
in the chain of elements in ascending spirituality picked up one by 
one by the ascending tide of Evolution , up to the elemental fire ; 
let us advance a step, and postulate that the other two emanations or 
planes-the Ether-Spirit and the Logos-should ultimately be picked 
up by the Evolutionary tide. With the resumption of the first, in� 
stead of a human being we should have a "Spiritual Man," and form 
a re-union with the Logos we should have a " Divine Man, Perfected 
and Eternal," or, giving to these conceptions the names already ap
propriated to them in the East, we should have in the first case a 
Mahatma, in the second a perfect Buddha. 

It is now time to point out that the pure elements of Ether, 
Fire, Air, Water, and Earth are not these bodies as we know them. 
The five classes of objects ( corresponding to these five elements ) 
known to us, being all on the physical plane, all belong properly to 
a single category, and may be called for the sake of dist inction the 
Mundane Elements. To make this clearer, let us suppose that Mun
dane Earth-the mineral kingdom in its various forms-is composed 
of five parts of the element earth , while Mundane Water ( everything 
cognized by the sense of taste ) is composed of four parts of the 
element of earth added to one part of the element of water. Simi
larly the Air-element known to us on the physical plane · (  correspond
ing, as we have seen , to the sense of touch ) is composed of four parts 
of the earth elements, with one part of the pure elemental air added ; 
and the Fire and Ether elements as known to our physical or wak
ing consciousness are each composed of four parts-with one part 
of fire and ether respectively added. 

These considerations  will prepare us to believe that the real 
elements are purer and more spiritual than their representatives on 
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the physical planel, and that they will be represented by different 
compounds on each plane ( or as it is called in some works, planet ) 
on the water plane (or planet ) , for instance, what we may for con
venience term Undine Earth will be represented by four parts of 
the earth element ; Undine part will be five parts elemental water ; 
while Undine air will be composed of four· parts elemental water, 
added to one part .elemental air, and so on. 

The composition elements as present on each plane or planet, 
may similarly be deduced by observing carefully the principle which 
governs these combinations. We should warn our readers that 
these examples are given by way of illustration, and not as represent
ing accurately and numerically the combined elements as they 
actually occur ; they are really formed on a much more complex 
principle.2 

In our illustrations we have, for convenience sake, confined our
selves to the five objective elements, though of course it must not 
be forgotten that the energising spirit runs through the whole series 
on every plane. 

The pure spiritual or elemental ether is the macrocosmic 
counterpart of that principle of the microcosm termed Buddhi by 
eastern mystics.3 

The Logos corresponds to the A tma in the same speculations .  
We have seen that to the four principles-Form or Linga, 

vitality or Ii·m, substance or Sthula Sa.rira, motion under desire or 
Kama-of the animal, man has added a fifth,--con'esponding to the 
macrocosmic elemental Fire,-human reason or Manas. 

Our speculations as to the two superhuman Kingdoms are also 

1 This is one reason for calling the objective phenomenal world 
an "illusion."  It is an illusion and ever impermanent because the 
matter of which the objects are composed continually returns to the 
primordial condition of matter, where it is invisible to mortal eyes. 
The earth, water, air and fire that we think we see are respectively 
only the effects produced on our senses by the primordial matter 
held in either of the combinations that bring about the vibration 
properly belonging to those classes : the moment the combination is 
entirely broken, the phenomena cease and we see the objects no 
more.- [H.  P. B . ]  

2 Vide "Man,· Fragments of  Forgotten History," p. 1 3, note. 
3 Vide "Esoteric Buddhism." 
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in harmony with these eastern theories ; the element of Buddhi 
being ·added to form the Mahatma ; and Atma completing the 
Buddha, perfected and divine. 

The perfect Buddha, though not possessing a physical body, or, 
indeed, being united to principles on any of the objective planes, 
will still retain the spiritual counterparts of these principles, corre
sponding to groups of experiences gained on each plane. It is by 
these spiritual principles that the Buddha is richer than the Aeon; 
it is in virtue of them that the Ascending excels the Descending 
Planetary Spirit, or Dhyan Chohan. These spiritual principles con
stitute the end and aim of evolution, and justify the cosmic expan
sion and involution. 

The evolutionary tide, in generating the higher kingdoms, has 
flowed, as we have seen, from the earth element towards pure Spirit. 
In obedience to this tendency, man in achieving his apotheosis must, 
gradually losing his hold on the world of matter, add to his treasure 
in the world's divine ; until humanity becomes ever freer, stronger 
and more perfect, and returns at last, refreshed, to his home in the 
bosom of the perfect God. 
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DAUDET'S PSYCHOLOGY. 

Now that his admiring countrymen have determined to erect 
a monument to Alphonse Daudet, we, though mere foreigners, who 
yet have found in him delight and solace, may well try to render 
ourselves some account of him, to show that we too know why he 
is admitted to the temple of fame. 

I am the more willing to weave my own wreath of laurel for 
the adorning of his pedestal , because I came to know him under such 
happy auspices,-the man invisible, not the outer man ; reading his 
masterpiece in his own Midi, close to that Tarascon, which he has 
made beloved of the world, though losing its own love, and following 
that adventurous voyage in phantasy while threading the blue waves 
of the Mediterranean , the holiday sea of a land of carnival. 

Coming fresh from Gibraltar with its swarthy faces and Moor
ish battlements, its outlandish Maugrabins and Almohades rubbing 
shoulders with degenerate Dons and Hidalgos ;  under the shadow 
of the secular Rock, where Africa shakes hands with Europa, and 
pours out a tribute of gorgeous-colored fruit in the cloistered mar
ket-place ; where fezes and crimson sashes glow in the golden haze, 
and eyes like black velvet flowers gleam through veils of lace, my 
mind was well attuned to follow with love and sympathy the prodi
gious adventures of the Man from Tarascon. Therefore I tender 
the more gladly my wreath of bays. 

Tartarin remains Daudet's best creation , the standard and 
measure of all the rest, a new organic type added to literature, the 
Meridional, the typical Man of the South . The fervent fancy, the 
fickle will, the tumultuous energy, and that mirage of golden sun
shine which, bathing his favored land, overflows the natural world, 
and flooding inward through hi� eyes and mind, tinges his whole 
world supematural ,-this complex and self-contradicting psychology, 
Tartarin of Tarascon embodies it all .  

Yet for all the mirage and phantasy, with what perfect defin
iteness of realisation, with what Gallic lucidity of detail ,  with what 
infinite art and artifice Daudet attains his effect. In comparison 
with these skillful Frenchmen, all our writers of prose are mere 
apprentices. Note how Daudet approaches his theme. We come 
to Tartarin our Meridional, through a colored haze, the mirage of 
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his sunlit land.  Daudet does not flash his hero on our haze at once, 
performing some act of valor, for this would be to risk a discordant 
mood in us ; he rather leads us, very daintily and courteously, to 
the bank of his beautiful Rhone, with its bronzed olive-gardens 
swimming in the sunshine, its ruddy clusters of Muscat grapes amid 
autumn-tinted leaves, its blue wavelets rippled to the Southern air ; 
then over the Beaucaire bridge, he leads us across the river, and into 
Tarascon itself, while we vent our wonder and delight at the scene's 
enchantment in such eloquent interjections as zut and pecairc. So 
the mirage gathers round us, as we come to Tartarin's garden-gate ; 
that sturdy structure barred and bossed with iron, which the hero 
swung open before him, till its clang disturbed the echoes, and 
waked from their slumbers the brown-eyed shoeblacks from Savoy 
among the mountains. 

In his snug retreat, at the bottom of that garden wherein are 
none but African or Oriental growths, though the cocoa-nut palms 
are hut as big as beet-roots, and the baobab ( arbos gigantea ) finds 
a roomy dwelling in a mignonette-pot, we find the hero himsel f, 
with a medley of foreign weapons, from the flint arrows of the In
dian, the poisonous barb of the Amazon savage, and the treacherous 
Malay kriss to the latest rifle and many-chambered revolver, adorn
ing his walls. On the table are the work of all travelers, pioneers, 
explorers, adventurers, from the Chronicles of Mungo Park to the 
hardly less authentic histories of Fenimore Cooper. Armed with 
a huge pipe, encircled with wreaths of smoke, the Man of Tarascon 
reads, shouting to himself as the guns flash and the bullets fly, and 
brandishing his hairy fist, as he sticks out that terrible underlip which 
accentuates the fierceness of his stubby beard. In this heroic at
mosphere, we overlook, or note only to forget, the checked silk 
handkerchief bound round his brow, the flannel shirt and drawers, 
and the feet slip-shod. The hero looms large through a golden 
haze, short, stout, sturdy, hairy, ruddy-faced, and with terrible 
gleaming eye,-for as he looks up, he is tracking the Sioux through 
the pathless forest, and the smell of blood is in his nostrils. 

All this is an authentic embodiment of the magic of fancy ; not 
imagination , which is in reality very different, but fancy ; and, when 
we rightly understand him, Daudet's Man of the South, l'hommc 
du Midi, the Meridional, is the Man of Fancy, in whom will and 
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action flow neither from intuition nor from reason, neither from re
ligious enthusiasm nor even from sensual imaginings, but direct 
from hal f-faerie, hal f-demoniac phantasy, whose creations have 
charm, color, richness, or even grim and formidable terror, all 
things, in a word, except reality .  

This  is  why Daudet has heaped up such lavish decoration, and 
skillfully intertwined so much of artifice ; this is the secret of that 
luxuriance which he breaks forth in, and which, in trying to indicate 
him, we have reproduced ; he is singing the hymn of Fancy, most 
fascinating and most elusive of the Muses. And before we go 
further, let us try to make quite clear in our own minds what we 
mean by fancy, and why and wherein we hold it to differ from 
imagination . For the two, while popularly intermixed, are really 
polar opposites, as different as wit and humor, as far from each other 
as is regenerate from unregenerate man. 

Let us begin by an example. Take one of the loveliest things 
on earth, a Gothic cathedral. There both imagination and fancy 
run riot, and we can visibly apprehend their difference. The up
right lines of the pillars, the walls, the buttresses, the fine curve of 
every arch, are works of imagination ; the corbels carved grotesque 
and grim, the gargoiles, those hideous faces with loll ing tongues or 

wierdly grimacing, even the puffy cherubs, are works of fancy, 

things of a different order, of a different world.  For the lines of 
pillar and buttress are a part of nature, of reality, being no other 
than upward growths of the axis of our venerable mother the earth, 
leading to her very heart ; and on their  so leading, depends the very 
l ife of the cathedral. And the delicate yet infinitely firm and de
finite curves of every arch are derivative from these, no more sub
j ect to caprice than are the orbits of the stars ;  lines of force made 
visible, as are the lines of filings which, in curves quite analogous, 
span the void between pole and pole of a powerful magnet. We 
may truly say that every line of the cathedral was there beforehand, 
nay, from the very beginning of things, and all the builders have 
done, is to have followed the invisible plan, traced out by immemorial 
reality. 

But the corbels, the grinning faces, the wreaths of acanthus,
these have no necessity in nature ; violate every line of the human 
face, every structural detail of the leaf or flower, and the corbels 
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will still hold together ;  nay, we shall find a certain delight in this 
very wantonness, a sense of liberation from the tyranny of the 
actual. Yet it is  of the essence of fancy that, though leaving the 
actual, we have not attained to the real ; while imagination has led 
us to that very thing, for in leaving the actual surface of the earth, 
in our building, we have revealed and made visible the venerable 
laws that hold the earth together, and hold it in its place amongst 
the infinite multitudes of the heavenly host. 

So that we reach this tentative definition : imagination is the 
power to embody in images an invisible reality ; fancy is the power 
to embody in images an invisible unreality. And so back again to 
the man of Tarascon. 

Tartarin is full of energy, yet he accomplishes nothing. His 

mind seethes with unbridled ambitions, he has read every book of 
adventure, followed the footsteps of every traveler to remotest cor
ners of the globe ; yet in reality he has never left his native village,
for Tarascon is hardly more. He has not even crossed that lace
like strip of bridge which spans the Rhone, to visit the smiling twin
townlet of Beaucaire, for the bridge looks so frail , the hero is heavy, 
the river is broad, et autrema-in que voulez-vous? a man must take 
care of himself. 

Daudet, working unconsciously, and therefore the more surely, 
leads us to his hero through an atmosphere of mi rage, thereby 
putting us out of focus for reality, and preparing our minds for 
phantasmagoria. Take the "garden of the baobab" with its tiny 
palm-trees as big as t?eets, and its arbos gigantea in a mignonette
pot. Think of the whole of that corner of France, and let the palm
trees of the Corniche come back to your memory,  and the heavy
scented magnolias ,  and the richly-clustering oleanders. Tartarin 
might easily have grown palms thirty feet high. But then their 
use as symbolism would have been destroyed. And he could, not 
improbably, have raised a baobab at least to the height of his own 
modest roof, in that land of glowing sunlight, but then as an index 
of his mood, its occupation would be gone. 

With equal sureness of touch, Daudet fixes on his hero's oc
cupation. In fact, Tartarin has none. He is a rentier, living on 
dividends, l iving on his country's taxes, living, to be quite strict, 
on the toil of others and the sweat of other's brows. For if we 
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touch on the real and unreal , and their contrast, we must come to 
this : there are but two classes of men,-those who work them
selves,  and those who, by a thousand artifices and fictions, work 
others ; and to these latter, Tartarin belongs. He is in the air, 
not on firm earth , as befits the genius of fancy. He is  eating other 
folks'  bread. And so with his environment.  With endless art 
Daudet paints it . using delicious hyperbole himself, while painting 
that hyperbolic world that surrounds his hero. The head of Taras
con is Tartarin , and to what does he owe his uncrowned kingship ? 
To his skill as a hunter-of caps ! For by misfortune, while the 
men of Tarascon are enraged hunters, game is  lacking round thei r 
city, absolutely lacking. Not a rabbit, not a quail , neither feather 
nor fur, if  we except that wily veteran hare, "the Express," who by 
arts almost of enchantment has ever evaded the Nimrods of Taras
con , and will ever evade them. Even the wild-ducks, flying down 
the Rhone valley in long triangles towards Camargue, when they 
see its steeples on the horizon, swerve aside, their leader hoarsely 
quacking : " Tarascon ! beware !" So Tartarin 's  fellow-citizens 
every Sunday and feast-day betake themselves to the fields and 
woods,  and after a j olly collation, sprinkled with one of those Pro
ven!fal wines that carries mirth and gladness, toss their caps in the 
air, and shoot at them ; every Sunday morning, Tartarin goes forth 
with a new hunting-cap, and returns with a mere rag, battered out 
of human semblance, and poised triumphantly on the point of his 
shouldered gun. 

And the romances that delight their susceptible hearts ! Here, 
too, is  the inevitable mirage.  Tartarin's own duet of Robert the 
Devil ,  sung with Mme. Bezuquet the mother, wherein the hero's 
part consists in fiercely intoning a thrice-repeated " No !"  is typical 
of it all. And the very powers are fictitious ; the "army" is for 
Tartarin ; the army is represented by ' 'Commandant" Bravida, a 

reti red military tailor ! Thus does Daudet weave the mirage round 

his hero, and having bound the spell upon our eyes, carries him 
forth to do doughty deeds. Tartarin after heroic hesitation and 
more heroic determination, at last starts for Africa, to hunt the 
l ions of Atlas. He arrives in the perfectly domesticated port of 
Algiers, after a tempestuous voyage, and, when the negro porters 
swarm aboard the ship, he takes them for pirates, and rushes on them 
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with drawn cutlass ,  grasping his revolver. The danger is  fantastic,  
but his valor is  real. And so with his next adventure, the first shot 
of his campaign ,-which, aimed at a lion,  as he devoutly believed, 
slew a diminutive donkey ; the

. 
"arrival of the female," which all 

the hunting books had prepared him for, degenerating into an attack 
by a gaunt Alsatian woman, the owner of the martyred donkey, who 
belabors him over the head with a stout umbrella. 

So the mirage goes on ; real will , real energy , real courage, 
even real romance, but all flowing from un real fancies , ending in 
futility, suspended in the air. The pursuit of the veiled beauty, 
whose velvet eyes enchanted him, while her little foot caressed his 
big hunting boot , pattering over it l ike a little red mouse, her gi ft 
qf a chaplet of j asmin, her sudden departure ; then the providential 
intervention of Prince Gregory of Montenegro, who discovers the 
lost charmer and weaves an Oriental romance for Tartarin, to the 
great detriment of the hero's pocket-book ; the languorous ease and 
sloth ful days in the house of Baia, lulled by her songs and cares
ses ; the return to duty, and the departure to the South ,-all is de
licately yet with perfect firmness woven from the web of fancy, 
where the will moves from springs of unreality, and therefore leaves 
Tartarin ever with a handful of air as sole trophy. Finally the 
climax. Tartarin shoots his lion ,  with as valiant trepidation as any 
hunter of them all ,  only to find that he has put to death a blind pen
sioner, the tame begging lion of a pair of Ethiopians.  Even for 
Tartarin himself, the mirage suddenly breaks, and he is left face 
to face with bitter,  humiliating reality. But not for long. The 
perfidy of Prince Gregory, the treachery of Baia, the days of wait
ing on the law, the hundred deceptions, all are forgotten, and when 
we see the last of Tartarin, as he re-enters Tarascon escorted by 
his faith ful camel , and preceded by the skin of the blind l ion, the 
faerie demonic phantasy which is  his evil genius has resumed its 
sway ; Tarascon has fallen under its power, with Commandant 
Bravida, the retired military tailor, at its head , and the illusion steals 
insiduous into Tartarin's own eyes and floods his soul. Arm in 
arm with the brave Comandant he re-enters the city, calling up tre
mendous memories of his hunts in darkest Africa : " Imagine a cer-
tain evening, in the heart of the Sahara . . . . . .  " and the curtain falls .  

When we come to the summing up,  although there is abundant 
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wit in Daudet's masterpiece, and luxuriant fancy, with a style that, 
for pure grace and color, stands unrivaled, yet we cannot say that 
the total impression is a cheering one, or such as better fits us to 
fight the battle of l ife.  On the contrary, when the smile dies away 
from our faces ,  as . we lay down the book,  when the spn sets over 
Tarascon, and the dust of the Avignon road which had hung as a 

golden haze in the air, grows to a dark cloud , and night closes over 
the valley, we are conscious of an inward feeling of misgiving, a 
sense of weakness, a depression, and haunting unreality, anything 
but comforting or re-assuring. 

In perfect j ustice, we are compelled to say that something of 
the same kind may be laid to the charge of all that Daudet has done ; 
it is very bright and very charming at first glace, but the heart with
in it is  bitter. And in this very bitterness, quite unknown to him
sel f, perhaps, lies Daudet 's permanent value. For he is  true to his 
text, and he has painted truly a great organic type, embodying 
powers of our souls which do assuredly lead us astray , and do as
suredly end in bitterness. 

The next great portrait which Daudet has drawn, taking the 
moral rather than the chronologie order of his work, is  the Nabab. 
It is hardly necessary to say that he uses the title, not in its strict 
sense, as a Mussulman viceroy, but rather in the Anglo- Indian way, 
as a " Nabob,"--one who has made a fortune in the East. The 
field in which the Nabab plays his part, is  very like the envi ronment 
of the Tarascon hero ; we are carried from the Midi ,  the sunny land 
of Provence, to the glaring sunlight, the white dust, the skies of 
glittering blue across the Mediterranean ; we have, rather suggested 
than described, the same breathless, gaudy, corrupt life of northern 
Africa, and finally, when the character and fortunes of the Nabab 
are formed in these shining lands, he is carried to Paris, where his 
destiny works itself out. 

We have here hardly any effort to conceal the tragedy, the root 
of bitterness, which has already begun to show itself in the gay and 
careless life of Tarascon . The story of the Nabab is one long tale 
of deceit, of fal se pretences,  of unreal values. There is the same 
abundant virility in the Nabab as in Tartarin ; he is sturdy, red
faced, explosive, enthusiastic, full of human sympathy and soft
heartedness, and full of very real power and courage. If his will 
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were founded in the real, he might do wonderful things, but he is 
cursed with the same infirmity which is  the undoing of Tartarin ; 
he is carried away by a too exhuberant fancy, a power of building 
images not based in truth ; a fatal lack of the sense of reality, which 
leads him into wholly misleading and grotesque estimates of men 
and things, into over-confidence, into unsound speculation and final 
ruin. 

There was a certain pleasure in following Tartarin in his ad
ventures, his loves, his illusions ; there is  no pleasure in following 
the fortunes of the Nabab ; it  is  all too sordid, too heartless. We 
feel beforehand the deception which is  to be played upon him in the 
Corsican election, the failure of all the artful "combinazioni" of the 
speculator who is  his undoing, the heartless defection of his friends ; 
and at the end the Nabab stands before us piti ful , discredited, dis
honored, a very monument and warning of human frailty. 

But herein lies Daudet's power : the Nabab never loses our 
sympathy ; never for a moment do we lose the sense of his humanity. 
of his nearness to ourselves and our own weakness ; nay, it is  this 
very nearness which makes us shudder and leaves us chilled with 
apprehension lest a like fate befall ourselves .  The Nabab is a very 
real figu re, very strong and human, even far above the common 
stature of our humanity ; he is in a sense a hero, as was Tartarin ,  
fighting with real valor, real power, but fighting quite i n  vain, be
cause his powers were founded in falseness, and could give bi rth 
only to futility. 

In Mephistopheles, Goethe has painted , not a demon, but a 
human being whose will flows directly from the material reason ; 
and all the tragedy of Faust follows from that one thing. Goethe 
did not intend to moralise. He simply painted life. But life itself 
moralises, and brings us ever face to face with eternal law. And 
the law of our humanity we find to be this : there are in us two 
poles, two tendencies ; the one is individual ; the other, universal. 
The one leads us to ever-growing egotism, to increasing hardness, 
to perpetually deepening illusion , hiding the real l i fe of others from 
us, hiding the fair light of heaven, finally hiding us from ourselves. 
The other leads us away from the center of egotism, towards the 
one soul of universal man . Between the two, there is a point of 
equal balance, a turning point ; it is the line dividing unregenerate 
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from regenerate man. It is easy to set a test. When a point comes, 
as it comes to all , where one must choose between the sense of his 
own selfish purpose and the sense of the soul in another deman ding 
equal j ustice, equal mercy ; i f  he chooses to sacrifice his own desire, 
and to do justice to the other, he is  regenerate. I f  he sacrifices the 
other to his desire and egotism, he is  still under the ban. It is  a 
question of realising each others' souls. All moral ity comes from 
that. And as a man acts, so he will believe ; for the will in reality 
precedes the understanding, and it is  well and truly said that we 
must do the will , if we would understand the doctrine. Act opens 
or closes the door to understanding. If the door be opened, then 
the man who lives according to the common soul, realising the soul 
in others as of equal real ity and validity with his own, will move 
ever towards the universal in himself, and it will be easy, nay, it will 
be inevitable for him to believe in immortality and everlasting good. 
But if  he has closed the door, and shut out the sense of his neigh
bor's soul, sacrificing his neighbor to himself, then he will find it 
impossible to believe ; corrupt act has corrupted un derstanding and 
heart, an d he is  forced even against his will to become "the spirit 
which evermore denies." 

This is the immemorial moral of l ife itself ; they are the great 
painters of l ife, who follow and realise this law ,  and embody it in 

their work. All others are ephemera, mere mountebanks of litera
ture, mummers, collecting pence that are thrown to them in the dust. 

To regenerate man belongs the sense of the universal human 
soul. With it fol low what we may call the new fruits of the spirit : 
understanding, humor, imagination. Understanding, the power of 
perceiving the invisible real ; imagination, the power of imaging the 
invisible real ; humor, the power of realising, under all weakness, 
our lasting strength, with the j oyousness and gaiety which comes of 
that realisation. 

To unregenerate man belongs an increasing sense of, and rev
erence for, his own egotism, with all the pains that follow after van
ity, sel f-consciousness,  hostility, i solation, final induration and death . 
He has not understanding, but reasoning, which, the further it goes, 
the more it misleads him ; not imagination but fancy, the power, 

working even against his will,  and to his own destruction, of imag
ing invisible unrealities ; and wit, the desire to laugh at others, in-
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stead of laughing with them, to score off them, to sharpen his wit 
on them, careless of wounds and humiliation inflicted. 

In Mephistopheles, Goethe has painted no cosmic devil ,  but the 
demonic intellect of unregenerate man , for the unregenerate intel
lect is necessarily demonic ; in Faust, he has painted the moral weak
ness, the readiness to sacrifice others, which is the seed-bed of that 
intellect. In the Walpurgis Night, he has painted the wild and un
clean fancy which flows from both, leading the victim ever deeper 
into the blackness of the void. Yet throughout Goethe's work, 
he shows action as flowing from reasoning ; from the analytic 
power of the lower mind. What Daudet has done, is to show the 
same tragedy, as flowing from the fancy, the power of imaging the 
unreal, which, first a servant, soon becomes a master, and, like some 
Oriental Djin,  drags its evoker to destruction. 

Daudet has added a third great figure to his studies of the 
Meridional, in Numa Roumestan . What Tartarin was in the world 
of adventure, what the Nabab was in the world of finance, Numa 
Roumestan is in the world of politics. With Tartarin, as his under
takings were not very serious, touching no one but himself, and him
sel f only lightly and without tragic result, we can sympathise, even 
with a certain sense of humor and enjoyment. But when we come 
to the N abab, and, even more, to N uma Roumestan, and find the 
same faculty or frailty in them involving those around them in com
mon ruin, we have only that enj oyment which ever comes from a 
sense of truth , but of pleasure strictly speaking, none at all. 

Numa Roumestan is ,  in person, much the same as the other 
two : sturdy, red-faced, full of magnetism and vital energy,  a very 
virile and forcible type of humanity. Fancy, in Tartarin, led to a 
harmless habit of enthusiastic romance, a most eloquent relation of 
things that might have happened, and therefore might as well be 
accepted for fact . In the Nabab, the same eloquence is present, but 
he most of all deceives himself. He is his own worst victim. Numa 
Roumestan, equally eloquent , exercises the same spell of magnetic 
speech , on those around him, on his own l i fe, his secretary, his 
friends, his proteges, his colleagues ; the result is not less disast
rous. We have all through the sense of handling counterfeit coin , 
of dealing with false measures , of looking at paste diamonds, the 
sense of being cheated, even of cheating ourselves. 
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Numa's eloquent tongue, his myth-making faculty, l ead him 
onward step by step, to what the world would call ,  and did cal l ,  a 
great achievement, a highly successful career. He rises to be the 
leading local politician, the popular deputy, the minister, and is  
overtaken by no open or conspicuous disaster. The disaster is 
rather in his continuance in the horrible unreality he spreads round 
him, in the devastation which is  worked by him in the lives of others, 
as for example that poor min strel whom he entices from the sunny 
South to the Paris music halls ; where his fantasia on the flute, that 
famous melody which "came to him one evening, as he l istened to 
the nightingale," provokes nothing but mockery and derision ; but 
the flutist is never convinced of his own failure ; he goes on, believ
ing himself the victim of j ealous machinations,  till all under his in
fluence are involved with him in common chaos. This very glamor 
in which the minstrel lives is but a minor outcome of Numa's power, 
of that universal atmosphere of lying which everywhere surrounds 

him. For Daudet here casts aside cap and bells, and comes forth 
as a homilist, even a prophet ; there is no pretence of amusing us, 
as there was in Tartarin , but simply a stern drawing of the truth, 
of the inevitable fruit of false dealing, which would not be out of 
place in the Inferno. 

( To be Continued. ) 
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TH E T H E O S O P H I C A L  

FO RU M 

VOL. 9· JULY, 1 903 No. 3 

• • • 

I understand the main tenet of materialism to be that there is 

nothing in the universe but matter and force . . . . . .  This I heartily 

disbelieve . . . . .  in the first place, as I have already hinted, it seems 

to me pretty plain that there is a third thing in the universe, to wit : 

consciousness, which, in the hardness of my heart or head, I can 

not see to be matter or force, or any conceivable modification of 

either, however intimately the manifestations of the phenomena of 

consciousness may be connected with the phenomena known as 

matter and force. 

"Science and Morals" :  by THOMAS H. HuxLEY. 
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AMERICAN RELIGION. 

" . . . .  I have never regretted the day that I espoused his 
cause. I have not been ill . a day since. Before that, while 
I went to the Presbyterian Church, I was troubled with 
rheumatism, and required the constant attention of a doctor, 
having no appetite, and sleeping poorly. Since j oining his 
church, I have gained twenty pounds in flesh and have never 
had a pain." New York Herald. 

There is the flat truth at last : the American ideal of a good re
ligion. Since joining his church "I have gained twenty pounds in 
flesh, and have never had a pain." We have waited years, to have 
that plainly said, to get a sincere expression of what our fellow
citizens desire in a religion. Precisely the same tendency, only less 
outspoken, because less clearly realised, perhaps, underlies most of 
the mystical and "metaphysical" sects which cover the country at 
the present day. Precisely this ideal is catered to, very openly and 
frankly in many cases, by the professors of vibrations, who, for a 
consideration, offer to teach the secret of "health, happiness, and 
success in all legitimate enterprises. " Read the Sunday j ournals, 
and you can easily find a score of  these offers, made very often in 
perfect good faith. Take up the various periodicals which reflect 
the most modern phases of co-called spiritual thought in these re
gions,  and you will find everywhere the same conviction cropping 
out, or thinly hiding beneath the surface. That is something like 
a religion, which enables its founder to lay by millions,  and of which 
its votaries can claim that it cures the rheumatism, and enables them 
to add twenty pounds of flesh. 

In all this, there is not the faintest shadow of misgiving ; no 
sign of apprehension that perhaps religion or spirituality may exist 
for quite other ends, and may often bring sorrows rather than re
move them ; may often break up the quiet course of a humdrum life, 
and lead forth into the wilderness those who follow after it. There 
is a finely optimistic conviction that the real purpose of religion is 
first to bring bodily health, and after that to bring wealth and suc
cess ; that religion exists for the well-being of the natural man, to 
make him a sleek and prosperous animal, . and to fill him with good 
things, and remove his pains. The bait set for proselytes is this :  
a promise of health, a restoration of bodily vigor and animal pros-
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perity, and the sense of well-being and success that flows from these. 
One might state the same thought in a dozen different ways, with
out arousing the smallest doubt or misgiving in the minds of the 
hundreds of thousands, or even millions, who follow this American 
religion ; nor does it seem to be thinkable to them that, far from 
being on the pure path of spirit , they may merely have fallen into 
one of the traps of materiality, and a trap peculiarly gross and ob
vious, an error that evidences a naive ignorance almost sublime. 

Underlying this cheerful creed is the belief, which would no 
doubt be frankly admitted in most cases, that bodily life is the finest 
thing conceivable ; and that, if we could only secure it against all 
those ills to which flesh is said to be heir, we should have something 
so good, that nobody could desire anything finer. The conviction 
that the life of the flesh is excellent, and equal to fulfilling our 
highest wishes, the sincere delight in animal life, is what is present 
in the hearts of so many millions in ()Ur country ; the great, strong 
primal instinct to which so many of these founders of new forms 
of faith appeal, and on which the more astute of them rely, for a 
constant stream of victims. Very few of them carry this thought 
to its logical conclusion ; but, were they to do so, they would reach 
some such result as this : 

We are here in animal bodies, and most of our sorrows and 
sufferings come from the various sicknesses and ailings which afflict 
these bodies. These sufferings must be the result of disharmony ; 
therefore, when I establish harmony with the law, I shall know it 
by the cessation of my bodily ills ; and, thereafter, all I shall have 
to do, in order to walk in the good path, is to continue in harmony 
with the law, and follow out the natural tendencies of my body, 
which, having been put there by the divine law, must necessarily be 
good and wholesome, and therefore spiritual and holy. This con
viction will lead to an acceptance and acquiescence in all the; bodily 
tendencies, to a regard for them, as something altogether right and 
worthy of honor, and this attitude will in time limit the thought 
and imagination within the bounds of the bodily consciousness, 
which will come to be recognised as the one reality, the one thing 
worth striving for, the satisfaction of which fulfills the law and the 
prophets. 

Such a whole-hearted acceptance of the body and its appetites; 
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as the final measure of good, will presently lead to a kind of self
deification ; to a view of one's own bodily welfare as something of 
paramount worth ; and to the belief that whatever interferes with 
one's bodily comfort must be wrong, out of harmony with the law, 
and therefore evil. A fine brand of unconscious and wholly naive 
selfishness will thus be produced, which will begin to narrow the 
sympathies, bringing a kind of cowardice and sluggishness and 
grossness of wit, which will lessen and presently atrophy altogether 
the power of the will to undertake ideal enterprises, to follow after 
high aspirations. In order to minister to the well-beloved body, 
the possessor of this new spiritual secret will be tempted to pass on 
the glad news to others,-for value received ; value in this case be
ing something tangible, something appealing to the practical sense 
of a practical people, something a sensible, matter-of-fact American 
man or woman can understand ; in a word, something that will buy 
things to eat. The glad news will be purveyed in measured doses, 
at so much a dose ; and the great throng of equally material-minded, 
equally sensual persons who are yet in darkness, will accept the glad 
news with joy, and willingly pay for it with hard-earned and realis
tic money. And both purchasers and sellers will hold the belief 
that they are promoting spirituality, that they are fulfilling the law, 
and embodying the divine. 

A further result of this coddling of the animal man will soon 
appear. The animal man has certain other desires, which are wont 
at times to make themselves passionately felt. These also will be 
accepted as divine and altogether good, and their gratification will 
come to be regarded as a fine and pious act. Moreover, such is the 
persuasiveness of the human beast, it will presently come to be be
lieved that, as these desires are so fine, so consonant with the law, a 
failure to acquiesce in the them on the part of another is a mani
fest sign of lack of grace, an evidence that in that other there is no 
obedience to the law, which we ourselves are so faithfully keeping. 
Many interesting developments will be reached along this path, 
whose nature and tendency are easily to be imagined, until finally 
the authentic law delivers its decision, and the long pampered and 
worshipped body feels the cold hand of death. 

Among the followers of this cheerful modem faith, there is at 
this point a schism. On the one side, it is maintained that 'this cold 
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visitant is but the doorkeeper of a happy land, in which j ust such 
bodily delights will be repeated, on a finer and larger scale, so that 
we shall have boundless opportunities of making pigs of ourselves 
in subsequent worlds, in successively finer bodies, with ever richer 
powers of self-indulgence. On the other hand, it is held that bodily 
death is a mere mistake, a sort of oversight, a mishap which we shall 
presently be able to correct ; in fact, that this animal vesture of ours 
may be and should be immortal, that there need be no bodily death. 
There are among us numbers of professors of bodily immortality, 
who have the foresight to collect payment in advance. In paren
thesis, is it not strange that these compellers of divine powers, who 
have ransacked the secrets of the heavens, seem so perpetually in 
need of money, like common mortals, who have seen no divine doors 
opened, and who have nothing to guide them but their natural wit, 
working to supply their natural necessities. This wonderful belief 
that the animal body can escape altogether from the bonds of death, 
is one which can well be left for that grim potentate himself to 
argue with ; the power of self-deception can only be carried a cer
tain length. After that, the old man with the hour-glass will have 
his most convincing say. 

It is often said, and said with great show of reason, that this 
worship of the body has authentic warrantry in organic law, in the 
law of the animal world of which we are a part. Let us admit that, 
as animals, we have the same tendencies as all other animals : the 
instinct of the search for food, and the instinct of reproduction.  
Supposing we were adequately to follow these two instincts, should 
we be fulfilling the ideal, and obeying the whole law of righteous
ness ? Let us for a moment forget that, in both these directions, 
man is the most morbid of the animals, eating and drinking vast 
quantities of things which are of no earthly good to him, when he 
is not hungry at all,  and j ust for the mere pleasure of eating. Let 
us also forget that the same sensuality clings to him in the other 
great direction of natural instinct, the direction of race-continuity 
and reproduction. No animal has in this region so bad a record ; 
a record so full of morbid and unnatural elements. All this, by 
the way, might suggest grave misgivings to those who deify their 
bodies ; if  so many of our bodily desires are manifestly unnatural 
and morbid, from the mere point of biology, they cannot very well 
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be altogether wholesome and divine. But let us for a moment 
forget the morbid elements, in both appetite and sex. Let us sup
pose our human beings as mild and orderly as a herd of wild cattle, 
in no degree infringing the law in either regard. What would such 
a life be worth ? What would an infinite multitude of such lives 
be worth ? Would not this humanity of ours, living under the con
ditions we have imagined, be subject to death like the beasts of the 
field, his flesh being but as grass, in the phrase of the gloomy mater
ialist of old. Would there be anything to draw these wonderful 
hearts of ours. with their infinite aspirations and longings, their per
petual searchings after the eternal and the immortal, in such a 
cattle-li fe as this ? 

Yet again , the cult of the flesh notoriously does not lead to a 
fine and adequate development even of the animal man and the 
animal functions. The finest bodily development is never found 
among the sleek and self-loving peoples, who are over-tender to 
themselves, who shirk difficulties and dangers and pain. Nor is 
pure and wholesome reproduction of the race arrived at by the way 
of self-indulgence and acceptance of bodily appetite as a worthy 
guide. On the contrary, the sense of comfort thereby fostered will 
bring an incapacity for sel f-sacrifice, which will presently lead to a 
defeating of nature, and a resorting to expedients which will in due 
course lead not to reproduction, but to extinction. For if there is 
one thing quite clear about animal life, it is that reproduction means 
sacrifice, and demands a capacity for sacrifice ; which capacity is 
steadily diminished, and ultimately destr<J)'\!d by that brooding on 
the body and the body's well-being, which lies at the heart of the 
modem religion of America. In human life, as elsewhere in nature, 
the finest individual growth and the finest race-reproduction demand 
a constant willingness for self-sacrifice, constant forgetting of one
self and one's own comfort, exactly the contrary of that mood of 
bodily complacency which is fostered by this modern faith. Such 
a faith will breed a race of sluggards and cowards, hut such a race 
will, under natural law, soon cease to trouble the earth. 

This is where we are brought to, by the religion of body-wor
ship :  inevitable death for the individual ; inevitable death for the 
race. And here history supplies endless corroboration. Whatever 
race has adopted this creed , and it has been held times without num-
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her, has presently fallen back, degenerated, sunk into somnolence, to 
be outstripped by a race fuller of virility, fuller of courage, and which 
has still in ample measure that capacity for self-sacrifice and self
subordination, without which there is  no greatness, human or divine. 

To even outline the real conditions of life, so grossly parodied 
and misrepresented by this pseudo-religion , would demand too 
much space. But some suggestion of the real law can easily be 
made. To begin with, the body-worship we have described has 
one invariable result in the moral l i fe : it causes the formation of a 
psychical image of the body, on which all thought and feeling is 
centered, and which presently comes to be regarded as the real self. 
This psychic self, which is a mere shadow of the body, shares its 
limitations of consciousness and moral feeling. It soon becomes 
self-centered, and antagonistic to like sensual selves in others, and 
little by little crowds out all genuinely human sympathy, all pure 
feeling for other human beings, who may not minister at all to our 
own satisfaction. Its evidence will be a general and growing in
difference to the wel fare of all except the few on whom we are 
speculating as sources of money, flattery or consideration, or, per
haps, sources of direct bodily sensation. This shrinking of the 
human moral nature will almost always be accompanied with an 
obstinate conviction of being in the right, and a growing hostility 
towards all who differ from us, or refuse to minister to our desires. 
And this deterioration can go on to an almost unlimited extent, with 
an ever-increasing self-importance and harshness towards others. 

The same shrinking of our natures will presently shut us out. 
not only from the hearts of other human beings, but also from all 
that is  above the animal in ourselves. Limited to the waking con
sciousness of the body, we shall gradually lose hold on all the deeper 
regions of our own lives, and finally fail to feel that part of us which 
is really . immortal and divine. Losing our hold on our immortality, 
we shall yet retain the sense of being altogether in the right, and 
shall always be ready to dogmatise and assert a doctrine of mere 
materialism, and wholly unable to understand that the consciousness 
of others may not be so limited as our own. 

The truth is, that this psychic worship of our bodies, this ego
tism, must be sacrificed before any true spiritual li fe can begin ; 
before anything at all can be known about true spiritual li fe. Deep 
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in all our hearts is the intuition that this sacrifice is expected and 
demanded of us ; and until we respond to that intuition, though we 
may speak of spirituality and spiritual things, the true world of 
spirit will remain closed to us. This is what, as a nation, we must 
learn : that there is no rebirth without sacrifice : the sacrifice of our 
self-seeking, sensual, self-complacent personalities. Without this 
sacrifice, we cannot reach even the beginning of the way. 
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SCIENTIFIC NECESSITY OF REINCARNATION. 

The clearer understanding of the subject will be made easier 
by our first stating the principles of man's constitution as adopted 
in Theosophical literature. 

The physical body can not be a principle, because in its totality 
it is but a vehicle of consciousness, containing basic cosmic essences, 
built and upheld by them. It is these cosmic essences that we re
gard as man's principles, the man being related to his cosmos, as 
electric power or light are related to the dynamo that supplies them. 
In its relation to man this power has different aspects as well as 
uses, and different grades of power are given different names, 
though their real difference exists only in the different rates of 
vibratory energy. 

Each octave or scale manifests distinctly as such. and functions 
upon corresponding planes of being or states of matter, and the 
physical body is the product of the lowest as well as the slowest note 
of this vibratory energy. It is suited to the most concrete mole
cular constitution of the physical body. The instant this note is 
raised, the molecular density and condition is correspondingly raised 
to a less dense condition. Even within concrete nature, we find 
almost infinite grades of matter, from the metal to the gases, which 
are all molecular, as also the astral matter of which astral bodies 
consist. 

Yet these bodies, though composed of molecular substance, are 
beyond the cognition of physical sense organs, like the eye, for in 
stance, which, unless man develops within himself a corresponding 
vibration, sees only on the physical vibrating plane. 

It may now be clear that the so-called concrete plane of matter 
contains grades of matter representing the two extreme poles, from 
the solid, to the lowest grade of the ether, which, as stated, is the 
lowest astral plane. 

The relation existing between the different planes is equally 
applicable to the octaves of the respective notes of vibrations per
taining to each of the so-called principles, and this may serve to il
lustrate the fact that each principle or plane is an actual note of 
vibration, so that, when any individual enters into the same note of 
vibration he enters into a corresponding state of consciousness or of 
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realization. The power of man to realize may be expanded along 
the entire scale of the sevens of each principle. Indeed, man, in 
his cycl ing journey, began by experiencing the conditions of a 
vehicle or body consisting of only one principle, i. e.,  the first in 
mani festation, the highest for him-the apex of the triangle. 

From this his consciousness gradually descended down the 
octave until it reached its lowest, and then gradually entered the 
second principle and its attending experience, developing the power 
to realize the conditions of that plane. And from thence onward, 
until he has passed through the five intermediate states, and entered 
into the seventh, the lowest and most concrete material plane of 
existence. There he learned to vibrate to a complete individual and 
personal self existence in his corresponding physical bodies. 

Th ree periods of incomprehensibly long duration were thus 
necessary to furnish man with the condition required before his evo
lution began to be self-conscious, and before his vehicle of conscious
ness or body, had become sufficiently dense, so that he was able to 
realize himsel f to be absolutely separated from all other bodies or 
forms around him. 

The planes through which he thus descended into the 'concrete 
material state, and in which he is now fully merged, are the follow
ing : 

1 The Atmic plane. The highest note of vibratory energy, 
symbolized as super-spiritual, the soul of the spiritual soul, a form
less, not separated state of consciousness, a center of evolving energy, 
still fully identified with absolute Unity and consciousness. 

2 The Buddhic plane. When this center has detached itself 
from the absolute Unity it begins its descent into mani festation ; it 
surrounds itsel f with the highest Kinetic ether, which absorbs and 
reflects the light from the Atmic . plane ; this plane is the plane of 
the purpose, of  the idea without the form ; but it already contains 
the ideal plane for the accomplishment of the purpose of Being, 
through the incoming period of manifestation. 

3 The plane of Manas. The mind is the second vehicle of 
the reflection of the First One, but counts as the third principle. 
Here the note of vibration are again lowered another entire octave 
from the Buddhi plane. The mind plane is the noetic force, that 
of the human soul and still more dense than its predecessor. Yet 
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i t  i s  far beyond and more subtle than the astral plane of which 
invisible astral bodies are made. 

This mind plane corresponds to the ideal world, because it is 
where the ideal thought, previously held in privation or · reservation,  
can now find its first substantial expression, or state of existence in 
form, and as ideas are the basis for thought, so is thought the basis 
for intellect, which is the power of mind cogitation ; but this re
lates to thought or ideas pure and simple, relating either to cosmic 
principles, planes or facts, without the element of individual or per
sonal consciousness, which is ever mixed with personal motive, de
sire and selfishness. Thus, this manasic plane is  not the plane upon 
which the man of to-day functions, thinks or lives. Now, instead 
of following the usual and regular order of the descent of spirit 
into matter, which would require us to consider the "Kama mana�ic" 
plane, that is the mind mixed with selfishness as j ust stated ; we 
will consider the principle " Kama"-that is the Sanskrit word for 
desire, passion, attachment, cohesion and all their opposite poles.  
This principle may be con sidered first ; as it is that which combines 
with the pure mind. Then when we shall have studied the elements 
which compose "Kama manas," the selfish mind, it will help to make 
matters more clear. 

"Kama" is the plane, principle or energy, wherein the vibrations 
have lowered immensely from the mind plane, governing cosmic 
attraction ; cohesion and repulsion. It may be said to be that force 
which holds the stars in their orbits and position. It is manifested 
in man, and beside holding his body together, has the power of pull� 
ing or pushing ; hence man's selfishness is made possible through 
it ; for it is desire and aversion, as well as the lower will of man, 
which create� his intense wants, longing or yearnings. 

"Kama Manas" may now be in order. 
The principle and plane whereon physical man lives ; all that 

his mind contemplates is  mixed with the desire-aversion. 
More than this, his mind is active only, as it is tainted with 

some want, some desire, some love or their opposites. It is this 
force or energy which pushes him on, both in his natural evolution, 
as well as in his own effort to advance. It is the force which cul
minates his complete separation from the One Spirit, hence it pro
duces sel f-consciousness, therefore it is the Key that furnishes the 
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turning point from his downward course into matter, and up again 
into the finer realms of the Spirit, but plus self-consciousness. The 
sixth stage of descent is the lowering notes of vibratory energy, 
propelled by nature in its purpose to reach the extreme pole of 
density, and this is called the astral plane, already referred to. Its 
vibrations precipitate and become molecular. The same that con
crete matter has reached, which is the lowest note of vibration of 
that octave, and is the step which nature has required in order to 
manifest its own extreme negative pole of being. 

The seventh enters now fully into the existing conditions ; 
evident all about us, fully manifesting the Life power or principle 
which permeates the entire vibratory realm from one extreme to the 
other. 

To recapitulate for convenience of reference, we then have : 
1 The physical body symbolizing the complete life energy of 

the Universe in all  its manifestations. 
2 The astral, the double of all nature and its prototype or 

model. 

3 The life energy as related to a full and complete life on all 
planes. 

4 The separated thinking man of the desire plane, wholly 
selfish. 

5 The plane of pure mind or thought or ideality. 
6 The spiritual soul plane of man. 
7 The super-spiritual plane. The One of absolute non-

separateness. 
This eternal continuance of conscious existence through all the 

planes of evolution is only possible through reincarnation. 
This side of the subject science has yet to learn. And now we 

are ready to consider the subject of this article, that is, "The 
Scientific Necessity of Reincarnation." 

The monads ( the mind Soul ) of man descend from the highest 
note of vibratory Being and consciousness, through the various 
octaves or planes, until they reach complete separateness and self
conscious existence, possible and complete only in the most concrete 
form or body. 

This long journey through the many planes and sub-planes of 
evolution, culminates in the physical body. Universal action or 
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motion of manifestation has now reached its limit, and completes 
its downward cycle of evolution ; evolving the ideal through evolv
ing man. The law of nature everywhere present, demands reaction 
after every action. This law of action and reaction demands the 
return of that, which went out. The great vibratory energy or force 
( The Great Breath ) ,  having reached its limit in matter, now must 
return to its source. The involved must in its turn evolve. All 
this vibratory motion has occurred in Space. This Space is motion 
in duration, and presents three incontrovertible, indestructible as
pects of being, ever present with man the monad. And so all that 
is contained in this motion in Space, is eternal and hence also inde
structible. Therefore reincarnation i.s a Scientific necessity under 
the law of cause and effect, or action and reaction, as man is part 
of this Space, this duration and this motion. 

Scientific research has demonstrated that the physical body of 
man entirely renews all its physical molecular structure, during every 
period of seven years. 

Man thus completely changes the substance of his body, and 
yet notwithstanding, that during such complete transformation, his 
body appears as the same, even to the most minute marks or scars. 
Every man knows, that his body shows some slight changes while 
growing older, but that he himself is absolutely not aware of any of 
the physical transformations, stated by science. Man realizes him
self to be positively the same, identical person, even at the age of 
many times seven, especially when he recalls the earliest memories 
of his childhood. The claims of science, in this matter, he simply 
accepts, because he is willing to concede that science knows or ought 
to know. 

The Theosophical student of the philosophy of life, not only 
joins the scientist in this claim, but is an.xious to go much deeper 
than the mere acceptance of physical evidence based upon physical 
experiments, which at best are not reliable enough to be able to 
prove causes from within. The Theosophical student. on meeting 
any fact in nature, wants to know the cause which produced this 
effect, wants to realize, why such things occur, as well as what is 
the object or purpose of nature in any . of her wonderful,  if  not 
mysterious, manifestations. 

Therefore he inquires, first among other things : What takes 
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place ? and in what manner ? and under what law of nature does 
this or that transformation occur ? 

He therefore seeks other similar things and occurrences, by 
which an analogy can be drawn, and a correspondence established. 
thereby he soon discerns an analogy in reincarnation.  

( To be C ontintted. ) 
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DAUDET'S PSYCHOLOGY. 

( Continued. ) 

The triumph of Daudet's art consists in this, that he does not 
paint merely vicious or weak men , in Tartarin, the Nabab and 
Numa. On the contrary, all three are above the common stature 
in endowment, and, most of all , in will, in executive power. But 
the will in them flows, not from true insight, not from the sense of 
real human life and the powers of the human soul, that immemorial 
soul common to all men, which tells itself in all our history, but 
from fancy, from the power of myth-making, from something al
together false and unreal. 

The three types are one, the Meridional is a single type, a new 
organic figure added to literature. Had Daudet possessed the 
strength and insight to weld the three in one, and fitly choosing for 
that one an . environment, had shown his acts and fate, and the fate 
of those around him, dependent on him, and under his influence, as 
flowing from this frailty and marred thereby, we should have had an 
organic figure as great as Mephistophiles, as great as Don Quixote. 
But even without doing this, Daudet has indicated it ; he has, in
deed, drawn the one type in three different garments, and his success 
is great enough to put his work amongst the permanent treasures 
of the human race. 

In Faust, we see the moral causation quite clearly ; but Daudet 
has not enough of Teutonic abstractness, of metaphysical power, to 
do as much. He rather siezes the symptoms of a malady of · the 
will with Gallic lucidity, with Provenlf al richness of color, and 
leaves us to find the law for ourselves. But he is a great artist be
cause his picture is true enough for us to do this ; he takes life 
seriously, and does not play with it, after the manner of English 
novelists ; he holds the mirror to. nature and man. And if he does 
not consciously realise what we have said, as to the dividing line be
tween unregenerate and regenerate man, his testimony is the more 
valuable for that, for he is a disinterested witness, with no theories 
to support. And his testimony is terribly clear. St. Paul, the de
scendant of a sensual nation, . finds the heart of evil ,  the type of what 
is to be condemned, in the flesh ; the mood of the flesh,  he says, is  
death. Daudet finds the heart of evil in a false sense of value, 
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which blinds us to the true relation between thought and act, be
tween ourselves and others ; he shows that, when we lose moral 
touch of reality we are in danger, are, indeed, already lost. And 
his evangel is a true one. But to find the wider law, we must go 
deeper than a false sense of value, deeper even than the mood of the 
flesh ; we must see clearly that the cult of the false self in us is the 
root of harm, and the realisation of each others' souls the doorway 
to all good. 

Had Daudet set himself to argue this, he might well have failed, 
as many moralist has ; but he does far better. He sets himself to 
persuade, not our reason, which is perverse and full of crafty evasion, 
but our imaginations, which ever lead us in spite of ourselves. And 
it is this appeal to the imagination which makes real art ; but, if our 
definition be valid, we must remember clearly what imagination 
is,-the imaging of unseen realities. Therefore insight, vision,  in
spiration must ever come before art ; there must be in us a real 
grasp of the enduring law of man, of that common soul which weaves 
our life ; without this, there can be only artifice, the mummery, the 
charlatanism of art, a thing too common, and too often passing for 
sterling coin. 

There can be little doubt that these three figures, Tartarin , the 
Nabab and Numa Roumestan, which are indeed but the one Meri
dional in three costumes, are the head and center of Daudet's ac
complishment, the work which he must stand or fall by, when all is 
said. Yet there is much that is of the greatest value in his other 
work, though not, perhaps, in the sense in which Daudet himself 
would have valued it. A patriotic Jew and enthusiastic Zionist, 
himself a novelist of some excellence, has claimed Daudet as only 
half Provenc;al and half Jew, as a Davidet, a son of David. We 
may accept this as giving a clue to much in his work, and particular
ly as enabling us to divide it into two classes,-the one Provenc;al 
the other, Jewish in color. 

Without inj ustice, one may say that certain characteristics mark 
all Jewish literature ; first, a firm materialism, a terribly steadfast 
grip on this present world, a realism which, when applied to finances, 
makes the Jew, with his keenness and moral energy, the very king 
of usurers, the ideal banker of the world. From this materialism 
flow two other qualities ; a narrow personal view, which leads to 
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isolation, to hostility, to cynicism ; and a sensuality, which leads to 
a habit of saying bitter things about women, as the ensnarer of man, 
as the root of all calamity. The typical Jewish heroine is Delilah, 
and more or less clearly the view of Delilah as the typical woman 
runs through all Jewish literature. We may trace all these charac
teristics in the works of famous Jewish writers like D'Israeli,  Nor
dau and Zola. We may find clear indications of them all in one 
division of Alphonse Daudet's work. 

If we set aside the Tartarin-Nabab-Numa-Roumestan series, 
and consider the rest of Daudet's work, we shall indeed be struck 
with the cynicism, the bitterness, the sensuality of it all, none the 
less that cynicism and sensuality are hidden under the veil of a style 
always graceful and delicate, and often very beautiful. We have 
all had our attention drawn rather forcibly to one book of his re
cently, to Sappho ; and it is to be feared that, for the general un
derstanding, Daudet is regarded as the author of Sappho, and 
nothing else. And it cannot be denied that, even though Daudet 
wrote this book as a warning, as an awful example, and in particular, 
as a warning to his own sons, in spite of this, the allurement, the 
corruption, the enslaving of the witt by sensulity stand out far clearer 
than the moral purpose, the avowed end of edification. The truth 
is. that Daudet is too good an artist consciously to moralise. He 
is ensnared by his own creation ; he enters into Sappho's point of 
view, and makes us enter into it, with the result that we have a 
picture, very real and very convincing, of a modem Magdalen, and 
our sympathies are entirely with her when she deserts the weak 
youth whom Daudet means us to pity for her robust and warm
blooded convict, whose forged because he loved her, and who, when 
he had served his term, asked nothing better than to give her what
ever remained to him of life. 

If we gain any moral from Sappho, it is in Sappho's favor, so 
earnestly does Daudet enter into her sensual, yet very human life. 
One side of his nature sympathises too heartily with Delilah to allow 
him to make her really repellent. And so his moral misses fire. 
Not tess, but rather more insiduously corrupt is Froment the 
Younger and Risler the Elder. Sidonie is Sappho over again, but 
Sappho with far less excuse, and with far more disastrous conse
quences. Once more, it is Delilah as the type of womanhood, and 
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the blinding of the strong man Risler the Elder is the blinding of 
Samson in modern story. In spite of all his skitt, in spite of his 
charm and fascination, Daudet has produced a work which is re
pulsive, the victims pitiable, the culpable persons quite beyond our 
sympathy, in their heartless treachery. We are not repaid by-we 
resent rather-the admirable pictures of Parisian life, drawn with 
such living skitt as so great an artist could not fail to show. The 
final result is one of repel lent bitterness, with not a particle of that 
wide and salutary sense of truth which we draw from Tartarin and 
the Nabab and Numa. 

Rose and Ninette comes under much the same condemnation, 
though the sensuality and breach of faith are covered up more de
licately, and hidden, so to say, in a setting of flowers. Yet the 
sense of morbid futil ity is not less, but only greater, as more subtle 
and less avowed. And finally we have but one feeling : indignation 
that so great a writer should waste himself on such unworthy themes. 
It seems that we are forced to believe that, as there is a demand for 
stories of degeneration, Daudet was weak enough to comply with it, 
and a certain natural asceticism in him left him cold, so that his 
stories have not even the flow of animal spirits which, like charity, 
cover a multitude of sins. It is weak pandering to a depraved taste, 
and no amount of moralising can disguise the fact . With a bodily 
coldness, there is a mental relish for themes of degeneration ; and 
this is the real motive for so many crusades against "vice," much 
more than any regard for sound morals.  There is undoubtedly this 
relish of degeneration in Zola and Nordau, as wetl as in Daudet , and 
no assurances of their pious intentions witt convince us of the con
trary. The mixed motive in their work, the hidden relish under
neath the verbal disapproval, give them that tone of bitter cynicism 
which is so characteristicatly Jewish, from the days of the Ecclesiast, 
even unti-l now. 

We are not more drawn to that element in Daudet's work which 
one may catl the "homely pathetic," and which has probably been the 
cause of his comparison with Dickens. Take the pitiable Joyeuse 
family, Desiree Delobetle, the broken-down clerk whose one oc
cupation is the manufacture of paper shirt-fronts for himsel f, even 
much that Daudet has written of himself, and we find it marred 
with an ineffectual sentimentalism, rather than ittuminated with any 
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saving sense of how these ill s are to be righted. or of that larger and 
profounder law which works in poverty as in wealth,  in pain and 
sickness as in well-being, in death as in life. Here is a failure of 
insight, of penetration, of apprehension of the real, not less definite 
than the flaw which misled Tartarin and Numa Roumestan and the 
Nabab. 

Of the Immortal, it is probably the matured opinion of all who 
admire Daudet, that it might better be left unwritten, and that,  hav
ing been written,  it may well be forgotten. The cult of Delilah, 
the bitterness, the materialism in it, only exhibit once more the less 
attractive side of Daudet 's character which we are inclined to call 
his Jewish realism. 

As we believe that this materialism is the grossest of all il
lusions, that the cynicism which springs from it is a disease of the 
heart, that the constant attacks against woman as the deceiver are 
marks of a sensual, not a moral mood, we cannot but think that all 
Daudet's work which builds on this triple basis is rooted in delusion, 
based in delusion, founded in delusion. It comes under that very 
head of action flowing from the fancy, that fancy which consists of 
false image-making and false vision, which Daudet has himself 
painted with such masterly skill in Tartarin , the Nabab and Numa 
Roumestan. Perhaps he could not have written of them so well, un
less something of their own nature had been in himself, for great as 
he is, Daudet never rises to that perfect vision of genius to which 
all forms of character are equal, because all are but outgrowths of 
the common soul. There must have been in Daudet something of 
that infirmity which he paints in his threefold Meridional ; and from 
this weakness flows the hidden pessimism which touches all his 
works. 

This hidden stain does not detract from its artistic value ; it 
rather adds to it ; for it gives that last touch of sincerity, which 
breathes the breath of life into his great organic type ; Daudet 
painted so well because he painted himself. 

Daudet has himself challenged comparison between his Tar
tarin and the hero of Cervantes. But there is really no parallel. 
Don Quixote is  not, as Daudet's Meridional is, a type of un
regenerate man, an example of impending doom. Don Quixote is 
a hero, on the side of every true and worthy cause, yet lacking the 
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sovreign sense of humor which is needed before the fruits of the 
spirit are complete. His apparent futility, yet real heroism, is the 
effect of a changed point of view, of the fading of the glamor of 
medievalism. May we show as clear in the enduring sunlight, 
when the glamor of modernity as surely fades ! It is Daudet's last
ing achievement that he has shown us whither that modernity leads, 
with its egotism, its vanity, its blindness to the souls of other men. 
Daudet has shewn, and shewn with profound truth and piercing 
reality, that when we have once crossed the line from the universal 
and human soul within us to the self of egotism and indulgence, we 
are in a worse plight than the herd of Gadara, for the abyss before 
us is unfathomable. 
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T H E  T H E O S O P H I C A L 

FO R U M  

VOL. 9· AUGUST, 1 903 No. 4 

* * * 

The one road open to those who long for spiritual growth is 

the road of aspiration. 

It is in fact the Path ; and the reason for this is . obvious. 

Aspiration is always possible : if we think long and intently upon 

any subject the way is often blocked by fatigue ; the brain is tired 

or exhausted, as we say, and no longer acts or responds readily to 

our efforts. But when we aspire there is no brain fatigue. 

The soul or higher Ego expresses itself on and through desire, 

and desire is longing which we might call the interior process of 

aspiration. 
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No soul is ever quite incapable of aspiring-for all souls have 

desires and longings for something better than they know. The 

highest expression of the full born soul is found in aspiration

and in flight upwards from the world of material limitation to the 

boundless plane of immaterial hope no obstacle interposes, no 

exists. 

Every one can long for goodness, every one can desire purity, 

every one can hope to become unselfish-every one can desire "that 

which is beyond knowledge." 

And through aspiration the path to higher experience will in

evitably open up, that which the soul gives out in longing for the 

best, will come ba<'k to it in full measure, "pressed down and 

running over," as happiness, as joy, as bliss. 
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HABIT OF MIND. 

In the phenomenal world, acts habitually repeated tend to per
petuate themselves, thus forming types. 

Each single act, the impression of which is sufficiently clear, 
forms a basis for its objectivation. In the beginning its recurrence is 
brought about by the use of memory, and later on by memory and 
its own impetus added to memory, through which repetition be
comes more frequent, coming, as it were, of itself, without effort 
on our part. 

The same law is true in the domain of thought, but there it 
is more intense, more precise and more potent and its scope is 
larger, because we are able to recall a thought at will and with an 
unlimited frequency. 

How often do we despair about a fancied impotence of ours 
in one direction or another, saying : It is impossible for me to do 
this or that, my mind is so constituted as not to allow of any other 
expression than the one familiar to me at present. We do not 
realize or want to realize that this expression is wholly within our 
control and direction. The thought is ever the stimulus of the act 
and the habit of directing it into a definite channel will ultimately 
incite a corresponding act. 

Therefore it is wholly within our power to acquire control and 
learn to direct our desires as well as to create the foundation for a 
proper course of action. 

Few of us realize that when we become slaves to some domi"' 
nant thought, it is an indication that we have fostered in our hearts 
an undue amount of energy, tending towards our personal interest. 

What is so often called natural impulse is generally instinct 
perverted by the habitual wrong thought of a fanciful mind. We 
must ever remember tliat the mind, as well as any other organ, can 
not be taken for an absolute guide, being subj ect to making mis
takes and going into abuses, which are very potent in their re
actions. 

Now , we are subj ect to habits of thought and act only in that 
degree in which we are willing to stimulate them and give them 
impetus. 

Therefore it is of the highest importance that we analize, 
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check and direct the mind through the will. Through the per
sistence of fanciful images, which our thought has made strong by 
indulgence, good instincts are as it were transposed and made to 
lend their energy to the wrong powers in us. Therefore I repeat 
once more, if we must act from habit, let us acquire such tendencies 
and dispositions, which will tend to accumulate a force gravitating 
towards the greater, the universal. But let us not act wholly from 
habit, but ever from moral incentive, at the same time keeping our 
minds flexible, so as to be able to encompass that, which may yet 
be known and which is not as yet within our tenets. 

And throughout all our labor, let discrimination and sympathy 
be ever our guide. 
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SHANKARA'S PHILOSOPHY. 

It is very remarkable that we still know nothing for certain 
uf the date of so striking a personality, so great a man as Shan
karacharya. In all the later ages of India, there are only two men 
whose work is of universal significance, Gautama Buddha, and 
Shankaracharya ; and of these two it is hardly to be doubted that 
Shankara has had a far deeper influence on Indian thought and 
life. And besides this , whatever doubts we have of Shankara's 
date, we are quite certain that he lived somewhat later than 
Buddha ; so that the events of his life should be far more certain 
and easily ascertained, and yet quite the contrary is the case. 
Buddha's date can be fixed by several independent lines of evi
dence ; his life has been written in many of the languages of . Asia, 
and tht: great events of his wonderful career stand out clear and 
sharp, almost free from the mists of historical uncertainty. But 
of Shankara, what can we tell for certain ? And yet Shankara 
was not a man to pass unnoticed by his contemporaries ; his work 
was not such as to remain hidden for a time, or cherished only 
among an obscure, uninfluential band of faithful followers ; to be 
made known only by the gradual recognition of later ages. 

Had Shankara been' only the commentator on the Upanishads, 
the Bhagavad Gita, and the Vedanta Sutras, it would be credible 
that his life might have been lived in seclusion, and that only the 
lapse of time would have revealed the excellence of his work ; and 
in this way we could understand that the outward events of his 
life might have passed unnoticed until the time had gone by when 
they could be ascertained exactly. But Shankara was a great 
deal more than this, a great deal more than an excellent commen
tator on the most valuable books of Ancient India. He was the 
founder of a philosophy which, for lucidity, profundity, self-evident 
truth, and beauty of illustration, can match anything the great mas
ters of the world have produced ; and, lastly, he was a practical 
reformer, who achieved, as far as we can j udge, entire success, and 
whose influence on the most learned and powerful section of the 
Indian peoples has been so deep and lasting that he has simply 
overshadowed every one else for a series of centuries, and is to-day 
absolutely predominant in Indian thought. 
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Here then is the perplexing element in the matter : that of a 
man of this magnitude we should have to say his influence has been 
predominant for a "series of centuries" ; and that we should not 
be able to say, with any certainty at all, how many these centuries 
are. Even learned natives of India, excellent Sanskritists, Vedan
tins, who have "sworn into the words of this master," have to fix 
his date by the chance, uncertain remark of a Chinese traveller. 
The thing is absolutely without a parallel in the history of the 
modern world. It is as if those in Europe had to fix Julius Caesar's 
date by a chance notice of some Ethiopian chronicler, although 
Caesar's influence on modern Europe is so great that his family 
name has been made the proudest title of all our living Emperors. 

The thing is incomprehensible ; or would be, in any land ex
cept India, among any people except the Brahmins, Shankara did 
not appear among an illiterate people, for we have seen recently 
that it is morally certain that the people of India were bmiliar 
with writing three thousand years ago, long before Buddha's day, 
and therefore still longer before Shankara's. There was, there
fore, every opportunity for Shankara's life to be put on record. 
His influence was great during his life-time. He founded three 
great centres of philosophy, with Shringeri in Mysore at their 
head ; and his successors have been uninterrupted till the present 
day. It is quite certain that the Brhadaranyaka Uuanishad is one 
of the oldest of the theosophic treatises in India ; and yet we find 
in this ancient book several lists of spiritual successions, "Guru
parampara chains," which show us that the practice of recording 
the spiritual succession of teachers was known in India from very 
early times. Is it, then, possible that the Guru-parampara chain , 
the list of spiritual successors, of Shankara could have failed to 
be preserved, from the year of his reforms, in the schools of philo
sophy which he founded himself ? It is almost certain that the 
chain of Gurus must have been preserved, not only at Shringeri, 
but also in the other maths. True, we have already obtained from 
Brahmins several lists which claim to be true copies of the Shan
kara chains ; but even they are not quite satis factory. They do 
not all perfectly agree. And several have assigned to an im
mediate successor of Shankara a chiefship of eight hundred years. 
They cannot, therefore, be authentic copies of

· 
an authentic con-
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temporary record ; and although it is incredible that l ists of Shan
kara's successors should not exist, it is certain that they are not 
genuinely represented in the lists we have seen. We must, there
fore, satisfy ourselves with hoping that a genuine list of the Gurus 
of each of Shankara's maths may some day be ppblished by the 
authorities of the moths themselves ; for only thus can the date 
of one of the greatest men in the History of India, or, indeed, in 
the history of the world, be finally and satisfactorily established. 
Till this is done, Shankara's followers must reconcile themselves 
to the date of their splendid patron being fixed on the most em
pirical grounds, by a series of airy hypotheses ; or on the chance 
remark of some travelling Chinaman. Now that the transcendant 
value of Shankara's philosophy is recognised as clearly in the West 
as in the East, it would be an act of wisdom as well as of grace 
for the best of his followers in India to establish his date once 
for all on irrefutable evidence. 

But the value of Shankara's philosophy does not in any way 
depend on his date. Its value is exactly the same, whether Shan
kara lived only yesterday or two thousand years ago. The pro
gress of the centuries and ages makes little difference to the great 
problems of Being which Shankara set himself to solve. The 
only influence of time seems to be the alteration of peri6ds of 
lucidity and periods of stupidity, which succeed each other like the 
white and black fortnights of the moon. It was certainly a black 
fortnight when the great Church Council declared that the earth 
was flat ; a "black fortnight,'' which lingered till the burning of 
Giordano Bruno ushered in the seventeenth century of our era. 
We have issued from the blackness of that period of stupidity in 
some measure to-day ; but in many things we are a long way be
hind the period of lucidity of Periclean Greece, and Greece was, 
in many things, the inferior of older Egypt ; while Egypt might 
happily have had much to learn from still older India. 

So that it matters very little when Shankara worked, as far 
as the intrinsic excellence of his philosophy is concerned. 
Many have many a time insisted on the enormous antiquity 
of man in these columns, and we may do so once again by 

saying that, as far as philosophy is concerned, the fundamental 

problems of knowledge hardly altered at all in the last million 
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years ; and that our means of solving them have altered about as 
little. We stand face to face with the same old universe, the same 
pictures of river and mountain, of the sleepless sea, and the silent 
stars unfolding themselves. we appear in the midst of the great 
picture gallery ; gaze a while, and then disappear. 

Before all things, Shankara was an Idealist. The universe 
has, he says, only a dependent reality ; it is like the snake which 
a man thinks he sees, where there is no snake at all, but a coil of 
rope. It is like a dream, very coherent and convincing while it 
lasts ; but we shall presently wake, and then it will wear another 
face. An idealist cannot be made by argument ; a man is a "naive 
realist" as the Germans say, until he reaches insight ; until he 
realises for himself that he has no evidence, and never can have 
any evidence, of the existence of outer things, beyond the mere fact 
that he perceives them ; that they are objects of his perception. 
In this way, by insight, the "naive realist" becomes an idealist, and 
not by argument. The arguments of the realist are utterly con
vincing to himself. He cannot understand how any one can have 
misgivings as to the reality of this solid-seeming world. Then, 
some day, he wakes up to an altered universe ; insight has come to 
him ; he perceives that outer things have only a secondary, a de
pendent reality ; he has become an idealist. A materialist may be
come an idealist, as Emerson says ; but no idealist ever became a 
materialist. Neque ulla retrorsum !  When we are awake, no one 
can convince us by argument that we are still asleep. But the 
awakening must come by insight, and not by argument ; and this 
Shankara always recognises, and states again and again, with ad
mirable lucidity. What is the first qualification for a profitable 
study of my idealism ? he asks ; and then answers himself ; the 
first and indispensable qualification is insight ; insight into the 
secondariness ; the dependent reality of the world. 

This is his famous and oft-repeated atma-anatma-viveka; the 
discerning between the primary reality of the Self, the perceiver ; 
and the secondary reality of the not-Self, the perceived. The 
reality of the Self depends on the consciousness that I am I ; and 
this consciousness does not depend on anything. but is self-depen
dent, self-existent, self-sufficient, and self-poised. To this primary 
reality, "I am 1," we add the secondary reality, "I perceive outer 
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things ;" so that the reality of outer things is, at best, a second 
rate, dependent reality. Or perhaps it is also primary ? Perhaps 
outer things that have also the consciousness of I am I ?  If so, 
then they are also consciousness ; they are

-
also self ; and nothing 

exists but consciousness. 
,Problems like these are the starting point �f Shankara's philo· 

sophy. With a starting point like this, where shaH we expect the 
teacher to lead us ? His conclusion is Thyself is the Eternal ; and 
nothing is but the Eternal. But the · last conclusions and even the 
first step to these conclusions can only be taken on the condition� 
Shankara himself lays down, the first condition being insight : the 
insight into the dependent reality of the world. 

At the present moment, some of the foremost thinkers of the 
West are finding their way to this condition . They are already 
gro�ing out of materialism ; out of the "naive realism" of the ma
terialist school. And with their growth, the due appreciation of 
Shankara is becoming for the first time possible to them. 
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HEART'S DESIRE. 

The Angels of the four Quarters met and conferred concern
ing Man. The great Archangel Michael had given them a charge 
concerning him ; they had gone upon their errand, each to his 
own quarter of the earth, and each had failed in his mission. 

Said the Angel of the North : 

"When Michael told us that the Power Divine commanded 
that we should discover the heart's desire of man, I, as ye know, 
went Northward. For when all is said and done, when the result 
of all action is burned to an ash, it is the mind which governs Man. 
Even in animal man it is instinctive mind. Hence, working in 
that Northern region of Nature which, as ye know, exists in every 
point of space and is not a point of the compass, I, the Northern 
Power, endeavoured to satisfy man with the things of mind. Re
ligions, gave I to him ; philosophies ; the clear light of science, 
penetrating through great spaces of time. Ever as man asked 
more, I gave more ; as he explored, I revealed. His every de
mand has been met. Man has wearied, not I. He has turned him 
again and again, from the things of the Mind. In the Northern 
quarter his heart's desire cannot be found ." 

The Angel of the North paused, proudly defiant, and his eyes 
sought the Angel of the Southern quarter with a passive expect
ancy in their look as of one who again sees defeat coming from a 
point already forseen. 

But the Angel of the South smiled ; it was a warm sweet 
smile which made the summer seem at hand, and he said : 

" I  too, have failed, as our brother of the North has failed
if indeed he will not still succeed. But I-Ihave given to man the 
things of the heart, those which most men so readily pursue. Love, 
passion, affection ; the emotions and the emotional forms of music, 
Religion and the Arts ; love of country too, the fire of patriotism ; 
the fevered fret of the senses and the sweet satisfactions of the 
affectional nature. All these lures have I spread, and man has 
followed after, eagerly, keenly pursuing as a child pursues one 
winged thing after another. Yet always he wearies. Always he 
turns from me to you, my Brothers. True, he returns again to 
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me, but again, in a flash of reaction, he is gone. His heart's de
sire is not with me. I · confess it. In the all pervading Southern 
plane of human nature there is no permanent satisfaction. Never 
once have I quenched the desire fire ; I only excite it. For me it 
bums higher, higher, still higher and reacts in leaps and bounds 
towards the North, that still fine coolness from which I am forever 
expelled." And regret was in the sweet look which he turned upon 
the Northern Angel, who gazed back with eyes lit by a swift and 
shining spark. 

Then arose the Angel whose charge was the Western Quarter. 
"I went, as you know, to that place which is mine, thinking 

easily to discover the heart's desire of Man. For, as I see him, 
an intense activity is his, a bland of brain and feeling which causes 
him to desire and discover, to know,to invent, to excel . Man feels 
nearer the gods when he creates. These faculties have I stimu
lated. The inventions of man are marvels. His brain activity is 
prodigious.  Just when he seems most insatiable, j ust when I ask 
myself if my own resources will be overtaxed and will fail,  man 
drops the purlluit as a bird folds its wings in mid air and falls. His 
heart's desire is never with me. I never remotely touch it. I too 
have failed." And he ranged himself at the side of the Southern 
and Northern' Angels, and all three looked steadfastly upon the 
Angel of the Eastern Quarter. 

The Eastern Angel did not return their gaze. Unlike them, 
he had been seated, and he continued to sit, his eyes downcast, his 
finger tracing strange characters upon the rock. They had never 
understood him, and no one ever knew if he understood them at 
all : his ways were silent ways ; his eyelids were rarely lifted. Yet 
his Brothers knew that at any moment a sudden light might break 
from his speech, or his least movement. Among themselves they 
called him the Wonder Worker, for the Eastern Angel knew the 
things of the Soul. 

He did not now raise his eyes, however, but spoke as one who 
speaks in a dream. 

"As ye know, I went to mine own place. The things which 
happen there, it is not lawful to utter. Nor are they reflected in 
any speech. It must thus suffice that I say I too have failed. Men 
of all Lands have I approached, in their millions, and some held 
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converse with me, but none have I held or retained. The Heart's 
Desire is not with me. I have said." 

And he folded his pinions above his bent head, plunging again 
into meditation within their shadow. 

His brother Angels looked at one another with something like 
a wondering consternation in their eyes. The Divine Mandate 
was not obeyed. But before they had regained self-possession, 
a rainbow halo shone upon them and Michael stood in their midst 
answering their salutations with the salute of his drawn sword. 

"I heard," he gravely said. "Yet this state cannot last. From 
the Power Divine itself went forth the Mandate that the Heart's 
Desire of Humanity should become known to the Angels of the 
four Quarters. "  

"Cans't thou not tell i t  us, Michael, thou who wert once human, . 
as we were never ?" asked the Southern Angel. 

"It is not known to me or to my Brother Archangels," Michael 
gravely said. " For see, we are as gods and our consciousness has 
passed on upwards and inWard to the god state, forgetting the 
human. Hence there has arisen a want in the Spiritual World, 
where the Angels know no longer the deepest need of Man and 
cannot truly keep him until that basic need is known." 

Again the consternation dawning in their eyes I 
"What's to be done ?" the three exclaimed. 
Michael looked at the contemplative Angel of the East and 

he, still folded in the shadow of his wings, with a gesture pointed 
earthwards. Michael bent himself over the rim of the heavens 
and the others listening likewise, became aware of a silvery note 
rising sweetly, steadily from the world of men. It was a mother 
praying to the god of her people for her son, her only child. He 
was a great King, a Captain among Captains, but to her he was 
ever her little one for whom she trembled, and so through the 
nights she besought her god for him ; ever more anxious, ever 
more tender, thus she prayed : 

"Thy last, best gift give to my child, oh Lord our God I Teach 
him to know his own heart." 

Michael raised himself, triumphant, and his voice boomed like 
the sea. 

"It is true. Man's deepest need, his innermost desire, that 
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which he really seeks through every form of action is what the 
Mother yonder prays for-to know his own heart, and the hidden 
mystery there.'' 
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. .  SCIENTIFIC NECESSITY OF REINCARNATION. 

( Continued. ) 

The ego incarnated in a physical body wears out this body with 
age, if not with abuse. And this same fact is true everywhere, 
whether in man, animal , or plant. All these wear out with old age :  
even the rocks crumble with time. Yet all these, having existed 
for ages past, still continue to exist, from age to age. This is 
evidence of the persistence of the plan, the idea of the form, from 
which the particular character or nature is not eliminated. These 
then, the form and the character, re-appears, reincarnates, with only 

. such changes, as would be naturally expected under the impulse 
of evolution and eternal progress. 

There cannot be one law of nature operating upon man's body ; 
but what that same identical law is equally operative upon any other 
plane sphere or body. 

The student of Theosophy therefore concludes that the reason 
why the body of man remains the same during many times seven 
years, is the idea, the plan, which decide the form the physical 
molecules are to be grouped into, are far more lasting than the 
molecule itself ; in other words, that the inner astral-psychic man 
is more permanent and more real than the visible man. That the 
worn-out physical molecules, becoming useless to the real man, re
new their substance in order to afford this inner man the full 
measure of years which is due to him. So it is with the earth also. 
But b�fore we go on with our argument, we must grant that the 
body of a man, as a whole, corresponds to the body of the earth, 
that the various kinds of molecules in man's body correspond to 
men, animals, plants, etc., which are to the earth as the physical 
molecules are to a man's body. This granted, we may proceed to 
state, that earth also has a period of life with which every one of her 
molecules, ihe men, the animals and the plants, are identified, and 
which will reincarnate upon the earth, as · long as this particular 
period of earth's life shall last. The same imperishable, or at least 
indefinitely lasting purpose, idea or plan, worked through long series 
of perishable forms. Such is the process and the law of nature, 
within all her domain. Hence, we say, reincarnation is a scientific 
necessity I 
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Once more. Reincarnation is a scientific necessity, though pos
sibly not quite as self-evident, as the two former propositions. 

Science postulates the idea of Cycles, that is, the securing per
iods of events. Science foretells, or rather tries to calculate, the 
return of a planet, or a comet. It prognosticates many things re
lative to the stars, all of which are based upon the fact or facts of 
the return, accepted as absolute truth. Science relies upon the re
turn of the solar years, and the eclipses of sun, moon, planet or star. 
All is based upon the recognized fact that nature works in recurring, 
returning periods, otherwise, in Cycles. 

Myriads of minor cycles are not noted, by reason of either their 
insignificance or shortness of duration. 

Some of them are noticed by us, many we neither see nor re
cognize, nor do we think about the things affected by them. Yet 
we all note the yearly cycle of the sun. The four-weeked cycle of 
the moon, or the daily cycle of the earth's revolution. The entire 
cosmos operates on the plan of recurrence, of returning periods. 
This again is a fact in nature which can not be but true in all her 
Kingdoms and planes. 

I repeat once more, that nature can not possibly change methods 
or modes on different planes. The law of recurring periods, true 
for the physical universe, must be true as well for the now fully ad
mitted interior planes, the etheric fields of vibratory energy. These 
interior planes include, 1 )  the astral, 2 )  the cohesive ( Desire ) plane, 
as well as 3 ) the still finer realms of the noetic force or energy of 
the mind, or human soul plane. 

Then comes the plane of Spirit, which exceeds the noetic with 
the Kinetic force. These different planes represent only different 
notes of the great vibratory energy, stored in cosmos, the feeders of 
all existences. The different degrees of ether or substance in them 
correspond with the degree of the achieved evolutionary progress. 
This difference is merely in the rate of vibrations, and therefore 
cannot involve an entirely different law. That which proves itsel f 
to be the law in nature upon its physical plane, must also be the 
inevitable law upon each and all other planes, whether we may, or 
may not be able to recognize or comprehend it. 

If  the earth as a planet, with all the beings upon it now, per
forms a cycle every 24 hours, this one fact demonstrates the truth of 
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the return of events, equal for all things and beings involved in that 
particular cycle. So the inhabitants, the humanity of the earth, ob
serve the days, which succeed the nights, and all upon the earth is 
regulated by that cycle. That is every one is supject to this cycle 
as well as to every other great or small cycle. So is the earth itself, 
as a cosmic body, affected and regulated and controlled by the still 
larger cycle of the sun and the sun's sister planets in the sphere of 
our solar system. Further, our solar system is again controlled 
and dependent upon the still larger Universe and its sublime law 
and order. Let us now consider the cause of all this orderly ma
terial manifestation. If this physical manifestation is the result of 
universal law ( and it cannot be anything else) ,  that governs by the 
recurrence of events, and its conditions, can we imagine that the 
cause underlying any manifestation operates under any other law ? 
No ! the entire universe is governed and upheld by the same cause, 
and this cause is as effective and true with the smallest of the small 
as with the greatest universe of all universes. 

The cause which occasions the recurring or reincarnating of 
events is also the cause of the recurring or reincarnating of the 
solar systems, of the planets and of man, who by his own acts, 
thoughts and will is indissolably tied to all the events constituting 
the Cycles of the planets , of which man forms an inseparable part. 
This link between man and his solar system cannot be complete if 
its duration is measured only by the span of any one life of man. 
His existence must agree in all its relations with the life of the 
planet of which he forms an inseparable part. For example : The 
same, as the molecules of his body are linked with his life, though 
they physically excarnate and reincarnate into his body many times, 
so man in his relation with his planet, must excarnate to throw off 
the old worn-out matter, and reincarnate to bring in combinations 
of matter able to renew the vigor of the life of his planet. Now the 
inner purpose of his body is permanent, it must endure as long as 
the life of his planet endures. And so when his earth changes its 
substantial body for a more etherial one, man will have to do the 
same. 

To sum up my argument. It amounts to the statement that 
man is an inseparable part of the earth's body, and consequently his 
cycle of life must also be an inseparable part of the earth's cycle of 
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life. He is linked with the earth's entire history, from its beginning 
to its end, and in order to partake of the earth's progress and evolu
tion during its own long pilgrimage, man reincarnates again and 
again, throughout that long journey of the earth. That is, man 
does for the earth what the physical molecules do for him. The 
universe is absolutely complete. That is, not one atom can be 
added to its completeness, neither can a single atom be taken away, 
without involving its destruction. Hence the substance in it is 
eternal, and ever present in some form or condition somewhere. 

The same is true with regard to force or energy in this vast 
universe. It is also eternal, neither can any force be added or taken 
away. This absoluteness is complete. This force and its vehicle 
substance, must be in union or manifestation according to the cycle 
of cause and effect, which governs in duration. Energy cannot 
manifest unless it has substance to move, and substance to be in 
motion must evolve some kind of form developed by evolution, the 
law of eternal progress. When we witness, as we continually do, 
that matter appears in any new or changed form, we muse recog
nize that this form is a vehicle of energy, that this energy is ade
quate in proportion to the form and nature with which it is identi
fied, whether that form be a molecule, a man or a planet. Therefore 
when energy has exhausted the endurance of the matter in which 
it is incarnated, this energy must obtain renewed matter, and a new 
form, in order to manifest. The association with a new form con
stitutes reincarnation, and the complete rehabilitation must be the 
law. 

Reincarnation is the one important fact, or law, in nature, 
throughout the eternities of material manifestation. It is the uni
versal law which allows no escapes or exceptions, in the case of the 
great Kosmos, as in the case of a planet, a man, or a molecule. 

It is the great necessity relating to the Universe manifesting in 
Space during the eternities . 
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RICHARD STRAUSS, TSCHAIKOWSKY, 

AND THE IDEA OF DEATH. 

(Reprinted, by permission, from "The Musical World." )  

I have still a vivid remembrance o f  the last performance in 
New York, by Mr. Gericke and his amazing band, of Richard 
Strauss' "Tod und Verklarung ;" and as, from time to time, that 
poignant and haunting score has vibrated again within my brain, 
it has seemed to me as if the idea of death, and that terror and 
despair and sadness which are its human ministers, could have no 
more complete and wonderful an expression than they have here. 
I thought, too, of that other marvelous canticle of mortality : the 
Pathetic Symphony of Tschaikowsky ; and then I realised that 
Strauss, in his terrible and splendid voicing of the supreme achieve
ment, has completed that message

· 
in whose deliverance the voice 

of the elder master faltered and broke-that here, in the profound 
and entire contrast of these two great works, is, if one chooses to 
discern it, the pointing of a spiritual moral. 

Tschaikowsky's matchless threnody has been compared with 
Shelley's Adonais, which is its counterpart in literature : for as 
time, writes Shelley, 'l ike a many-colored dome of glass, stains the 
white radiance of eternity,' even so, Tschaikowsky in this sym
phony has "stained eternity's radiance : he has captured the years 
and bound them into a momentary emotional pang." What Shelley, 
no doubt, would have said in the utterance of his great grief, had 
Shelley been a musician, Tschaikowsky says in his most grievous 
swan-song. Here is music passionately avid of life for life's own 
sake-music filled, from beginning to end, "with the utter and 
complete darkness of the grave." The finality of death-the irre
vocable oblivion of the grave-an inappeasable and hopeless griev
ing : that, indisputably, is the emotional substance of Tschaikows
ky's tone-poem : that, beyond question, is what it says, and all 
that it says. One hears in it the despairful cry of that bravest 
optimist of them all , in one of those "downcast hours" which at 
times afflicted even his most valorous and steadfast spirit : "Matter 
is conqueror-matter, triumphant only, continues onward." Tschai
kowsky reveals himself in this, his authentic masterpiece, the per
fect materialist, the perfect spiritual craven. That stupendous 
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adagio lamentoso is a sable "garment of untruth," dyed with the 
hues that are gathered out of cowardice, and despair, and ignoble 
and supine grief. His was a mind "held ever earthward on the 
trail of earthly things ;" his was the point of view, the spiritual 
outlook, of the essential barbarian. He has given, in this most 
intimate of his disclosures, a superlatively beautiful and puissant 
expression .to that in himself, and in us, which is most unreclaim
ably and grossly earth-bound-to the animal, to the vestige of 
the savage in us : to that lamentation over the precious things 
of the sensual life which, communicating i�s panic and despair to 
all who hear, diverts the eyes from the vision of those immutable 
things by virtue of whose perception alone do we approach the 
gods. For those of us to whom this world seems not wholly ill
designed : who find no shuddering horror in the thought of death, 
but rather a surety of promotion and fulfillment-for those of us, 
I say, who so. incline, thi s music overwhelms with the sense of an 
immense and futile pathos, and a tragic falsity as maleficent as it 
is complete. 

And let me now turn to a consideration, from the spiritual side, 
of that magnificent elegy in which I have found so vital and sug
gestive a contrast with the work of the Slavonic master. 

When Richard Strauss set down the last note of his "Tod 
und Verklarung" he brought to a superb completion a score which 
is, I am convinced, the most momentous and significant achieve
ment in post-Wagnerian music. It is, throughout, greatly con
ctived and greatly accomplished. There is not, from beginning to 
end, the slightest dependence upon mere theatrical ism of . effect
no sensation contrived simply for sensation's sake : but rather a 
stupendously eloquent enunciation of the .terror, the awe, the pathos, 
of the essential episode of death, and, finally, of the maj esty and 
perfection of an ultimate fulfillment, a triumphant spiritual survival. 

I am fully aware that this is praise of a work which has been 
comfortably disposed of by some as "charnel-house" music, the un
wholesome issue of a disordered imagination-what excess of 
morbidly realistic imagery has not been discovered in Strauss' score 
by certain critical intelligences ! And yet I prefer rather to agree 
with another and j uster view, that here is music "in which there is 
no morbit taint, in which there is the full j ustification of death .' '  
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And how wonderful a j ustification ! What a solemn and haunting 
tenderness, what a continuity of sheer loveliness, in the brooding 
passages of the opening-and how keenly the authentic mood, the 
atmosphere of the thing, pierces one from the start ; what an im
mensity of passion in the phases of revolt and aspiration, and how 
appalling is the moment of translation ! But-and here is the sig
nificant point-Strauss does not stop at that portentous episode, 
that heart-chilling crisis of extreme dismay : dissolution is  not for 
him, as for Tschaikowsky, an inexorable conclusion, an irretriev
able exit : he confronts us, as we are confronted in the "Pathetique, 
with the very gates of death, but, unlike Tschaikowsky, he does 
not leave us there, overwhelmed and shuddering in the darkness. 
Out of that terrible quietude emerges an increasing chant, a gradual 
and suffusing radiance. Note by note the transfiguration is ac
complished-" and when he is wrapt by the radiance, the bright one 
no longer sees dreams : then within him the bliss arises"-so may 
one point the moral of a tone-poem of to-day with the immemorial 
wisdom of the East I 

If I can find so luminous and high a message in "Tod und Ver
klarung," I shall scarcely assume to regard Richard Strauss as a 
deliberate and conscious seer ; and I doubt if he would care, or ,that 
he deserves, to be called a mystic. Great musician and poet that 
he is, he is neither so deep nor so wide as the UpaniShads. But I 
shall insist, nevertheless, upon claiming for him that he has, after 
some manner of his own, "beheld the indwelling spirit ;" and that 
he has chosen, "knowing that knowable spirit," to say to us, with 
the incomparable prophet of the Orient : "Let not death disturb 
you." 
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* * * 

FRAGMENTS. 
I. 

If you have patience and devotion you will understand these 
things, especially if you think much of them and meditate on them, 
for you have no conception of the power of meditation. 

II. 
Beware of anger, beware of vanity, beware too of self-depre

ciation ; these are all lions in your path. Live each day, and each 
moment in the day, by the light within, fixing your gaze upon it 
with faith and love. When the hours of darkness come and you 
see it not, wait in patience and contentment, knowing it still burns 
and that when morning dawns, if your watch has been constant, you 
will see it burning, perchance more brightly than before. '�The 
darkest hour is before the . dawn ;" grieve not therefore nor feel 
one moment's disquietude. You lamp is lit, tend it faithfully, it 
matters not that the outer eyes do not behold it. Those who know 
and love you can always see it, and it may also be shining in some 
other heart which as yet has no light of its own. * * * 

The Lodge waits and watches ever, and ever, ever works
think you not we have patience ?-and those who serve us must do 
the same. • You are right, no detail is overlooked. Life is made 
up of details, each a step in the ladder, therefore who shall dare 
say they are "small !" * * * 
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We are closer than you know, and love and thought bring us 
still nearer. 

Kill out doub� which rises within ; that is not yourself, you 
know! · The dou�t is a ma·ya, cast it aside, listen not to its voice 
which whispers low, working on your lack of self-confidence. There
fore I say have neither vanity nor self-depreciation. If you are 
the Higher Self, you are all that is great, but since your daily con
!.'ciousness is far, far below, look at the matter frankly and impar
tially. * * * Vex yourseV not with contradictions. You know 
that you must stand alone ; stand therefore I * * * 

Keep yourself high, and strengthen your faith. * * * 
By your own supreme act of faith, you must claim and hold 

these things. 
III. 

Let not Humility, that tender presence, become a stumbling 
block. In so doing .you sin against the Higher Self. 

IV. 
· Closer insight gives heavier responsibility-do not forget that 

-and a responsibility which affects others more than it does your
self. See to it then that the outer does not obscure the inner, for 
your lamp must be carried aloft for others to see, or not seeing it, 
to continually feel. * * * 

Do not confuse the outer with the inner therefore. Though 
the outer be full and rich remember it is so because of the inner 
shining through, and look ever back to that which shines. No 
sorrow, no disappointment lie there, but a fullness of realization of 
which you have no conception ..and a power and strength which shall 
lift you above these confusions to a sure place of your own. You 
have been too harsh with your lower nature, that leads to danger- ' 
ous reactions. Quiet, steady effort is far better, casting aside all 
thought of results. Treat your mind as a child, lead it firmly but 
gently and in all ways and at all times strengthen your faith. 

v. 
Your instrument must not be like another's instrument-no 

need to duplicate these. It is your special kind which is needed 
and wherein you differ from others is not where you fail, but 
where, if perfected, you may do your own special work which they 
cannot do. 
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VI. 
Through these tears of blood you will learn ; through this suf-

fering you will gain the power to aid your fellows. What · to you 
is the approbation or disapprobation of any one ? Work and wait 
on and all will be well . 

VII. 
Sink into the very depths of your being, you will find all there. 

Be a follower of no man, follow the inner voice. 
CAVE. 
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LEO AND SERAPHIM. 

The following is a translation from the Russian of M.  
Menshikoff, a writer on mystical and philosophic subjects of  
growing renown. Saint Savva of Sarovo, apropos of  whom 
the article was written, was a man of great holiness, whose life 
offers all the characteristics of Yoga, or if you like it better, 
of saintship. A humble monk of humble origin, he led a life 
of entire seclusion for many years, in the midst of an almost 
virgin forest, having added to the .usual monastic vows of 
chastity, poverty, and abstinence, the vow of silence. He 
wore holes in the stone on which he knelt down to pray, dur
ing many years. His food was the roots and the berries of 
the forest. He is said to have remained in the same position, 
his arms stretched upwards, during several months. The 
monastic tradition ascribes to him the power of levitation and 
of taming the most ferocious bears and wolves by a mere kind 
word. Having achieved the "union with God" in his wilder
ness, he returned to the Sarovo monastery, and ever since, in 
his life time as after his death, Russians from all parts of 
the land sought his help in their troubles . Miracles worked at 
his grave and cures performed in his name made him known 
all over Russia, a fame which was never shaken, but always 
increased all the seventy years since his death-he died .2 
January, 1833. The voice of the people is the voice of God 
in matters of this kind pre-eminently. Yet no preparations 
were made for the canonization of Savva of Sarovo until the 
completion of very strict investigations made by an especially 
appointed Committee which was to verify the authenticity of 
miracles. Every man his trade, and the trade of Saint Savva 
seemingly is to cheer people up, the very thought of him bring
ing into the · hearts of his devotees an atmosphere of gentle 
childlike cheerfulness. The readers of the THEOSOPHICAL 
FoRuM are especially invited to give their attention to the 
speculations of M. Menshikoff concerning the bodies of saints 
and of common mortals. In a way, they may be not altogether 
right, but they are wonderfully suggestive.-EDITOR. 

The burial of Leo XIII coincided with the uncovering of the 
remains of Seraphim of Sarovo. And standing over the remains 
of the "Most Holy" and the holy, the Christendom of the West and 
the East, has a good opportunity to ponder once more over the 
destiny of man and the eternal problems of our vain and sad exist 
ence, which, if we so will, is our grand, our blissful existence. 

It seems that the West and the East have disagreed in their 
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definition of holiness. Taking a living priest, the West has clad 
him in a snow white attire, and surrounded him with royal honors, 
placing him on the one "universal" throne, crowning him with the 
triple superhuman crown ; and trusting his hands with the keys 
of the kingdom of heaven, it has assigned to him the title of the 
Most Holy, the infallible. Yet the result of all this is a fiction, 
which has some reality only so long as the faithful are not quite 
sincere with themselves. In reality, no Catholic, except the very 
humblest, has any serious belief in the papal throne, the papal tiara 
or the papal keys, nor in the infallibility of the venerable old 
gentleman, who by birth is merely a poor nobleman of Tuscany, as 
so many others. Eastern Christianity acted exactly the opposite 
way : it assigned nothing at all to its saint during his life time. 
The son of a tradesman, also as many others, he showed indiffer
ence towards the world, which measures greatness by titles and 
crowns. These, it is true, never were offered to him, but he re
signed even such good things of this world as are within the reach 
of most people : wealth, renown, influential position, the joys of 
home and society. The Russian saint gave up everything, obeying 
the injunction : give up everything and you will get everything. 
He gave up his freedom and civilized existence and went into se
clusion to lead a primitive life. 

Like a courageous explorer on his progress towards the North 
Pole, Savva of Sarovo moved forwards in search of a great object, 
of a certain point, as immutable as the North Pole and serving for 
a point around which turns the world. He walked forward, but in 
reality he was going back. He was going away from human 
society smothered by vanities and falsehoods and returning back 
into the natural condition of elementary purity and eternal holiness, 
in which, according to the faith of our Church, we are all born. 

The walks of the "Most Holy" and the holy were quite dif
ferent. And lo ! in the very days when Leo was dying once for all, 
Seraphim was born once more and also once for all . The bodiless 
image of the Saint became more real for numberless believers, than 
it ever was in his life time. Then he was reached by a few, now 
he is reached by everybody. Then his holiness was only supposed, 
now it is acknowledged, and it is exactly his holiness that is of 
interest and of value for everybody. The living man is no more, 
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but there remains something more lasting, the undying memory of 
the man. Seen through the eyes within, he not only lives, but 
takes part in the lives of many : he teaches, he warns, he consoles. 
You may deny his existence if you wish: his influence is felt, and 
there can be no influence without some real power being present. 

No doubt, Leo XIII also will live in his deeds. But both 
the deeds and the mortal image of the Pope will grow more pale 
and more useless with every day. We admit that in his day Leo 
XIII was the highest type of delicate tactfulness and diplomatic 
talent. We admit that both the welfare and the dignity of the 
Catholic Church have gained tremendously whilst he was Pope, 
but what is all this in sight of eternity, of true human life? ..... . 

A saint, like a genius, like a hero, is to be born, not made. 
\Vhole series of generations* have to work, consciously or un
consciously, for the development of the blissful soul, endowed with 

. the extreme refinement, tenderness and beauty, which nature so 
often gives to her elementary works. Having entered the world 
of "sorrow and tears," perchance the horrible surroundings of vice, 
a child of this kind necessarily must long to get out of the imperfect 
world, all his instinct propelling him towards the prenatal condi

tions he well remembers. Why should the son of a tradesman
though his parents be as pious as can be-enter the monastic order? 
Simply because he wished for it and could not get over the desire. 
Yet you may be sure that the world did everything to ensnare him . 
. . . . . . But his desire went towards holiness as another man's de
sire goes towards vice. A sceptically inclined person may object: 
"he became a monk for vanity's sake, he wanted adoration." But 

this is not true. A vain man enters a clerical academy that some 
day he may become the wearer of a mitre and of many stars and 
decorations. He may become an author, an actor, an officer of 
the general staff, but he will not go to the wilderness, or if once 
there he will hurry out of it again. Only sensitive souls, in rap
tures before nature and harmonies inaudible for us, before the 
poetry of sunrise and sunset and heavenly contemplations, go into 
the wilderness, the "beautiful mother wilderness." The wilderness 
attracts only people, whom we may call artists of prayer, en-

* Or births ?-Editor. 
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dowed with the rare talent of religious inspiration. When all is 
said and done, we aU seek but that which constitutes the secret of 
our being, the secret of happiness ? 

First the monastery, then the wilderness, then complete se
clusion. And lastly, when the noble soul had fifteen or twenty 
years of concentrated preparation, the door of the cell was opened. 
And instead of the expected darkness, people saw light and joy, 
salubrious and salutary love streaming through it. The man who 
laboured so long has reached the longed-for condition, the condi
tion of holiness. He distinctly hears the voice of heaven and is 
consumed with the desire to impart it to other men. 

Holiness is' a state of the soul, knowri in the remotest antiquity 
and among all nations. Of all the states, it always was considered 
the most perfect. And the means of reaching holiness were prac
tically the same everywhere. In India and in Egypt monasticism 
flourished a thousand years before our era. Traces of mental 
moods inimitable in their loftiness are to be found in the Buddhist 
sacred books : the few Suttas I have read are simply superb. 
Brahmailical India still practices the ancient custom of men dedi
cating themselves to religious seclusion, after they have reached 
a certain age. Towards the end every well-bred man must give him
self  to this superior state, giving up the world. Family cares are 
his lot till he is forty, after which he is to manage society and state 
affairs, but when he has reached sixty, every Hindu, whatever his 
condition, puts on the mendicant's garb and takes the cup in which 
to collect alms. He seeks• the wilderness, seclusion, and profound 
contemplation. • He builds up his soul outside of space and time, 
outside of the binding conditions of the vanities of civilization. 
Remember Rudyard Kipling's Purun Bhagat. 

All great recluses like Buddha, leave asceticism, having gone 
through it. Born with a noble soul, they are able to reach a con
dition in which the flesh is subdued and the serene and blissful 
mastery of the spirit is established for ever. Why should one re
press a body as modest and as in exacting as the body of saints ? A 
body which no more wishes for anything, which is well content 
with a cupful of water and a handful of rice to keep up existence ? 

It is different if the flesh was forced into the state of a beast, 
and of a greedy and irritable beast, at that, who is forever torn up 
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by passions. I am inclined to think that the struggle with a beast 
of that kind is rarely successfully ended, and .can hardly ever be 
complete. A continued asceticism in such case may have its use. 
But as there is such a thing as a hopelessly depressed soul, there 
also is such a thing as a holy body. The body of a saint is equal 
to a new creation, perfectly balanced, perfectly peaceful, altogether 
obedient to the spirit. It is free from any inclinations and prefer
ences, free from anything which it would be difficult to give up the 
moment the higher consciousness demands it. This gentle "holy 
flesh" is the personification of health. It is possessed by truly 
righteous people, and, it seems to me, only by them. A recluse, 
with a cave in the side of a mountain for a home, with a piece of 
bread for his daily food, lives up to eighty and even to a hundred, 
knowing nothing whatever about either doctor or medicine. A 
great spirit, spreading like a majestic crown of leaves above the 
trunk of a palm, seems to forget this dry trunk of life, leaving it 
to feed the best it can on the arid soil of a desert-and it appears 
that there always is food enough. 

There is no doubt that the exterior achievement of a saint 
chiefly consists in preparing the flesh to the new condition of the 
soul, in the "mortification" of the flesh. But what is this mortifi· 
cation ? As a sailor, going out to sea, carefully examines his craft, 
stopping all the chinks, so a man who is seeking holiness. He 
actually has need of a different, of a stronger body. A body 
strengthened not through gymnastics which is the upsetting of 
natural balance, being a process of growing coarser tissues at the 
expense of tenderer ones, but by a more natural method, by ab
stinence. Abstinence is a gymnastic of the spirit. The enlarged 
organs are trained by the lack of exercise and nutrition until they 
are atrophied to what they normally were meant to be. The object 
of a sculptor is the gradual removal of all the unecessary parts of 
a rock, until this rock is transformed into a beautiful piece of 
sculpture. The object of a worker for righteousness is the same : 
he gradually removes from his body all the unnecessary flesh and 
fat until even physically he grows to be a perfect figure, perfect 
in the sense of something which preserves only the truly necessary. 

The veneration for the undecayed remains of holy men seems 
to me to be founded exactly on this relation between spirit and 
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flesh. The bodies of saints are not altogether what ours are, in the 
physiological sense. A well-tuned instrument is not the same as 
an instrument out of tune. The whole order of the body of a saint 
is well balanced and adapted to the fundamental object of being the 
servant of his thought. Once the passions, lusts and abuses of a 
man are absent, once he has brought to the minimum both what is 
received and what is spent by his body, it can not any more be iden
tical with the body of a glutton, a drunkard, a gambling sportsman 
or an indolent idler. The body made pure becomes the material 
root of the soul, and as such it is worthy of our veneration, like 
any other. perfect thing we wish to acquire ourselves. 

The ancients worshipped beautiful statues. They were the 
marble undecayed remains of the heathen world, whfch were to re
mind the people of godlike humanity. I am no theologian and 
do not judge from a theological point of view. But it seems to 
me that the asceticism of the righteous is eminently the return of 
the body to pristine innocence and purity. And the first natural 
result of this is a pristine health. Consequently the object of true 
asceticism is not the "killing" of the flesh, but the killing of the 
monstrosities, of the diseases of the flesh, not the mortification, but 
the return to the original bliss. In my eyes, this position is suf
ficiently proved by the excellent health of the people whose life is 
truly holy. Of course I know, that most excellent people some
times ail, but, in their case also, sickness is a sign of some wrong, 
either personal or hereditary. Sickness, like deformity and ugli
ness, bears witness to a partial inertia of the soul: a blameless soul 
must have a perfect incarnation. Holy men can bring themselves 
back to the freshness of early years. Like infants who know noth
ing about sexual love, narcotics, intoxication, satiety, the holy feel 
light and serene. Being content with very little, they reach the 
most important. Like infants, they do not feel their bodies, and 
so can give themselves to the labour of the spirit. Is not their 
holiness but a new infancy, begun in the same life, a second blos
soming in the same summer? Who can tell ? But as they do not 
lose the acquired consciousness, their second infancy is lit up by 
the experience of a long life. It is about such that it was said, that 
their's is the kingdom of heaven. 

But what intelligence is finally brought by this blissful condi
tion ?-Love for everything. 

(To be Continued.) 
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ANCIENT AND MODERN PHYSICS. 
AN INQUIRY, II. 

Readers whose memory goes back to a paper with this title, 
which appeared some months ago, will remember that we started 
with the division of the outer and material, or at least, objective, 
universe, into four layers, according to the doctrine so brilliantly 
and suggestively set forth, in that thought-producing work, Ancient 
and .  Modern Physics. These four layers of the universe are what 
the author of that work calls : first, the prakritic, or grossly material ; 
second, the etheric ; third, the pranic ; and fourth, the manasic. 

It seemed to us that there must be certain forces or groups 
of forces, belonging to each of these layers or strata of outward 
existence ; and, while we were certainly not in a position to catch 
and classify all of these forces, or even the bigger part of them, 
still we thought it probable that we might at least catch some of 
them, perhaps one of each kind, just as a specimen, and to show 
what the other members of its family might possibly be like, could 
we also catch and classify them. 

So looking in this way for four classes or kinds of objective 
forces, to correspond to the four layers of substance described in 
Ancient and Modern Physics, we began by laying hold of one class 
of forces, which, in our humble opinion, decidedly belonged to the 
prakritic, or grossly material, layer of substance. This group of 
forces we called atomic, because it seemed to us that they inhered 
in the atoms, and that in virtue of this inherence an atom of gold 
was always an atom of gold, an atom of lead always lead, and 
so on with the other material substances. We know, of course, 
that you can intermingle or interlock different kinds of atoms, with 
surprising results : thus, silver atoms interlinked with those of 
nitrogen make the white sugar-like substance called lunar caustic, 
which is not the least like silver, nor the least l ike nitrogen. So of 
black carbon and yellow sulphur, you can make a liquid as clear 
as water and with surprising powers of refraction and an even more 
surprising perfume. Quite true ; but you can take these things 
apart again, and you will have exactly the same amounts of silver, 
nitrogen, carbon and sulphur you had to start with ; neither more 
r.or less. And the silver, the sulphur, and so on, will be exactly 
the same character, quality, and so forth, as before. They will 
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have exactly the same atomic nature ; or ,  to put it in another way, 
they represent groups of atomic forces whi-ch are constant in quality 
and nature. Moreover, it is pretty clear that the total of these 
atomic forces, for any big lumps of mixed materials, is a constant ; 
and this applies to our earth, which, from one point of view, is a 
hig lump of mixed materials ; and, from another point of view, 
is a constant quantity of atomic forces. 

Finally, as our gold is always gold in the end, our silver always 
silver, and our lead always lead, it is quite clear that these atomic 
forces do not, under any circumstances whatever, change into any
thing else. Otherwise they could never turn up, their very own 
selves, in the last act ; they would be in perpetual danger of turning 
into something else, and forgetting what they were at the start, 
and so getting hopelessly mixed up. So atomic forces of each kind 
go on being atomic forces of that kind, to the end of the chapter. 
There are probably other chapters, but we are at this particular 
one ; so that does not concern us. Moreover, there are many very 
perplexing things about these atomic forces ; but we are going to 
leave them boldly out of the story, just at present. Otherwise, 
we shall never get any farther forward,-never come to the other 
groups of force, which are nevertheless formed with a certain clear
nt>ss in our minds. So we shall bid farewell to the atomic forces 
of the prakritic layer to things? for the time being. Perhaps we 
shall come back to them, but that we cannot promise just at present. 

For the etheric world of Ancient and Modern Physics, we must 
own that we are in some doubt. It seems to us most probable that 
sound is the force which most clearly belongs to this group ; but 
at the very outset we are met with a difficulty. It is not so much 
sound, or the audible, that which strikes the ear and stirs the sense 
of hearing, that we mean ; but rather the external wave-motion 
which is the cause of the sound. Let us say, a gun is fired a mile 
off. The sound comes to our ears, some five seconds later, and we 
hear it. But there was a certain something, which stretched from 
the gun to the ear, and was a mile long, so to speak, and· this 
something is what we think should be classed with the etheric layer, 
to use the phrase of Ancient and Modern Physics. 

And now, let us frankly confess it, we begin to get into deep 
water. We saw, to begin with, that the atomic forces are abso-
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lutely constant, barring alchemy or other like accidents. Can 
we say that the sound-force is equally constant ? But it is evident 
that when we speak of atomic force as being constant, we are 
weigh ing atomic force against atomic force. And when we ask 
whether sound is constant, we unconsciously think of weighing it 
also against atomic force. But we have no warrant for this. We 
should weigh it against itself, and, if  we do, we shall find a certain 
constancy. That is, the same rate of vibration will always produce 
the same note ; and sound will always travel at the same rate 
through the same medium in the same condition. . But how about 
sound being a fixed quantity ?-a certain definite total of force ? 

To consider this, we must go back a moment. Our atomic 
forces have one supreme characteristic. They always work exactly 
where they are, and they obstinately refuse to act anywhere else. 
A piece of gold here is a piece of gold here, and not in the next 
room ; it can exert its properties only where it is, and is rigidly and 
for all time confined to that. But a piano in the next room can 
make itself heard not only in the next room, but in this room ; a 
street organ can spread its melodious sphere throughout a whole 
region, making hearts glad where it is not, as well as where it is. 
Here is something the atomic forces could not boast of. They are 
hopelessly outclassed in this. Yes ; but it will be said, the sound 
waves can only act where they are, and cannot act where they are 
not. And we get an idea of sounds as a series of waves in the 
air, and as air-waves most of our books of physics chiefly treat of 
them. But they are not necessarily air-waves at all, nor have they 
necessarily anything to do with air. They will go j ust as well,
much better, in fact,-in water, and better still in steel . In truth 
sound will go at all kind of rates, from some eight hundred feet a 
second, through heavy carbonic acid gas, to some four thousand in 
hydrogen, and eight or ten thousand in steel . 

Now there is no element common to carbonic acid gas, hydrogen 
and steel, in the material sense. Yet there must be something 
common to them, something present in them all, which carries 
sound ; and this something must be continuous, throughout our 
world at any rate, since sound will pass through all kinds of con
tinuations of things ; as, for instance, through the air, a brick wall , 
and a glass window. And it is evident that these material things 
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exercise some kind of pressure or stress on the sound-carrying 
medium, in virtue of which sound goes slower through certain 
things, like carbonic acid gas and air, and quicker through others, 
like hydrogen and steel . Nor in its passage has sound any effect 
on the atomic character of the thing it -passes through : thus glass 
will remain glass, in spite of a thousand organ-grinders outside the 
window, though I am conscious of the fact that the sound is pour
ing through the glass in a steady stream. It is evident, therefore, 
that, while there is a relation between the atomic forces of materials 
and the sound forces which pass through them, it is evident that 
this relation does not amount to an interchange, by which the one 
becomes the other, but is rather a kind of pressure or stress exer
cised by the one on the other, but leaving each unchanged. Not 
only is the glass, as glass, not changed by the sound, but also the 
note of the sound is not changed by passing through the glass. 
Each note is still the same note as it was, before passing through 
the glass. 

Moreover, there seems to be no limit to sound, so far as our 
earth is concerned. It seems incredible that a sound should carry 
a thousand miles, but the thing does actually happen. If we could 
shout loud enough, the sound could travel from London to New 
York, and we should have no need of long distance telephones, or 
wireless telegraphy. It is true that, at the rate of five seconds per 
mile, it would take some fifteen thousand seconds, or let us say four 
hours, for the word uttered in New York to reach London, and four 
hours more for the answer to come. Happily, perhaps, we cannot 
talk loud enough to be heard across the ocean. 

But a volcano can, when it really tries. The great explosion 
between Java and Sumatra, which blew the top off Krakatau vol
cano, was heard a good deal more than a thousand miles ; if our 
memory is correct, it was heard in Madagascar, on the one side, 
and in Japan on the other. Therefore sound-waves can travel pretty 
far. More than that, .it is on record that the · shock of the wave 
motion, of this same volcano outburst, traveled right around the 
earth, and registered itself as so traveling. The ear was at fault, 
not the sound-wave, and mechanisms more delicate than the ear 
heard it and marked it down. 

Here comes the suggestion that seismic waves, or waves of 
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earth-quake shock, traveling through the earth, are probably cor
related to sound, and belong to the same class of forces. There are, 
doubtless, others in the same family, but we cannot even guess 
about their nature or character. 

Further, no sound, as a sound, reaches us from outside the 
earth, though it cannot be that our planet has a monopoly of noise. 
There must be some limit, some kind of etheric and sound-carrying 
envelope, stretching from the center of our globe to the confines of 
our atmosphere, but no further. • 

( To be Continued. ) 
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THE FAR STAR. 

A fellah lived at Al Kantarah, "the bridge" of the Suez Canal, 
where the Canal intersects the caravan track between Syria and 
Egypt. Back of the place, in front and to the westward, spread 
the desert, where now the rosy flamingo wings tipped the sands as 
with flying fire souls, and now, in the moonlight, the hyena laughed, 
or the jackal or the fox lurked in its shadowy hollows, or a .lion 
roared from the crest of a sand billow. To the East, towards Port 
Said, the mirage laden waters of Lake Manzalah spread their shal
lows to the sun. Caravans on their way to Mecca pa.Ssed the fly
ing bridge. The strong camels of the Camel Corps, grunting no 
less under their smart equipment and neat bear skin covered saddle; 
the occasional sportsman aft�r the snipe, quail or ducks of the 
region; the passengers idle, curious and gossiping, hanging over 
the rails of the various ocean liners; or soldiery, laughing, betting, 
smoking on the troop ships-all the�e made a sufficiently varied 
kaleidoscope-a mirage, as it were, of the life of other climes cast 
upon the shifting desert sands and blended to a unity by the per
vasive haze peculiar to the East. 

But the young fellah saw none of these things. At least, his 
mind saw them not, or saw them meaningless and devoid of reality 
as the mirage of the desert. They came and went, panorama of 
days and nights, devoid of actuality to the mind which never con
sidered them at all. To unsaddle a camel, to repair the bridge, to 
carry out the orders of the head of the Canal station, these were the 
pressing, real things, those which he had engaged to do and for 
which his wage was paid. Young, inexperienced, a fatalist, a 

dreamer by nature, he was indeed too young as yet to feel any need 
to know the life which, day by day, pulsed beneath his vacant eyes, 
those eyes which turned their sight inward, looking there upon a 
far star, a mirage in its tum, an image of the fancy weaving brain. 
This star, shining from afar, shone upon all his ways; other thought 
he had none, except for his round of duty. He was indeed a haunted 
man; he was haunted by a shape of exceeding sweetness, a great, 
far shining star. He remembered when he had first seen it, re
flected in the well whence he was drawing water, the first night he 
spent at the station whither he had come on his quest for work. An 
omen it was to him, at first an omen of selection, a token that his 
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abiding place was here : later on he saw it in a deeper significance 
and became to his own thought, the selected of the star. It burned 
down the distance, not from the heavens, for it was set too low, set 
nearer the worshipper. Not from the earth, else it had not shone 
into the well. Remote-yet not too far ; high spanned-yet per
haps not inaccessible-this was the dear loveliness of that star, that 
a bo:y's fancy, a . fellah's longing might reach up · and up to it and 
yet believe, or at least hope, in some dazzling flight of hope, to 
attain. So ever by day in his mind, and ever at night before his 
eyes, the far star called to the fellah and became the Mecca of his 
thought. With Eastern leisureliness he dwelt at El Kantarah and 
dreamed of the Star which had guided his life into pleasant l ines 
of usefulness ; and for the time he dwelt content. 

Contentment, in human lives, is a condition which breaks up of 
a sudden, at a chance touch, when circumstance and time are ripe, 
as the clouds dissolve into rain at a breath of the East wind. So 
here, in the mid-East, a touch of Western unrest and Western 
activity was the dissolvent which broke up the fellah's dream. A 
missionary passed that way and told the tale of the Nativity and 
of the wise men who followed a Star. He went again that even
ing, cheered beyond his wont in his labours by the remembrance 
of one pair of enkindled eyes shining over by the well . He could 
not know that what he took for the spirit of diviner things was but 
the desire fires of the West lit in those Eastern eyes, or that he had 
introduced a fever of unrest into the quiet dream of the lad. For 
now, as the boy went about his work, a new thought, a question, 
fermented on his brain, hitherto unquestioning, passively acquiescent, 
a point of life scintillating in the mental darkness. Should he too 
follow a Star ? 

I know not, for he never told, for how many diurnal rounds 
this thought abode with him. From a question, a point of half light 
surrounded by the shadows of doubt, it . became an assertion, a de-

. mand ; then an urgency, at last a despair. The far Star called
and he longed to go. The Star willed-and go he must. Only 
one point of opposition arose in his mind-that point, his duty to 
the work he had promised to do. And he had promised to fulfil 
this obligation by that which the Egyptian fellah holds most sacred. 
Yet did not the call of the Star absolve him ? All his longing melted 
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to pain and struggle until reason was swept away, and, as it were, 
his body, a lithe, active, tireless animal propelled by elementary 
forces, set out one dark night towards the great promontory of Al 
Fardanah, whereon hung that far Star. 

In the hard darkness of the Southern night the Star hung 
resplendant. Now and again a throb shook and deepened its glow
ing surface, from which shot out expanding arms which reached, 
and shone and fiercely contracted, only to dazzle out and shine 
opalescent and shimmering, yet again. There was a time when 
from that hot point in the lad's brain question and answer, doubt 
and hope had come and gone, flickering, blazing, stabbing tum by 
turn through his brain shaken with the birth throes of a mind. 
Such thoughts as "Mine oath or the Will of God ?" Such ques
tions as : "What shall I find beneath the star and why does it call 
me ?" A doubt : "Is it a mirage or indeed a star ?" 

A desire : "What have I to gain if I obey ?" A hope : "Shall I 
worship and become as the Star ?" All these and all the uncounted 
host of fancies unleashed in the brain of the lad of the South had 
been with him. But that was days ago-it seemed a time and times 
and again times ago. That was all over. The wearied brain was 
still. The heart seemed to sleep. It was but a young creature 
fresh and strong in limb and without mental action of any kind 
which set out towards Al Fardanah, travelling, as it seemed, along 
a ray of the Star, a ray shot from the Star which ended in his own 
brain back of the eyes. So the Star drew the lad, drew his heart up 
and out through his eyes, the eyes fixed upon the great glow of 
white light high upon AI . Fardanah. There were some fourteen 
miles to traverse, and at first he set out walking, then running, and 
then a Camel Corps rider left his beast at a station for a moment, 
and the lad took the temptation in his stride, vaulted on the camel 
and pushed on Starward, scarcely knowing what he did, and yet 
conscious too, that a choice had been offered, had been made to the 
beat of an idea now many moons old, the pulse . of "Mine oath or 
the Will of the Star," intermittently beating in his brain. A hyena 
laughed-he heard it not, not was he aware of a crouched, pulsat
ing heap upon a sand hillock which was a waiting lion ; he shared 
the fright of his camel no more than he shared its grunts or the 
reluctance of its gait under the unknown rider. His heart and 
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brain hung upon his eyes and-these, the seeing essence of all three 
ind�ed-these were stationed there at AI Fardanah beating in the 
core of a pulsating Star. 

AI Fardanah-high sand promontory , canal--cut and grim, 
rose close at last, upon its crest the Star, now of great size, its broad 

. 

arms outreaching, calmly shining. They boy's heart leapt up, he 
raised his head as a sweet exultance flooded his being and as he 
urged his camel over the final intervening space, the voiceless eter
nal oath which passes between a man and his own soul sprang into 
silent utterance in the deeps of his nature. With a low cry of joy 
he heralded his arrival, he sprang from his camel and knelt, his 
head bent, his trembling lips thrilling the desert sand with human 
touch and human promise. He lifted that head-and where was 
now the Star! Stunned at first, then dazed, then his brain one 
tumult of rage, despair and misery, the lad knew that his Star had 
gone forever. Before him, on the top of the promonto ry was a 
small, bare, brown hut, from whose single squat window shone a 
lamp with its reflector used to l ight up the great bend of the canal, 
"3. lamp extinguished even as he looked. In that instant of swift 
and awful revulsion that lad felt himself changing, as it were, to a 
devil, a devil whose motive power was the sense of betrayal by fate, 
a Fate Divine, yet devilish. It all befell so quickly that words give 
no idea of it, but concurrently with the birth of this devil mind in 
him, a new sight met the lad's eyes and startled his brain . Framed 
by a clump of trees, and, as it were, between the silver horns of the 
young and newly risen moon, was a dark face, the face of a woman. 
The liquid eyes and the gold at her ears softly gleamed as she 
leaned nearer the kneeling lad. She threw to him the red flower 
at her bosom and laughed as she whispered : "\Vhy comest thou 
to Al Fardanah ?" When he answered hoarsely : "I followed the 
Star," she laughed again ; a laugh of conscious power, the old, old 
laugh, ages old, of the beautiful woman. "Aye-men have said 
it ; I am she they call the star," she said, stealing down to where 
he knelt . "1 watched thee at the well-side to-day as the caravan 
passed ; and thou-didst thou not mark me when I fled, and follow 
on to find me and aid my flight ? But be quick now." 

The woman tugged at his shoulder and he found himself on 
his feet. 

Her glance fell on the camel, she ran to it, searched the saddle 
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pouch, and turned to him with a new respect in her eyes. She had 
not thought him capable of this. She measured him, a mere slim 
stripling, weighing him against a young camel with gold and papers 
in its saddle pouches, and found in him, all at once, those sources 
of strength which elemental woman worships. That he should 
have stolen this ? and for love of her I It was indeed the heady 
Venus wine she quaffed. "Be quick I Be quick I" she cried, urg
ing him on. "We must away I We shall be followed I" She ran 
to fetch a small bundle from behind a palm where she had hidden 
it. This gave the lad a breathing pause, for a moment ; no more. 
While that newly born strong devil ramped in his brain, from his 
heart seemed to gush and to ftood a sweet pity for the boy that he 
was, for the ruin of a pure dream. He threw himself upon the 
sand, crying out in misery, looking up in vain to the remorseless 
skies. But were they remorseless utterly ? In the remote blue 
there soared, calm and pure in its withdrawn splendour, Venus
Lucifer, the Morning Star. Half unconscious, he cried out to it 
in his heart-that heart which so long had followed a Star. Surely 
there was response ? Did not the Star throb ? Or was it his own 
heart ? As in a vision there passed before his inner mental gaze 
the picture of a lad and a woman all too beautiful, hurrying South
ward with a camel and stolen gold. It went to his head like new 
wine, but also it lightened those secret nerves which the soul hides 
somewhere in our mortal form. Once again he vowed a vow, but 
this was a silent oath which passed between a fellah of Egypt and 
the Morning Star. In the midst of his bewilderment and the up
heaval of his nature, that quiet light enthroned above laid a cool 
touch upon his fevered mind. Lithe and wary, the woman came 
behind him. Her arm lay on his shoulder, her lips sought his. 
"Once and away," she laughed, and bade the camel kneel. Then 
a strange arm swung her aside, a strange voice bade her begone ; 
surely that was a stranger youth who sprang upon the beast, urging 
it back to El Kantarah, to its master, towards a fellah's duty I 
Whatever aspect resolve had caused that face to wear ; whatever 
being new born to the dignity of sel f restraint and noble purpose 
now hurried toward El Kantarah on a camel eager to rejoin its 
master, one thing is sure. Once again the Morning star, rising in 
the East, looked down upon a birth, the Birth of that Christ Light 
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shining within the human Soul, though it were only enshrined 
within the breast of a sorely stricken fellah who still returned to his 
duty. 

Under the ray of the Far Star the Christ soul was once ·again 
born into the world of Humanity. For "when the half gods go, 
the gods arrive." 
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T H E  T H E O S O P H l C A L  

FO R U M 

V O L .  9 ·  N o .  7 ·  

* * * 

"Count it all j oy, my brethren ; "  there is no room for regret , 
nor sorrow, nor pain, nor fear, nor hate, and such I as these ; these 
disagreeable emotion s belong to the lower mind ,  not to the Lumin
ous Blissful Self ; not to the Higher Self ; nor to o u r  Self.  

Just as w e  are not to kill  out all desire,  but only personal an d 
selfish desires, and to preserve and increase the des ire for the life 

I 
of the Soul, so, we are not to kill out perfect love, rejoicing, ex -

ultation and bliss,  for these do not belong to that mind at all, bo t 
to the Sel f within, whose own nature is Bliss,  j ust as much as i t  
i s  everlasting l i fe and all-wisdom. 

" Perfect love casts out fear," this love is  "the fulfilment of  the 
law . "  This love arises when we realize our oneness w ith our real 
Sel f which is also the real Sel f in  our neighbor. 

Veri ly, "the fruit of the Spirit is  love, j oy, }leace, endurance, 
goodness, kindness,  faithfulness and moderation ; against such 
there is no law."  

Then let us not hesitate to rejoice ; rej oice as we did  in  times 
long past, for true aspiration is  always accompapied by true re

j oicing ; i s  in fact the very essence of j oy ; an d this rejoicing wil l  
penetrate the realm of the immortal singers and pe caught up by 
them and re-enforced until  the very heavens shall  vibrate with in-
effable j oy. 1 

"Count it all joy,  my breth ren . "  Partless Bl iss .  
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Al\lERICAN MUSIC.  '' 

I t  is a critical moment for music  in America.  For we must 

open o u r  eyes at last to the fact that there is a clearly defin ed and 

all-embracing divis ion o f  our wh ole musi cal world into two d ist inct 

groups ,-o f our whole mu sical progress i nto two d ivergent path s . 

And with the first clear realization of th i s  d iv i s ion , there comes to 

us the responsibi l i ty o f  choosing- on e path or the other i f  we have 
a goal to reach- i f  vve arc not to j oi n  the d reamers by the way

side .  The divis ion con s ists in thi s ,  that whether one is  born or 

lives in New York, Ch icago , or S an Francisco ,  m u s i cal ly consid
ered he i s  Enropean ,-or h e  is universal . And this  is  the dis

t i ngu i shing mark : th e Eu ropean accept s onl y  that which comes

di rectly from Europe or is  the immediate fruit ( on American so i l ) 

of Eu ropean trad i tion , whi le  the universal accepts any real music 

without respect to continent,  tradition , o r race . The latt e r ,  there
fore , accepts i n  la rge measure what the former does. but welcomes 

one thi n g  w h i ch the  former never accepts.-m u s i c  of universal sig

nificance .  independent of tradition al models .  produced in America.
These are not in real i ty opposing position s ; the latter  merely has 

a w i cl e r  circu mference and i ncl udes  the forme r .  
:\row by a very natural  development o f  ct1 l tu1-e-history the

European s  have what we may regard as th e official  voice concern
ing m u s i c  in  America .  Tiut the un iversals  have a vo i ce which . 
though n e \\T I- an d at p res en t less  far-reaching.  i s  n e a rer the truth 

becanse i t  m o re completely reveals the ex i st ing situation .  The 
official voice p rocla i m s  what the Eu ropeans  arc  doing, and the 
un iversa l ear  lends its  respectful  attention.  T h e  u n iversal voice 
i s  a sti l l ,  small voice tel l ing o f  human asp i ration and achievement 

anywh ere ,  but the official ear is apt to be ot herwi se engaged.  The

official  voice chants p r i d e  in ancient tradition . The universal sings 

j oy in n e w  li fe for the present moment. The offic i al sometimes

presents the spect acle o f  lauding in ert works built in this country 
in impotent imitation o f  great European mode l s . The universal 
retains the d i gnity of accepti n g  only the best from any sou rce. The 
official ,  the E uropean-Ameri can , is excl usive ,  partial ,  detached : 

• Throughout this article the adjective Indian relateH to t h e  !ted J ndians of A merica, 
and not to E ast India, as it  does in so many other llrticles published in the THEOSO PHICAL 
F O RUM. EDITO R.  
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the universal is inclusive, complete, integral with l ife  itsel f ,  though 

having less understanding of itself, since there is so much more 
of itsel f to be understood . The former injures the poss ibi l i ty of 
its own growth by forbidding itself, in advance, to accept any but 
works based upon certain tradit ional models,  an d te11ds to become 
dry, hard, pedantic .  The latter opens its mind to the floods of 
beauty and l i fe coming from any source and in any shape, however 
unofficial, and becomes warm, glad , and magnetic .  

These are the two great divisions . in the mus ical world of  
America to-day. One stan ds with a strong grip upon the mass  o f  
our official musical mach inery . The other,  alert, a n d  happy in the 
growing power within its own sp i rit,  is l iving its l i fe of j oyous 
creative work, or creative appreciation , until the moment of oppor
tunity shall give the signal for broader action . If we are to ad
vance music, either by creation or  appreciation, the results of our 
efforts must find their way at last to one or  the other of these great 
divisions.  It  is  not a choice between two parties, but between a 
party on one hand, and a universal cause on the other.  I f  we Clo 
not lend to one or the other the powers of creation or apprecia
tion with which we are gifted, but stand off to loot the field for our 
own pleasure when the fight is over, we find ourselves in the l imbo 
of undecided souls, rej ected and ignored of all, deprived of the 
power and privilege of exerting an atom o f  influence, either for 
good o r  evil . 

Let it not be supposed that the universal is to accept all the 
alleged serious products of American composition,-that were a 
cross to crush before it could save. The essence of his  prerogative 
and his  power lies in his  ability to designate and his  gladness to 
welcome the excellent composition, the perfect bar, the worthy 
underlying spirit, with equal grace, whether it  bubbl es up from 
the Rhine or  bears down in the blasts from the Rockies .  He w ill  
be the severest critic of  American composition, for he will have its 
real interests deepest at heart.  The wholesale condemner of  
American composition i s  no critic at a l l ,  but a butcher. We can 
never estimate j ustly by comparison with past models, but only by 
comparison with the present living ideal models in our own heart, 
mind, and will .  What do they say of the new work,-is i t  alive, 

or is  i t  dead ? Is  it  tel l ing the eternal truths of thought, feeling, 
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and deed,-or does it l ie and sentimentalize about them ? 
The European and the universal must frequently come m 

contact with each other ; and when the types are well defined there 
will be a concussion of some kind, especially upon the subj ect of 
Indian music, _ which touches the very heart of the discrepancy. 
Let us,  then, for the clearer understanding of  our own views, pre
sent certain pertinent questions which have been raised, and 
answer them by stating a few articles o f  faith. Especially now 
that others are taking up Indian music, it i s  well to clear up a l ittle 
the ground on which workers in this field must stand. 

Here are some queries and comments from various sources. 
First : Are not incursions into the realm of Indian and N egro 
music more interesting as a study than for the gathering of actual 
material for American music ? Second : Genuine art is not gained 
by closing our eyes to the past, nor by clever adaptation. Third : 
We must draw our in spiration and n eed of arti st ic expression di
rectly from the l i fe immediately about us .  Fourth : A music d rawn 
from Indian sources is  interesting and might well be inspiring, but 
after all i t  cannot be the basis of a true national music .  It  was a 
product of conditions we may never reali ze.  Fi fth : We are not 
Indians ; what have we in common with them ? 

A broad response to these questions must frame itsel f  some
what as follows :-

I.  In  so far as Indian music and Indian thought i s  exotic, j ust 
so far i s  it  perishabl e in the atmosphere of  modern art and thought. 

2.  In so far as it  is germane and vital to modern art and 
thought, j ust  so far must it be perman ently absorbed into our art 
and l i fe .  

3·  Ultimate American composition w i l l  n o t  be consciously and
artificially based on Indian music.  

4· Nevertheless,  In d ian music remains a great source of in
spiration and a significant point of departure for the American
composer who unclerstands it in connection with its underlying 
wealth o f  mythical lore. For it  springs from, and interp rets in new 
colors, the  "great mystery," the  eternal mi racle of  natural an d 
human phenomena, to which refreshi ng source American l i fe i s  
leading us  back from the artificialities and technicalities which have 
l atterly beset European culture. 
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5· lt is entirely possible,  in fact necessary, that ultimate 
American composition can ( but by no means must ) be achieved 
without the knowledge of Indian music. . 

6. Ultimate American composition can be approached in a 
certain degree through the knowledge of Indian music,  j ust as a 
traveller can help himself to reach the top of a mountain by means 
of  a staff. 

7· Indian music may serve merely as a study of characteristic 
motives and rhythms, or as actual thematic material , as the case 
may be. The greater the composer, the greater the use he  will 
make of it upon occasion, and the greater will  be his  power to depart 
from it.  

8. Hence forth there will  be two di stinct channels of develop
ment for music suggested by Indian l i fe.  The first wil l  employ 
actual Indian themes ; the second will  not, but will derive its creative 
impulse from the inexhaustible world of Indian mythos, to which 
we are now gaining access .  

9· The worl d of Indian l ife concerns us because the truth and 
splendors of Indian mythology, philosophy, and psychology are 
among the eternal verities and beauties,  and the golden opportunity 
to revivify art at these springs is  now. 

In regard to article eight , secon d classification , such music will 
not, properly speaking, be Indian music, althoug·h it would n ever 
have had birth but for the inspi ration of Indian l ife .  Did it not 
sound too pedantic it might be called with accuracy, " M usic born 
of Indian spirit ."  For we are not speaking of works born of that 
strange anomaly, the Anglo-Saxon , Teutonic, or Latin view of In
dian l i fe , but of a very different thing,-works which are the out
come of a final an d intimate penetration into the realities of the 
Indian world-vi ew. And such is  the un iversality and humanity of 
that world-view that the incursion leads us not merely to a greater 
knowledge of  the Indian, but of ourselves as well . 

With whatever detai l ,  whatever special province of the whole 
musical problem we may be occupying ourselves to-clay, let us  stop 
for a moment an d look beyond, that we may not lose a sense of 
the relative proportion which the parts must bear to the whole 
work to be accompl ished. There fore, let us say definitely, once 
for all, that whatever the immediate purpose of this or that da.y's 
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work, it is ,  in the end, universal music that we want,-music that 

shall make a human appeal the world over . But the universal can

be approached only throu gh the part icular . It is on ly by giving 

vital meaning to this particular moment 's work, here and now, that
it will become universal,-that is ,  interesting, valuable, li fe-giving 

to h uman ity , now and hereafter. And if the moment ' s parti cular 

work be with the Indian sp irit in the very air about u s, clamori ng 

in this  day of reckon ing for j ustice and app reciation through faith
ful express ion in art,  then the proper devotion to that work will 

br in g about universal results .  What i s  it  in class ic art that gives 
it universal meaning for us ? The particular, critical momen t in 
the l i fe of a particul ar, typical in dividual , Antigone,  CEdipus ,  ex
p ressed in a concrete p i ctu re for al l time ; or a part icu lar artist's 
conception of an abstract quantity,-triumph or beauty,-i n a 

sculptured Venus,  or winged Victory ( essentially part icu l ar , or else 

the w hole mass of stupid Greek sculptnre in the Louvre would be
equa l ly vital to us, which it  distinctly i s  not . )  And so if we are
j ust  awaking to the dazzl i n g  moments of l i fe that have been l ived
on the very ground we are treadi ng, and if we find in those mom
ents a heroic exp ression of o u r  o w n  ideal o f  cou rage , beauty, free

dom, optimism , and succeed in giv ing it true an d l iv ing expre ssion
for others,  we are creatin g  a thing of unive rsa l mean i n g  and worth . 
It matters not what is the name of the race that l i ved that l i fe .

I f  the vast spirit  o f  the  Indian race , wh ich devel oped unknown 
to the rest o f  the world, i s  to blossom and l ive again i n  th e con

sciousness  of  living races ,  we cannot d eplore the fact that it is  not 
the sp i r i t o f  some race other than the Indian, some nameless race , 
which,  being unnamed, wil l  no longer arouse the ire of the ph i l is
tine.  Shall we take down the statue s of Lincoln and replace them 
by tabl ets saying, " To the memory of abstract heroi s m , "  in order 
not to offend certa in ind ivi dual s. I f  not, then why shoul d  we 
w ithhold tribute from Metacomet or Inketunga , even if the task
of expressing what they ach ieved or l ived falls upon others ? 
Natural ly ,  we first ask ou rselves i f  theirs i s a worthy deed, having

a vital meaning for l iving peopl e to-day. 
As a guaranty that those vagaries,  abnormal it ies ,  or supersti

tions wh ich must in  some degree ally them selves to all l i fe ,  wild

or civilized, are not to be tyrannically saddled upon the realities of 
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latter-day enlightenment, we refer  the critical and doubting to ar
ticles of faith, one and two. For only where Ind ian li fe an d 
American Ji fe meet at the sh r ine of the universal , will  living art 

be born. And we do not yet d ream how significant that meet ing i s  
to  be. Vve are describ ing the achievements of the future . The 

essays of the present bear to the works of the fnture the same re

lation that youth ful bears to matu re thought . They necessarily 
exhibit lack of perspect ive , imperfect ions in the relation of form to 

matter,  imperfect understanding of the forces at pl ay, an d many 

l imitations which only t ime and the right workers can dispel . 

No, clever interpretation is not the question . Any work 

an swering to that description must certainly die  the death . Let 

the composer stand on the bluffs overlooking the M iss i ss ippi .  Let 
him ask himself, an intruder, what those men must have felt, who 
through generati ons inherited that wonderland and the freedom o f 
it .  Let h im study and learn what they thought and felt and sung. 

Then let him look for himself-and sing. Let him drink the cup 

of  i nspiration to the dregs , until his soul reels at the v ision of un
dreamed-of splendors , the mingl ing of retrospect and present emo

tion. 

Who cares any longer if his song be Indian or American ? 

I f  the t ruth is to be kn own , in that song , which the future i s  

reserv ing for u s ,  the Indian , the Amer ican , the European , the 

African, all, will l ive again in a un iversal expres sion which wil1 be 
the collective voice of America's  world-wide humanity . 
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"IRISH GENRE. "  

One of t h e  most vivi d,  most firmly outlined images in  the store
house of  my memory, is  old Tim. T imothy Haverty, in full .  Not 
that his name and su rname were either much known , or much used,  
around him. No, they were almost an unnecessary luxury for 
Timothy, w ritten down in good square, legible, old-fashioned 
clerical handwriting, in the books of the old · chapel , which stands 
right where land ends,  and ocean begins , weather-beaten, eaten up 
by the salt breath of the sea, but refu sing to give way, before either 
time, wind or rai n .  

In this chapel , Tim w a s  baptised ; before i ts  altar,  h e  also 
stood, when united i n  holy matrimony to Judy Regan . But both 
events took place so very, very long ago, that it  almost seemed that 
they n ever took place at all ; in fact, that there never was a be
ginn ing to old Tim ; that he  always was, in a kind of a way ; n either 
that he had ever any other name but Tim ; or from k indly lips,  
Timmy. 

I also ought to mention that the name of Timothy Haverty 
also stood in  full in a diploma, assigned to him,  along with a silve r 
medal,  by the Li feboat Association, for the extremely gal lan t  and 
effective part he  once took in the rescue of  some ship-w recked 
mariners. 

. 
B ut that also took place, very many years ago, long be

fore my time.  
When onr respect ive destin ies  brought me and Tim face to 

face,  h e  was already a very ancient man, w i ry enough ,  an d mu scular, 
but with a face from which Time had rubbed off all  the too rude 
marks o f  mascul inity.  In fact , when, in the midst of unpacking, 
and dusting and tidying a tumble-down old place, we had taken 
for the summer, on the west coast of I rel and,  I heard a knock
neither too loud, nor too timid ,  a knock characte ristic o f  old Tim, 
as I learned a fterwards ,  respectful ,  and yet dign ified, so to say, 
a demure knock-and said "Come in ! "  with my eyes on the opening 
door, I beheld a face and figure which it  would be difficult to class, 
either among manhood or  womanhood. A round face, rather 
fleshy,  with cheeks o f  that peculiar pink,  which is  t h e  privilege of 
h ealthy old age,  a pai r o f  extremely cheer ful and very blue eyes ,  
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which always seemed to be on the verge of a knowing wink, and a 
small nose, of no particular shape, but then so very highly colored. 
And yet, goodness knows, this rich color was not deserved ; in 
fact , it  was pure atavism, the "law of the transmutation of pecul
iarities from ancestry to posterity," to use the expression of a cer
tain learned pamphletist. But about this later on. 

The strange apparition stood in the doorway, adding to my 
bewilderment, by displaying a clean apron-a man's apron, true, 
but still an ap ron-and a distinct, though tiny pigtail of  white hair, 
carefully plaited and folded on the top of its head . 

"\Viii you be wantin' a charwoman, mam ?" the apparition 
spoke ; "or maybe you will be wantin'  carpets bet ?" 

When, a fter a short consultation, my visitor departed, I rang 
for Mrs. MacDonnell, our cook, an d general manager, who was a 
native,  and one of the best in formed, at that. 

"Who was that man ?" I asked. 
"What man , mam ? Oh , yes to be sure ,  mam, you mean old 

Timmy." 
" Can he really do charring ?" 
"Oh yes, mam ; Mrs. Lagrange and Mrs. O'Grady, and all 

the ladies in the neighborhood often gives him all kinds o f  odd 
j obs ; he is very good at scrubbing, and washing floors, and the 
gentry are fond of him." 

Accordingly, the most extraordinary of all  the charwomen 
that I ever h ad to do with,  was engaged by us, and soon managed 
to become not only an unattached member of the household, in a 
way, but also a considerable assi stance and help in the researches 
w e  all were engaged in, that summer, in the regions of local folk
lore. 

His acquaintance with popular stories and legends, comical 
and grave, grotesque and pathet ic, was extremely intimate, ancl 
varied. His language was quite pleasant, so ftened, as it was, with 
j ust enough of sing-song intonation to make it only the more at
tractive ; and brimful of catchy little words that seemed to wink at 
you, ancl brought their meaning home to you, admi rably well . 
These l ittle words had their  source in the very soul of Tim's being, 
that essentially Irish soul o f  his, a wonderful mixture of 1rn ta1.ing 
slipshodness, and silent, pathetic patience ; of i rreverent laughter, 
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and most profound ,  fiery myshctsm. In great part, these words
were strictly personal to him , and,  were I to record some of  them 
now, they would sound false and stale, and devoi d of  true s igni
ficance.  His Gaelic also, was far from being dead ; and the most 
learned of our party always said his Ir i sh recitals were a per fect 
treat. He also said they were to be treasured, as fast disappear
ing local versions o f  some of our great world-old epics .  

We were young, and extremely zealous ; our excursion s  i nto 
the magic region s of the old Gael, were very spirited, but, alas,  as 
I look back on th em now, they were equally amateurish.  In fact , 
we lacked a guiding hand,-and no wonder that it soon became 
quite a common occurrence for one of  us to say, when in  trouble 
or doubt : 

" I  wonder what Tim would have to say to that ? Don 't you 
think Tim could shed some light on the subj ect ?" 

And we would troop off, down to th e sea-shore , where there 
stood in those clays a small cottage, with walls of  rough stones , and 
a thatched roo f.  Sweet-Will iams, snapd ragons ,  and climbing 
nasturt iums were in  the small  front garden, and Tim himself sat 
on the step, watch ing· a pair o f  grey goats ,  al ways tied together,  so 
that they shouldn't  wander too far from home. For a wonder,  
these goats gave abundant milk though what sort o f  food they 
could possibly find on the almost bare sand banks along the shore, 
was more than one coul d tel l .  Watching the goats, I said,  but I 
often suspected that Tim sat so, hour a fter hour,  watching nothing 
at all , but simply blin king at the sh in i ng sea before him, hi s old
face expressing ful l  contentment, as near to beatitude as is  possible, 
in  thi s troublesome world of  ours.  

Tim's wants were exceed ingly small ; a few rows of potatoes, 
some turnips ,  the milk of the goats ,  a handful of flour, an d a pinch 
o f  salt-and Tim lived and managed to keep quite plump and pink.
For visitors,  he also kept tea, which he always served, accompanied 
by hot potatoe-breacl ,  del icious,  when eaten with fresh butter, but 
heavier than a middle-sized cannon-ball ,  and more deadly,  for the 
uninitiated. Once upon a t ime,  he had hac\ a w i fe ,  anc\ also two son s, 
but h is  wi fe died long before any of us were born . His  sons  were 
also dead, the neighbors said,  but Tim had an idea h i s  "boys" were 
sure to turn up some day, emerging from a certain outer d arkness,
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called "Ameriky. ' '  The "boys" had to seek refuge i n  that prom
ised land of all too sanguine children of Erin, in  the seventies, after 
a mu rderous frolic  with the English agent of thei r Engl ish land
lord, a thing not authorized by law, and often terminating in death, 
emigration, or ruin. The patient faith w ith which Tim waited for 
n ews from his son s, who, by this time, had had ample time to be
come old men, or even to die a natu ral death, was altogether too 
pathetic ; the neighbors chaffed him occasionally ; some, no doubt, 
very well mean ing people even t ried to sober the exultant spir its 
of the "quare ould fool. "  B ut T i m  only shook his  head .  

"Is  it me n o t  know m y  o w n  boys ? "  he would say . " They 'll 
come back ; oh yes ; and if you be so minded, sir, kindly enquire o f  
them postmen i n  town , about a letter for m e ,  from Ameriky." 

Twenty years and more, he had waited in vain for this long
delayed letter.  And yet he never lost heart, and never gave up 
hope. 

Twenty years and more, has he lived a!l alone, noisy pewits 
and curlews for his only companions . B ut a few months be fore 
we came into the neighborhood, young Tom had establi shed himself  
in old Tim's cottage ,-also in old Tim's heart and li fe. Tom pos
sessed a pair of very sharp an d mischievous eyes, a crop of un

kempt hai r,  all bleached by wind an d sun ; he  also possessed a 
genius  of adaptab i l ity . For, though a stranger, the son of unknown 
parents, a waif from the neighbouring town, ere a single month had 
elapsed, he had fitted himsel f  wonderfully into his new surround
ings ; ran errands for old Tim, whom he called "grandda," w<::nt 
regularly to the parish school, and reared top-heavy tadpoles,  into 
real , pretty, live frogs . 

At our approach, Tim would get up, and walk slowly toward s 
us ,  with a quiet gait, which had something of the demureness of 
his knock. It was quite a l ittle walk from the top o f  the bent
covered sandbanks clown to the shore, where the cabin stood. We 
would make ourselves comfortable on the dry, clean sand, and, 
breathing in the bracing smells, of the wide, wide sea, drying weeds,  
shore-thyme, and an occasional whiff of peat smoke from Tim's  
fireplace, we would listen to "what Tim had to say." 

For the most part he had plenty to say. 
The "Slender Gray Kerne," the " Soul of the Priest," or at 
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least a version of it, " King O'Toole,  and his Goose," "The Son of 
the King of Spain , "-he had them all at his finger 's  ends,  in on e  
form or another. The scope and vari ety o f  h i s  vocabulary were 
simply astounding, and hi s recitals  often reached the level o f  the 

purest poetry . His descriptive narratives also were very good. 
" So they would not leave a rope w ithout strain ing , 

or an oar , without break ing , " one of h is  stories ran , 
ploughing the seething , surging sea. Great whales 

making fairy music, and services for them. Two thirds going be
neath the waves,  and one third on the top, send ing the smooth san d 

clown below , an d the rough sand up above, and the eels ,  i n  gr ip 
with on e another . 

" 

But, for all h is  bardic eloquence, as a scientific col lector of
stories, Tim had one very serious , though rather amusing draw
back According to him, a good many adven tu res we had already 
read about, in  pr inted books ,  had happened to no one else but to 
h im personal ly, or to an uncl e  o f  his, in the County Clare, o r  to his 
great-grandfather, on the maternal side,  who, as it transpi red, a fter 
a while, was one o f  the profess ional story-tellers,  about whom the 
famous book of Le inster speaks, an d who w ere boun d to know no 
l ess than seven t ime fifty stories.  Otherwise,  they would be con
si dered no story-tellers at all . 

With a ll this ,  Tim Haverty was no common l i a r, more than 
that , he was no liar at all. And here is a proof of  it : he was
always ready to brim over with some warlike descr iption ;  for in
stance : 

"Each of them began to shoot at other , with thei r m t s s t ve 

weapons,  from the dawn of early morning to the middle of midday. 
And they would make soft of the hard , and hard of  the 

soft , and bring cold springs of  fresh water out of the hard rock, 
w i th their  w restl ing. " 

Yet he never spoke of himsel f as taking part in any gallant
strife or combat. He was n ever at the wars , o r  in mid-ocean, or 

in distant lands,  and owned up, fran kly an d openly. Comic  and 
grewsome adventures were, o f  ·course , di fferent.

So the appearance on the scene, of  Tim himsel f , or his uncle, 
a great mariner, who knew all about male and female merrows , 

or his great-grandfather , was always welcome to us ; especiall y the 
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latter. For, as Tim informed us,  the grandfather of his moth er 
was a member of the league o f  _wandering Irish story-tellers, whose 
custom it  was always to assemble once a year in some place in the 
west or south of Ireland, and pass examinations, so to speak , in story 
tell ing . They all would have to tell  some particu lar story, each 
in his own way, but if , in any man 's  version, there were too many 
departu res from the main stock, that man had to su ffer , and pay a 
considerable fine. When this  patriarch died, young Tim was quite 
a big boy , and so had ample time to learn lots of beauti ful and 
qua int things from him . 

When summer sunshine was over, .:md October showers drove 

us back to Dublin, how s incerely sorry we all were, to part from 
Tim Haverty. We waved our handkerchiefs and hats , and shouted 
and smiled to him, until the turning o f  the road hid his grotesquq e, 
yet kindly and lovable, countenance from us. We all felt we were 

losing more than a friend , in this queer, odd-looking old peasant. 
He had become a l iving l ink between us ,-earnest,  yet ignorant 
lovers of the true Irelan d,-and that true Ireland itself, with its 
inspiring magic lore,  its i deals of undaunted manhood , valor,  and 
gentleness ; i t s  ever-young, ever-l iving fountain of t r u e  h umor , a 
humor that braces you up, making you kindlier and braver. 

Many a beauti ful thing, untaught O llavs of Tim Haverty's 
type remember and understand ; many a thing they treasure up in 
their hearts ; but writing down what they know is  out of the que s
tion ; they are almost to a man wholly illiterate. 

With every year they become rarer and rarer, and with them 
i s  also disappearing the beauti ful world of romance and tradit ion , 
in wh ich dwells the spirit of both pagan and Christian I reland of old.  
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ANTIQUITY O F  INDIAN WRITI NG.

I f  the n egative argumen t  as to the  newness of  Ind ian wntmg 
I S  enti rely worthless, can we build up any positive arg-ument in its  
place ? Let us  recall for a moment the h istory of  this negative 
argument. While examining the Homeric poems, Wolff remarked 
t hat they nowhere mention w riting, alphabets,  or written letters. 
From this observation he not unnaturally drew the conclus ion that 
in the days of  the Homeric poems w ri ting was unknown to the 
Greeks .  It was bel ieved that the Homeric poems belonged to a 
period some eight or nine centuries before our era ; and from this  
maj or and minor premise the conclusion was drawn that  some 
eight or  n in e  centuries before our era the Greeks were ignorant of 
wntmg. This argument, fai rly sound as i t  seems at first sight ,  
was applied to  India .  , It was found that  in the writings of the 
Vedic  age no particular stress was la id  upon writ ing ; no specific 
mention was made of written letters ; whi le great stress was laid 
on the importance o f  learning the Vedic hymn s by heart, and hand
ing them down by memory. It was fu rther bel ieved, on very 
slender evidence, that all  Sanskrit  l i terature not o f  the Vedic age, 
belonged to a period later than the rise of B uddhism, some s ix 
cent u ries before our e ra.  And from this major  and minor premi se,  
j ust as in the case of  the Homeric poems, the conclusion was drawn 
that writing was not known o r  commonly used in  India until this  
later period o f  Sanskrit  l iterature which was supposed to take its 
r ise somewhere j ust outside the threshold of our era ; and that con
sequently the Vedic In dians were ill iterate. Then the whirl igig of  
t ime brought in i ts  revenges.  The hard facts of  inscriptions in 
rock, the names of  Greek mercenaries carved on the statue of  Abu 
Simbel, proved quite conclusively that the Greeks were familiar 
with writing in the eighth or ninth century be fore o u r  era, at the  
very t ime when Wol ff's argument had shown them, satis factorily 
enough, to be i l l iterate. From this quite incontestible and uncon
tested fact two conclus i�ns can be drawn . These two conclusions 
are either that the Greeks were perfectly famil iar wi th writing in 
the days of  the Homeric poems,-supposing the Homeric poems 
to belong to the eighth or nin th century before our era ;-and that, 
consequently, the negative argument from the s i lence o f  the Home-
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ri c poems on the subj ect of writ ing was utterly worthless ; or, that 
the Homeric poems , if really belonging to an il l iterate age, were 
immensely older than· bad been supposed ; were immensely older 
than the eighth or n inth century before our era. The first of these 
conclusions,-that the Greeks were quite famil iar with writing in 
the days of the Homeric poems, has been excellently discussed by 
Mr. Andrew Lang ;  the second conclusion has not yet been suffi 
ciently examined. Then comes the application of the facts to In clia . 
I f  the first conclusion be right, if the silence of the Homeric poems 
on the subj ect of writing is perfectly consistent with the ir origin 
in an age when writing was qu ite familiar to the Greeks ; then the 

s i lence of the Vedic literature on the subj ect of writing i s  perfectly 
consistent with its origin in an age when writing was quite familiar 
to the peoples of Vedic India. As far as the negative argument 
i s  concerned , the peoples of India may have been familiar with w rit
ing from the very beginning. 

Can be build up any pos itive argument to take its place ? The 
students of the antiquity of  Indian writ ing may be divided into two 
schools : those who believe that the Indian alphabets, of wh ich the 
Nagari alphabet is  the type, came from a Semitic source ; and those 
who believe that the Indian alphabets arose indepen dently of the 
Semi tic alphabet s ,  and most probably in India itself.  Of the first 
school , who believe that the Indian alphabets have been derived 
from Semitic models,  Dr. Isaac Taylor is certainly the most emi
nent, sound, and scholarly. His arguments are stated at great 
length , with wonderful luci dity, and abun dant illustration in his 
monumental work, The A lphabet. To discuss the whole argument 
would deman d a volume . But we may roughly trace its outl ine. 
Beginning with the h ieroglyph ics of Egypt, Dr. Taylor shows the 
various stages which the h ieroglyphic signs passed through ; at 
first p ictures they u lt imately came to represent sounds.  Then Dr. 
Taylor shows how a selection of these sound s igns was made by a 
" Semitic people ;"  and that from this selection the well-known type 
of western alphabet was derived ; taking its name from aleph beth, 
that is  ox, and house, the first signs in the earliest Semitic alphabet . 

This typical alphabet found its way to all western countries,  chiefly 
through the i ntermediation of the Phcen icians ; and our European 
alphabets are all derived from it .  In the first Semitic alphabet there 
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a re no vowels, properly so called ; only consonants ancl breathings .  
T h e  western alphabets gradually developed vowel s ,  according to  
their  needs ,  by a process which we may i l l ustrate thus.  S i nce 
Sanskrit words have begun to be represented in western letters, the 
western type-fou nders have had to devise a wider vowel system. 

H ence have arisen a series of accented vowel s ,  especially ci rcum
plexed vowels, which did not formerly exist , in Engl ish for ex
ample.  Much in  this way, the Western nat ions developed vowel 
signs from the not pu rely vowel s igns of th e  first Semitic alphabet. 

In this development of vowel s ,  and in the length it  has gone i n  
various alphabets, w e  have a criterion o f  their closen ess to the 
Semitic o riginal ,  and therefore of their  antiquity.  For instance, 

if we believe that the first Semitic  alphabet dates some fi fteen cen
turies before our era . ,  and if we find that five centuries l ater 
anothe r  alphabet has developed five true vowel signs, we may 
roughly general ise and saw that i t  takes five centuries to develop 
five vowels .  If then , we fin d another alphabet wh ich has developed 
only two vowels, we shall be j ustified in placing i t  nearer the Semi

tic original ; an d in saying, roughly, that i t  represents two centuries 
o f  growth , and therefore dates from two cen t u ries a fter the Semi
tic original ; elates,  that i s ,  some thi rteen cen turies before our era.  
This i s  only an i l lustration, it must be remembered ; but i t  fairly 
represen ts the form of argument which may sa fely be used to es
tablish th e antiquity o f  an alphabet , an d the number of centu ries '  
growth which i t  represents.  So much for this  quest ion from the 

Vvestern side. Let us approach i t  from the Eastern . The oldest 
known and certainly dateable writing in India i s  the famous series 
of inscriptions of  the B uddhist King Asoka. These inscription s ,  
beginning with the words,  Dc1'fr n a m  P£ya Pi)'adasi, " Priyadarshin,
the beloved of the Gods,"  a re in  Pal i ,  the sacred l anguage o f  Budd
h ism ; an d are in what i s  best cal led the Morya alphabet. The 
forms of this alphabet are chiefly squares and ci rcles ; the s implest 
of all  signs that could be used to represent sound. In only one 
n otable particular does this lVlorya alphabet di ffer from the typical 
N agari alphabet of India,  and that is in  having only one sibilant
instead of three.  This  pecul iarity i s due to the fact that there is 
only one sibilant in Pal i .  But fo r  this, we may say that the Morya 

alphabet,  the oldest w e  know in India ,  i s  the same alphabet as the 
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N agari ; which, masked under superficial differences, is the mode l  
of a l l  Indian alphabets ,  from H i n d i  and Bengali t o  Tamil and 
Telugu. So that, in the days of the Morya alphabet , Indian let
ters were in a practically perfect form, and had reached the last and 
highest stage of development. Now this last and highest stage of  
development, with i t s  wonderfully perfect system of vowel s ,  repre
sent many centuries of growth from the Semitic model, supposing 
the Indian alphaget was derived from a Semitic source. The re 
must, therefore, have been a long period of growth between the 
adoption of a Semitic model by the Indians, supposing such a model 
to have been adopted, and the days of the Morya alphabet. Now 

the days of the Morya alphabet can be fixed with great certa in ty 
and precision .  \Ve have, on the one hand, mention of certain 
\Vestern rulers in  the Asoka inscription s, and ,  on the other,  we have 
the chronology of Buddhism. We can therefore say that, in the 
days of the Bu ddhist monarch, Asoka, and the Morya alphabet , 
several cen turies of development must be credited to Indian writ
i n g. Fol lowing up this argument,  Dr. Taylor concludes, on pe r
fectly soun d and intell igible grounds,  that we must date the anti
quity o f  Indian writing some time, probably several centuries,  be
fore the rise of Buddhism, in order to allow time for the high de
velopment which we know was practically complete in the clays of 
the Buddhist monarch Asoka. Turn ing again to the Western side 
of the question, Dr. Isaac Taylor, who bel ieves that the Indian 
alphabet is derived from a Semitic source, i s  led to seek for a Sem
itic alphabet which might h ave served as the Indian model . This 
Semitic alphabet must furnish certain characte ristics. It  must be 
old enough to allow for several centuries of growth between its 
adoption and the days of King Asoka and the Morya alphabet .  It 
must represent a fair l ikeness to the Morya alphabet in the form 
and shape of the letters. It must further be shown that its adop
tion by the peoples of India could  n aturally and easily have taken 
place. These three characteristics are furnished by a Semitic al
phabet of Arabia Felix, which Dr. Taylor places about a thousand 
years before our era ; and which is therefo re old enough to allow 
of a fairly high development before the days of Asoka. In form 
it nearl y resembles the Morya alphabet , being, l ik� the l atter, chiefly 
formed of squares and circles. It  is also fai rly accessible to I n-
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dia,  as we know that , about that t ime.-th ree thou sand years ago,
Arabia Felix was the int er-port between India and the West. One
evidence for this is  the use of I ncl i an names for "i vory, apes,  and
peacocks,  and almug or algum trees , "  in the Heb rew story of  King 
Solomon, whose elate is  supposed to be about a thousand years be
fore our era. 

Dr. Taylor supposes that the Indian alphabet was actually de
rived from this Arabian original,  some thousand years before our 
era ; o r, roughly,  three thousand years ago ; an d  t hat ,  consequently, 
the Indians were acquainted with w riting some fou r  or five cen
turies before Buddha. This is an enormou s advance on the Indo
Germanic  theory, w h ich placed the beginnings o f  Indian w riting 
some centuries after B uddha ; and this advance i s  made by sure and
reliable methods ; an d not by unreliable negative evidence, as in 
the case of the Indo-Germanic school . Dr .  Taylor's  conclusion is ,  
therefore, this : i f  Indian w riting was d e r i v e d  from a S emitic 

model, the facts o f  the case demand that this tlerivation must have 
taken place about a thousand years before our e ra ; that is ,  about 
three thousand years ago. This is  a remarkable instance o f  the 
tenden cy which we have more than once noted recently ; the tend
ency of  Indian dates to move back slowly through the ages ; the 
tendency of  Ind ian antiqu ity to expand and open out into wide and 
wider space. And it  i s  certain that this  expan sion of  India 's  past ,  
or  rather of  our un derstanding of it , has only j u st begun ; and wil l  
go far  further before it  ceases ; how far ,  we as yet  only dimly guess . 
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AN OUTLI NE O F  THE " S ECRET DOCTRI N E . ' '  

( C ontinucd. ) 
This great at-one-ment, or atonement, that brings about the 

union of all  humanities into one divine l i fe ,  forms the last and hi ,gh
est aspect of  th e mystery of th e consummation of  l i fe which u s h ers 
in that true being, that real l i fe,  which only h uman blindness calls 
Universal Night. This gradual growth to perfect fulfilment o f  
o u r  obl igation a n d  relation t o  the human around u s ,  in  morals,  and 
to the divine above u s ,  in religion , forms the third aspect of  the 
mystery of the ever-recurring N ights of the Universe . 

In reality these three aspects, these three categories of being, 

or the seven aspects into which they may be divided, are not separate,  
isolated natures,  and thei r gradual unfold ing does not constitute 
three di fferent an d distinct p rocesses ; all three are but phases, as
pects,  or facet s ,  o f  the one B eing in the evolut ion and involution of 
·which consists the l i fe o f  the un i verse . 

When this  trinity in unity is u n folded,  expressed and man i 
fested, the universe passes to Universal Day. 

When the trinity in unity coalesces,  unites and is re-absorbed,  

universal clay gives  place to universal n ight.  In this  universal night , 
there are no separate existences,  no sepat-ate l ives,  no separate at
tributes ; time , space , subj ect ivi ty , obj ectivity are no longer ; from 

the standpo in t  o f  our t hought there is  n oth i ng, because nothing is 
separate from the eternal , infinite Al l .  

B u t  behind this  Un iversal Be ing wh ich alternately expresses 
itsel f  in man i festation , and re-absorbs i tself  into lat ency ,  there is 
another deeper mystery, so pro found that human reason almost re
fuses to grasp it at all . This is the mystery of the Absolute. 

As underneath the lump o f  metal ,  that in the j eweller's hands 
takes many shapes,  now melted to l iquid,  now hardened to sol i d ,  
t h e  m i n d  conceives a certain quantity of gol d,  a quantity which re
mains unchanged,  and which the mind regards abstractly as  un
changing and unchangeable ,  even though the I ump be separated into 
many pieces , or alloyed with other metal s ,  or even pow dered to dust 
an d scattered on the face o f  the earth ; so beh i n d  this  evolving and 
involving universal l i fe ,  which alternately expan ds and cont racts in 
universal clay and night, thought perceives the n ecessity o f  another 
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un iversal be ing , the sum of the powers and forces of this ( as the 

gold is the sum of the substance in the j ewell er's hands ) an d par
taking neither in the evolution or involution of this, but remaining 
eternally changeless ,  motionless,  attributeless,  in the everlasting 
mystery of absolute B eing. 

The Abstract Unity, vvhich contain s  within itself the potency of
all l ife, but which has no li fe because it is all life ; which contains 

within itself the potency of all consc iousness , but has no conscious

ness because it is the totality of consciousness ; which contains with

in itself the potency of all good and beauty an d truth, but which is 
neither good nor beautiful nor true because it is absolute goodness , 

beauty and t ruth ; wl1ich contains within itself the potency of all 
motion, all  sound or colour an d sensation , but is without motion , 

sound, colou r or sen sation ; which contains within itsel f the potency
of all attributes , but is without attributes because it  is  the totality
of all attributes ; this is the Absolute : the unknown and ever un
knowable God.

II .  
SU M M ARY. 

The Days and Nights of the Universe.  Universal Night.
Defore the Dawn.  

vVe have seen h ow Un iversal N ight i s  brought about by the
gradual ,  rhythmical coalescence into unity of all the opposing ele
ments that· make up obj ective existence . 

It is impossible by any figu re , picture,  or simile, to convey any
conception of  the condition of the Universe when thus withdrawn 

into latency , because every conception implies division into the 
conceiver and the th ing conceived ,  wh ile it  is by the elimination of
this very divis i on, and by the absorption of the th ing conceived 
into the conceiver, of  the obj ect into the subj ect, that Universal 
Night is produced. 

But, though we must regard the condition of Universal Night 
as essentially inconceivable by the intellect ,  still th ere are various 
considerations wh ich , if intuitionally grasped ,  may throw some light 
upon the question of its nature . 

( To be Continued. ) 
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T H E  T H E O S O P H I C A L  

FO RU M 
• 

VOL. 9· DECEMBER, 1 903.  No. 8. 

* * * 

Father of us. thou in the divine worlds ; may thy word of 

tongued flame be held by us in reverence ; 

May thy ruling power come down, thy governing will domi

nate, in this my body of the earth, as in my divine and immortal 

body ; 

Let no day pass for me without the sense of thy divine near

ness and presence ; 

· When I must enter the trials that are to purify me, let me not 

for an instant lose the sense of thee. so shall I penetrate with in

sight, and with power overcome the things that seem evil. 

Give me the divine power of love to enter into, warm and 

fortify the hearts of those about me, as thy holy power enters and 

brings life to my heart. 

For the realm is thine, the power is thine, the radiance is thine : 

Thus may it be, in Peace. · 
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TWO LETTERS. 

As the readers of the THEOSOPH ICAL FORUM had, no 
doubt, occasion to notice, this small but valuable publication 
stands in a great terror of personality. The ftar is not ground
less. Yet it must not be carried to an ektreme. Heretofore
Mme. Blavatsky's n�me wae used on the pages of the THEO

SOPHICA�- FoRUM very sparingly and cautiously, for fear of
our hero-worshipping tendencies detracting £Porn the sourse
of energy which ought to be used solely for the finding of the 
reality, that she taught us to seek. But now the glamour of her 
personality, with all that human hearts deified or hated in her, 
equ'ally to the detriment of her true purpose, has lost much in 
intensity. · The rigidity with which she was either adored or 
despised and condemned equally vitiated the integrity of 
people's j udgment. Consequently the introduction of her name 
was almost always sure to do more harm than good. But now 
that the quality of undesirable intensity in people's attitude to
wards her has been lessened by the flight of years, even her 
personality may now manifest properties which it never could 
before. All that was childlike, spontaneous and sweet, in her 
has great humanizing powers. And nowhere does she appear 
more childlike spontaneous and sweet than in her corres
pondence with the children of her sister long before any of 
them were grown up. 

They all have preserved many of her letters, and the fol-
lowing is one of them. 

· 

Several points in this letter I would especially recommend 
to the readers' attention. To . begin with the perfect spon
taneity with which she talks to the little girl on the little 
girl 's  own level . The secret of this spontaneity lay in Mme. 
Blavatsky 's perfect inability to feel any kind of superiority to

wards any mortal. Whoever it was she talked to, the dominant 
note of the talk was that they two were j ust people together, 
or friends together, as it sometimes happened. It simply was 
not in her to talk down to anybody. Another point is the 
quaint terms of endearment Mme. Blavatsky gives to the little
girl. 
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Yet another-the extreme eagerness to turn an honest 
penny by her writings in her spare moments. Earning her 
own board and keep would seem quite work enough for any 
one woman, even in our days, let alone 30 years ago, yet Mme. 
Blavatsky could do so only. when her more important and all 
absorbing work was done. One more proof of the colossal 
activity of her mind and the extraordinary flow of her energy. 
She earned a good deal by her American and Indian letters 
to the Russian papers, and gave a good deal of her earnings 
to the same children of her sister. 

It is also very noteworthy that in this letter, written in 
1878, she clearly mentions reincarnation, though many of her 
friends carried the conscientious scrutiny of their minds to the 
extreme point of denying that she knew anything of reincar
nation in the days of "Isis Unveiled," and only pretended she 
did. 

Her instinctive care not to cumber the child's mind with 
big and unusual words is also remarkable throughout the let
ter. She mentions several times the Society she serves, but 
she never uses the word Theosophical . 

B. , to whom the letter refers. was one of her Russian pub
lishers. 

The other letter was written by a nephew of Mme. Bla
vatsky 's, at a much later date, in fact almost eleven years after. 

The two letters were written to the same person : the first 
from New York to Tiflis, the capital of the Trans-Caucasus, 
the other from St. Petersburg to a small British Civil station in 
Lower Bengal. The writer of the second letter is  the very 
"Rostia," the nephew to whom Mme. Blavatsky 's letter refers, 
stating he is a "great fellow" and expressing a pious hope he 
will soon be an officer. An officer in the Zar's army he did 
become and still is. As to his being a "great fellow." the 
readers of this letter will be able to judge for -themselves. In 
1889, he was still very young, but much grief and sorrow, 
through which he had passed a few months before, had matur
ed his mind. naturally mystical. 

The significance of his letter will be increased in the eyes 
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of al l  earnest theosophical searchers by the iact that he does 
not know a word of English and that of all theosophical l iter
ature he is acquainted only with the Light on the Pa.th and a
few stanzas of Dzyan , which were translated for him. Such 
knowledge of theosophical affairs as he had at the time, came 
entirely from his own heart. Yet it really does seem, that in 
1889, before the death of either Mme. Blavatsky, or Mr. 
Judge, his letter to his younger sister spoke of things and con
ditions, which came about only in 1894, 1896 and later. 

-EDITOR. 
" NEw YoRK, 25 April , 1 878.

My much beloved Niece and dear Sheep of the "Golden Fleece," 
in spite of your progress in algebra, it is  evident, my brother, you
are far from having studied mathematics and geometry sufficiently, 
as you do not know that "the whole is equal to the sum of all the 
parts taken together," or that "the lesser can not contain the 
greater." In the language of the mere unlearned mortals, all this 
means that it is impossible for your aunt-though she does enjoy 
the reputation of an Eastern Magus-to write more letters a day 
than she now succeeds in writing, often depriving herself of sleep. 

However, I do not want to give you the impression, that I in
tend to deprive myself of a correspondence with such a learned 
latinist and algebraist, as you show yourself to be. My next work 
we shall write together, I hope, and we shall call it "The fifth 
dimension of space, as it exists between the Cities of New Y ark'
and Tiflis, from the point of view of an American aunt and a Tiflis 
niece, etc., etc. : in nine (9 ) ·uolttmes and three and a half ( 3!)  
chaJ•ters." 

Well, the news is that I have bought a doll  for Lena, and a 
toy telephone. The latter is not particularly good. One of these 
days I was given a most wonderful object, which I am thinking of 
despatching to you.  But my wish is that it should remain in 
Mama's keeping, until you are old enough. This object is  a golden 
cage (golden to the eye only, it goes without saying, all is not gold 
that glitters ) .  Well, you will say, there is nothing wonderful in a 
cage. True enough, but there is a bird in this cage. Why, you 
will say, how can anybody wonder at a bird, it is a creature well 
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known to everybody of old, ever smce the world was started. 
But my bird sings ! And again, I know, you will object, 
that all birds sing, when they do not simply twitter. Yes, but 
dont you see that my bird can be made to sing for two hours con
secutively or it can be silenced the moment you are tired of song. 
The thing is a very curious mechanism, and here it costs, in all 
probability, at least $I SO, and in Tiflis you won't buy it for $ 1 ,000. 
But when it arrives, mind you do not touch it before you have read 
the instruction . You may damage the thing, and nobody will be 
able to mend it. The members of the Society, which I serve as 
secretary, have presented me with the bird on a pretended birthday 
of mine. I do not care in the least how much I startle them : I 
simply have a birthday any time I like. Here in New York I al
ways have several , and well, it comes off excellently every time. 
It will soon become a universal fashion �ere for one and the same 
person to have the right to have been born in several different 
places, and at different times too. When you have learned algebra 
well and know something about the unknown quantity ( I  don't 
know what you call it in Russian ) ,  then you will understand. In 
the meantime, little brother, take it on my word. Also don't write 
yott to me, I don't l ike it. To begin with I am a democrat, and 
then I do not care for this old-fashioned manner to say you to rela
tives, if you love them. Don't we say thou and not you to God ? 

Also you must not forget that the day I left Tiflis you howled 
so that all the block heard you and, having crawled under a bed, 
you cried : "Auntie, you are a fool , you are." This is my last 
impression of my affectionate niece. 

Well, I really don't know how to have this bird sent to you. 
They won 't take i t  at the post office. I shall have to find out 
some Parcel Company. However, this need not concern you. 

To-morrow I am to start for California, where I shall stay 
about a month, doing some work. I may write from there, but 
possibly I shall have no time. I am sent there by the Society, 
which I serve, to investigate the treatment of illness by mesmerism 
in vogue amongst the Red Indians. I don't know what B. will 
think of this subject for an article, otherwise I would describe it 
for your newspaper. 

By the way, my dear sir, I tell you what you will have to do : 
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you will have to take the trouble to carefully write down for me 
B.'s full name, as your progenitress forgot to do so, with her usual 
light-headedness ; so that when I tried to write to him, I felt as 
stranded as a cray fish on a sand bank. 

From your last photographs I see that you and Rostia bear 
much resemblance to the Imperial family, in your noses and lips, 
and, as I think, it is the Romanoffs and not you who are the gainers. 
Thank you for Rostia's portrait. He is a great fellow, and, with 
God's help, he shall soon be promoted to an officer's rank. But 
for all this, I wish he would stay home, instead of fighting the 
Turks. Do write to me about every single one of you : about 
Sasha, Fedia, Valia, Lena, Masha. Especially about Masha, I 
hope she is still with you ? 

I want you to do me a great favour. If my letters are pub
lished in the Herald, get clippings of my articles every time and 
send them to me. I need two copies every time, you understand, 
to paste them into my scrap book, that is a kind of an album in 
whcih I keep all my newspaper articles. 

I do hope that B. will send the newspaper regularly. This 
year I have never had a single copy as yet. But I expect the paper 
will he sent to me beginning with the day when my article appears.
Do try to get No. IS for this year for me ; even two copies of it 
if the notice of my "Isis" was printed on both sides of the page. 
You understand, don't you ? If you do as I ask, I shall send you 
ten or even fifteen dollars, as soon as I get them changed for Rus
sian roubles here. I have already ordered them. 

So, dear soul, please don't be neglectful, and see that it is  
done. Your mama is not to be trusted. 

And how is papa ? Kiss the tip of his nose for me. 
I do not share your passion for the theatre. I have free 

tickets for most theatres, because I write about them for the news
papers. But I must confess that the moment I am comfortably 
in my seat, I go to sleep. I am very tired of most things. Both 
the Paris "Figaro" and the "Revue Spirite" ask me to write. But 
as it is, I have no time to breathe. It is  half past three, and I still 
sit and write, because until midnight I had visitors. No holy in
cense can smoke them out. 
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Well, good bye to you. I am really altogether done up. I 
embrace you all with all my heart. 

But you really must stop counting leti:ers with me. If I do 
not write, it means 'that I have not a minute. 

You were my pet, when you were a baby. Now I hope I 
shall have a chance to make pets of you all. 

Your loving American "uncle" of female sex, 
H. BLAVATSKY . .  " 

" ST PETERSBURG, Jan. 10th, 1889. 
. . . As usual. I was a very long tiine about writing to you. 

And now I have begun I do not know what news to give, as there 
is none. I go to the riding school, I ride, and I stay at home. 
Truly, it is in the - latter that I find the most interest and variety. 
Were I to live in St. Petersburg without mother and the girls, I 
would forget how to speak, as speaking would become perfectly 
superfluous. In my work, the art of talking is practiced very little, 
and even this as an unnecessary luxury. And when work is done 
and I am left to myself, communion with fellow creatures fast loses 
its attraction for me. At times, I think, this is rather unfortunate. 

I begin to understand that, when withdrawn into one's own 
shell and examining what it contains closely, a man may find a world 
much wider and brighter than the one outside. Yet I say that my 
isolation is rather unfortunate, for I am only catching glimpses of 
the world within, and God alone knows, whether I shall ever find it. 

· 

The one thing I am perfectly certain of is : "Ask and ye shall 
receive, seek and ye shall find, knock and it shall be opened unto 
you." 

I firmly believe, that the moment the world within is able to 
influence a man, be it ever so slightly, it will give him peace before 
all the other boons, that it may reveal after. This is the beginning, 
and it is most important, the rest being altogether dependent upon 
the man's greater or lesser faculty of reflecting light, that is to say 
his personal powers and his gifts from above. 

Y au seem to be rather disappointed, that the Theosophical 
movement in India looks considerably different when one is near 
it. It is always so. Seeing a picture at a distance, we lose the 
greater part of the details and receive an impression of a more per-
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feet finish. Theosophy, or rather what we long to find in it, can ex
ist in a limited circle only, not conditionally, but because of its very 
essence. 

Societies may be found all over the world, but in spirit, 
Theosophy has gathered into a very limited body, lit up with the 
light of truth and reflecting light like silver. I mean the light in 
whose scattered rays wander all kinds of societies, since Adam, 
seeking the path in knowledge, religions, sciences and various sys
tems. Rare it is for a man to tu rn to the one instrument that can 
give knowledge, and, entering the road of painful reconstruction, 
to find the path within himself. Only having conquered oneself,
only havin g reached the depth and felt oneself in one's reality, may
one give light-sensitiveness to the feeler, or to the organ if you
like it better, which is buried deep within us. It is crusted all 
over with our coarse materiality, and its exi stence is hardly ever 
recognized. 

But once this light-sensitiveness acquired, we shall be given 
free entrance into the secret body, which is the earthly abode of the 
spirit, one of the many in the house of "the Father." 

This mysterious body exists, has existed and will pass away 
only with humanity. Where it is I do not know, because this is 
to be known only by him who has entered it. But I know that its 
work is in spirit and truth, and also that it works in spheres far 
above all religious subdivisions. In spheres which may be opened 
to an uneducated man, who has unconsciously followed the path of 
religion, and has reached one of the promised abodes, only through 
the strength of his own faith.  · He gets rid of the power of his 
flesh, this accumulation of living cells ,  of microbes and bacilae, 
which teem in a heap of all kinds of filth and at which so greatly
wonder our scientific men, occasionally finding in it a source of 
delection. The accumulation of all kinds of substances and l iving 
organisms is our physical body, yet it carries on an independent 
work. It has succeeded in soiling all that makes a man. It has 
spread a thick cloud over all our finest organs of highest perception. 

This thick cloud is man's "original sin." And it i s  possible 
to get rid of the "original sin" only when the dirt is wiped off the 
receptacles of the light of truth, and this can be done either through 
the path of faith, which purifies our interior reasoning, or through 
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the path of constant labour within ourselves, which shall reveal to 
us, at the end, the man in us restored to sight in the light of truth. 
That light will show to us the essence of true being in every micro
scopic particle. 

Not many men are capable of carrying on this kind of labour, 
for it is hard and obscure, and difficult it is  to get access into the 
mysterious body. 

I am but little acquainted with the Theosophical Society and 
know it mostly on its exterior side. And yet I am in sympathy 
with it, and yet it seems to me it is but an old, old story being told 
over once more. The career of the Society will be similar to those 
of many preceding ones. It is not itself that is meant to go ahead 
unlimitedly, but a few are meant to progress and to pass on through 
it. As to itself, it will remain, having lost its precious .kernel, a 
mere empty shell in the hands of lodges, which shall multiply and 
divide until they become perfectly unlike each other. Its very 
essence will become an unintelligible hieroglyph, with no more 
meaning, than the ·key of Peter the Apostle in the hands of the 
Pope of Rome. 

This happened to the Freemasons, the Rosicrucians, and many 
other societies which existed still earlier. 

Is it not that Theosophy is just this sort of filtering ? Re
ligions are also filters, only with a more inertly constant basis. But 
I have written so much, I may be writing nonsense . . . .  " 
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THE MASTER OF AKKA. 

The following is an excerpt from the "Life and Teach
ings of Abbas Effendi, by Myron H. Phelps, published by 
Putnam, New York. The book was sent to the THEOSOPH
ICAL FoRuM to be reviewed. Printing the few first pages 
is the best review an editor can give. The THEOSOPHICAL 
FoRUM is not that the editor should have a chance to air a 
few pet theories and private opinions, but that the readers 
should have something on which to exercise their j udgment 
and form their own convictions.-EDITOR. 

Small as this world is, boast as we may of our means of com
munication, how little we really know of other lands, how slowly 
the actual thoughts, hopes and aspirations of other peoples, the 
deep and real things of their lives, reach us, if indeed they ever 
reach us at all ! We of the so-called "Christian" lands think, per
haps, that if Christ were again to appear upon the earth, the good 
news would burden the telegraph, that his words and daily life 
would be marshalled forth under double headlines for our con
venient perusal at breakfast or on the rapid transit trains, giving us 
the interesting information without interrupting our really im
portant occupations. Ah no I We but deceive ourselves. The 
Man of Nazereth might pursue his holy life on the banks of the 
Jordan and the shores of Gennesaret for a generation of men, but 
the faintest rumour of him would not reach our ministers or our 
stock-brokers, our churches or our exchanges. 

Imagine that we are in the ancient house of the still more 
ancient city of Akka which was for a month my home. The room 
in which we are faces the opposite wall of a narrow paved street 
which an active man might clear at a single bound. Above is the 
bright sun of Palestine ; to the right a glimpse of the old sea wall 
and the blue Mediterranean. As we sit we hear a singular sound 
rising from the pavement thirty feet below-faint at first, and in
creasing. It is like the murmur of human voices. · We open the 
window and look down. We see a crowd of human beings with 
patched and tattered garments. Let us descend and see who 
these are. 

It is a noteworthy gathering. Many of these men are blind ; 
many more are pale, emaciated or aged. Some are on crutches ; 
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some s o  feeble that they can hardly walk. Most of the women are 
closely veiled, but enough are uncovered to cause us to well- believe 
that if the veils were l ifted more pain and misery would be seen. 
Some of them carry babes with pinched and sallow faces. There 
are perhaps a hundred in this gathering, besides many children. 
They are of all the races one meets in these streets-Syrians, Arabs, 
Ethiopians and many others. 

Th
.
ese people are ranged against the walls or seated on the 

ground, apparently in an attitude of expectation ;-for whom do 
they wait ? Let us wait with them. 

We have not to wait long. A door opens and a man comes 
out. He is of middle stature, strongly built. He wears flowing 
light-colored robes. On his head is a light buff fez with a white 
cloth wound about it. He is perhaps sixty years of age. His 
long grey hair rests on his shoulders. His forehead is broad, full 
and high, his nose slightly aquiline, his moustaches and beard, the 
latter full, though not heavy, nearly white. His eyes are grey and 
blue, large and both soft and penetrating. His bearing is simple, 
but there is grace, dignity, and even maj esty, about his movements. 
He passes through the crowd, and as he goes utters words of salu
tation. We do not understand them, but we see the benignity and 
kindliness of his countenance. He stations himself at a narrow 
angle of the street and motions to the people to come towards him. 
They crowd up a little too insistently. He pushes them gently 
back and lets them pass him one by one. As they come they hold 
their hands extended. In each open palm he places some small 
coins. He knows them all. He caresses them with his hand on 
the face, on the shoulders, on the head. Some he stops and ques
tions. An aged negrd who hobbles up he greets with some kindly 
inquiry-the old man's face breaks into a sunny smile, his white 
teeth glistening against his ebony skin, as he replies. He stops a 
woman with a babe and fondly strokes the child. As they pass, 
some kiss his hand. To all he says, "Marhabbah ; marhabbah"
"well done, well done." 

So they all pass him. The children have been crowding around 
him · with extended hands, but to them he has not given. How
ever, at the end , as he turns to go, he throws a handful of coppers 
ov�r his shoulder, for which they scramble. 
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During this time this friend of the poor has not been unattend
ed. Several men wearing red fezes and with earnest and kindly 
faces followed him from the house, stood near him and aided in 
regulating the crowd, and now, with reverent manner and at a re
spectful distance, follow him away. When they address him they 
call him "Master." 

This scene you may see almost any day of the year in the 
streets of Akka. There are other scenes like it which come only 
at the beginning of the winter season. In the cold weather which 
is approaching the poor will suffer, for, as in all cities, they are 
thinly clad. Some day at this season, if you are advised of the 
place and time, you may see the poor of Akka gathered at one of 
the shops where clothes are sold, receiving cloaks from the Master. 
Upon many, especially the most infirm or crippled, he himself places 
the garment, adjusts it with his own hands and strokes it approv
ingly, as i f to say "There ! now you will do well ." There are five 
to six hundred poor in Akka, to all of whom he gives a warm gar
ment each year. 

On feast days he visits the poor at their homes.  He chats 
with them, inquires into their health and comfort, mentions those 
who are absent by name, and leaves gifts for all. 

Nor is it the beggars only that he remembers. Those re-
spectable poor who cannot beg, but must suffer in silence-those 
whose daily labor will not support their families-to those he sends 
bread secretly. His left hand knoweth not what his right hand 
doeth. 

All the people know him and love him-the rich and the poor, 
the young and the old-even the babe lisping in its mother's arms. 
If he hears of any one sick in the city-Moslem or Christian or of 
any other sect, it matters not-he is  each day at their bedside, in 
person or by trusty messenger. If a physician is needed and the 
patient poor, he brings or sends one, and also the necessary medi
cine. If he finds a leaking roof or a broken window menacing 
health, he summons a workman, and waits himself to see the breach 
repaired. If anyone is in trouble-if a son or a brother is thrown 
into prison, or he is threatened at law, or falls into any difficulty 
too heavy for him,-it is to the Master that he straightway makes 
appeal for counsel or for aid. Indeed, for counsel , all come to him, 
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rich as well as poor. He is the kind father of all the people. 
This man who gives so freely must be rich, you think. No, 

far otherwise. . Once his family was the wealthiest in all Persia. 
But this friend of the lowly has, like the Galilean,  been oppressed 
by the great. For fifty years, he, with his family, have been exiles 
and prisoners. Their property has been confiscated and wasted, 
and but little has been left to him. Now that he has not much, he 
must spend but little for himself, that he may give more to the 
poor. His garments are usually of cotton, and the cheapest that 
can be !;>ought. Often his friends in Persia-for this man is in
deed rich in friends-thousands and tens of thousands who would 
eagerly lay down their lives at his word-send him costly garments. 
These he wears once, out of respect for the sender ; then he gives 
them away. A few months ago this happened. The wife of the 
Master was about to depart on a journey. Fearing that her hus
band would give away his cloak and so be left without one for 
himself, she left a second cloak with her daughter, charging her 
not to inform her father of it. Not long after her departure, the 
Master, suspecting, it would seem, what had been done, said to 
his daughter, "Have I another cloak ?" The daughter could not 
deny it, but told her father of her mother's charge. The Master 
replied, "How can I be happy having two cloaks, knowing that 

· there are those that have none ?" Nor would he be content untii 
he had given the second cloak away. 

He permits no luxuries to his family. He ordinarily eats him
self but one meal a day, and then bread, olives and cheese suffice 
him. 

His room is small and bare, with only a matting on the stone 
floor. His habit is to sleep upon this floor. Not long ago a friend, 
thinking that this must be hard for a man of advancing years, pre
sented him with a bed, fitted with springs and mattress . So these 
stand in his room also, but are rarely used. "For how," he says, 
"can I bear to sleep in luxury when so many of the poor have not 
even shelter ?" So he lies upon the floor and covers himself only 
with his cloak. 

For more than thi rty-four years this man has been a prisoner 
in Akka. But his jailors have become his friends. The Governor 
of the City, the Commander of the army corps, respect and honor 
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him as though he were their brother. No man's opinion or recom
mendation has greater weight with them. He is beloved of all the 
city, high and low. And how could it be otherwise For to this 
man it is the law, as it was to Jesus of Nazareth, to do good to 
those who inj ure him. Have we yet heard of anyone in lands which 
boast the name of Christ who lives that life ? 

Hear how he treats his enemies. One instance of many I 
could relate will suffice. 

When the Master came to Akka there lived there a certain man 
from Afghanistan, an austere and rigid Musselman. To him the 
Master was a heretic. He felt and nourished a great hatred to
wards him. He roused up others against him. When opportunity 
offered in gatherings of the people, as in the Mosque, he denounced 
him with bitter words. 

"This man," he said to all , "is an imposter. Why do you 
!�peak to him ? Why do you have dealings with him ?" And when 
he passed the Master on the street he was careful to hold his robe 
before his face that his sight might not be defiled. 

Thus did this Afghan. The Master, however, did thus. The 
Afghan was poor and lived in a mosque ; he was frequently in need 
of food and clothing. The Master sent him both, which he ac
cepted, but without thanks. He fell sick. The Master took him 
a physician, food, medicine, money. These also he accepted ; but 
as he held out one hand that the physician might take his pulse, 
with the other he helrl his cloak before his face that he might not 
look upon the Master. For twenty-four years the Master con
tinued his kindness,  and the Afghan persisted in his enmity. Then 
at last one day the Afghan came to the Master's door and fell down, 
peniten t and weeping, at his feet. 

"Forgive me, Sir," he cried. "For twenty-four years I have 
done evil to you, for twenty-four years you have done good to me. 
Now I know that I have been in the wrong." 

The Master bade him rise, and they became friends. 
This Master is as simple as his soul is great. He claims noth

ing fo:- himself-neither· comfort nor honor nor repose. Three or 
four hours of sleep suffice him ; all the remainder of his time and 
all his strength is given to those who suffer, in spirit or in body. 
"I am,'' he says, "the servant of the servant of God." 

Such is Abbas Effendi, the Master of Akka. 
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THE WIFE WHO WENT AWAY. 

Burgess and his wife had always seemed such good friends.' 
That, I think, was what first struck anyone who met them-even 
the most casual observer, but I was not casual, and when I met 
them again after five years separation, I became conscious, in the 
first two or three minutes, of a blank, a gap, a want. This effect 
increased, and as my visit continued to run its course, I came to 
feel as if four walls of ice were slowly closing round my faculties, 
hemming them in, benumbing all cerebral activity. 

I don't mean that it was anything crude, or elementary, this 
effect. On the contrary, it was subtle to a degree. It did not at 
once declare itself. Only as one became increasingly aware of the 
strangeness of the atmosphere, one remembered,. as it  were, to have 
felt it for some time back, and from the very start there had been 
this consciousness of strain and coldness. It was even more than 
that. It created an atmosphere foreign to all activity, mental , emo
tional or physical. One saw the guests at Weardale house, assailed 
one by one by this invisible frost, languishing, bored, then struggl
ing, succumbing beneath the effort, finally receiving peremptory 
summons by letter and wire and departing fagged, their eyes shaded 
as by the rings of insomnia. I was an old friend, and I stopped 
on as did some of the hunting men-out all day and sleeping sound
ly and early-and the bridge playing women, who would not have 
noticed even thunder or a mouse in their absorption-but the pres
ence of such guests as these served only to emphasize the deadness, 
in which we were immersed. 

One evening in especial it seemed to close in around us. Bur
gess and I sat alone on the terrace outside the drawing-room after 
dinner. The women, and some of the men, had resumed bridge ; 
other men were at the billiard table or strolling in the gardens und�r 
the moon with the women of their passing fancies. Mrs. Burgess 
had been with us a moment before, asking some question of her 
husband with all her accustomed gentleness and sweet gravity ; 
and he had replied, as he always did, with exceeding courtesy and 
kindness. As Mrs. Burgess passed down the terrace and we re
sumed our seats, I caught a sudden glimpse of her, illumined by 
an electric bulb in the drawing-room, and I saw, what I had never 
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before observed in her, that her features, as if relaxed by a spring, 
had settled into an expression of remoteness, of aloofness and ab
straction of which words can convey no idea. The alteration this 
effected in her was immense and startling, so that I leaned forward , 
shifting my point of view to see whether the electric light had not 
played me one of its weird tricks ; as I did so, Reardon, to whom 
she had stopped to speak, released her attention and she passed on. 
I turned to Burgess ; he was watching his wife and as our eyes 
met, to my amazement, I saw that his had a sombre despair in their 
depths, which simply took my breath away. We stared at one 
another, he making no attempt at concealment, and then at once, 
Reardon was upon us, a sheet of drawing paper in his hand. 

"See here, old chap ; tell me what you think of  this," and 
smiling at me, he placed before Burgess, the sketch of a woman. 
Moving nearer me, Burgess by a gesture invited me to inspect the 
sketch with him, under the light of the garden arch-way nearest 
us, and as I looked, I could barely restrain an exclamation of sur
prise-a start, I did not restrain-and, as he felt this, Burgess 
looked again into my eyes wth that expression of sombre despair. 
What he held in his hand was a sketch of his wife's head, and yet 
it- seemed the face of a stranger. In every line of the features , 
in the li ft of the eyelids, the curve of the lips, the upward and back
ward carriage of the head, in the whole fixed abstraction and with
drawal of the face was a world of distance between the image and 
the observers, as if the woman gazed through us from another 
plane of existence. Our silence was broken by a cheery laugh 
from Reardon. 

"Rippin, isn 't it ?" he said. "I thought it would take you 
chaps aback ,and you," ( turning to me ) ,  "have known Mrs. Bur
gess longer than any of us. I 'm rather proud, d'ye know, of havin' 
caught that expression , for, you know Burgess, its as rare as it is 
beautiful and your wife doesn't look like this when we're any of us 
about, as you know. But it's your birthday to-morrow, old chap,  
as Mrs.  Burgess told me, and I wanted to give you something 
that you would really value, so I thought you wouldn't mind me 
seein' and recordin' this look which you must know better than any
one. Artists have privileges, and it isn't often we're allowed a 
glimpse of the inner nature of a modern woman, especially when 
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it's as exquisite as this of Mrs. Burgess. I call this sketch the 
"Dreamer," as you see I've lettered it, but of course its for your 
eye only." 

While Reardon spoke, Burgess had been turning the sketch 
this way and that, as if to study it better, and only I noticed that 
the rattling of the paper in his hand was not due to the l ight breeze 
playing round the terrace. He turned to Reardon now, holding 
out one hand. "I simply can't thank you now, old man," he said. 
"Has Mrs. Burgess seen this ?" 

"No ; of course, she knew I was doin' it, and for your birth
day, but she didn't ask to see it and I thought I'd rather have your 
opinion first. Do you think I 've caught the expression all right ? 
It 's awfully difficult to get, don't you know. Just a gleam-and 
it's done-but you must know it well and I thought you'd rather 
have the sk�tch · just so--than have any more common mood." 

"Yes-I know it well, as you say," Burgess quietly answered, 
"And I don't really know what to say, Reardon ; I--" 

"Stow that, old man," the painter put in. "I am glad you 
! ike it  though, and if you like, I 'll work it up into a portrait. I 'm 
keen on it, if Mrs. Burgess don't object." 

A burst of laughter from the drawing-room and voices calling 
uis n�me interrupted him. Laughing, he turned and went in by 
the nearest window. 

Burgess dropped into his chair, the sketch fluttering and 
rattl ing in his hand, like a live protesting thing trying to get away. 
He turned his white face to me. 

"The fellow's seen it, damn him," he gasped. "And you too. 
She;s letting everyone notice it ; it'll be common property soon," 
and the poor fellow went whiter than before. 

"But what ? What is  it ? What the devil are you talking 
about ? Pull yourself together man ! Tell me if you like, or leave 
it alone. I don't know what you mean." 

"That's just it," poor Burgess answered. "I don 't know my
self, but the thing is there. It haunts one.  It makes the place 
feel l ike a vault or a tomb. I can't name it, nor can you ; and you 
saw it, and now this -- this --" and he shook the sketch, an 
oath following his last words. 

I'd never heard Burgess talk like this  in my life, and I had 
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known him from the start of his, being a bit his senior. So I 
took the sketch from his hand and sat down beside him, determined 
to see the matter through, and this is the queer tale I got out of 
him. It was bald in the extreme and the worst thing about it was 
that facts so simple and so innocent should produce an ensemble,  
an effect which was ruining the lives of two people. What he told 
me, in short, was in effect as follows : 

Mrs. Burgess and he married from a mutual affection, For 
two years their lives passed on pleasantly and without a jar. After 
that, Mrs. Burgess met with an accident. She broke her arm in 
falling from a horse and, when that had healed, a slight form of 
nervous exhaustion had caused her surgeon to order her abroad 
for a few months. 

Accompanied by her mother and by her husband, she went to 
the Riviera and afterwards travelled about with her mother for 
some eight months or so. Burgess himself being recallt:d to Eng
land by the pressure of his affairs. At the close of the ninth month, 
Mrs. Burgess returned, having visited France, Spain, Switzerland, 
Italy, Greece, Egypt, India and Japan and Ceylon, returning home 
by way of the States. Before going and as she travelled, she had 
to some extent studied the history and the conditions of the countries 
she expected to visit. At her age-she was twenty-five-and with 
her quick and bright intelligence, one would naturally expect to 
find her mind opened, her nature expanded, and this was indeed the 
case. But Burgess himself, a few years her senior, was a man of 
limited intellect. Her mind, on broadening, had not expanded be
yond his. The trouble lay beyond-not there. In the first hours 
of their reunion, the effect which made itself felt and which in
creased day by day, was a separation of consciousness. She was, 
as it were, aware . of a side of life, of a series of experiences and 
conditions which wholly escaped his consciousness. These had 
opened and evolved her mind, had furnished it with points of com
parison, with memories, with new ideals and new points of view 
from which to judge li fe. Not one of all these was known to him. 
They escaped him utterly. In reply to my question he said she 
had written home, but in the constant travel her letters gave a mass 
of data merely ; the form her travels took was on record ; the at
mosphere, the spirit of the places and her reflections, their effect 
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(Ill her impressionable uature, tilese were lost to him. A strange!' 
had retumed to his hearth, gyaoioos, serene, but one M.tose every 
thought and action \Wf'e based upon ickas whieh utterly escaped 
bim, a. consciousness which he never shared. He did not even 
know if she was aware of it. Sometimes he thought she was. He 
bad tried to talk of her experiences, and she too had trie�ut the 
result was words only. She was not introspective. She had rna� 

t'llred and ripened, without being in the least aware, in the least 
self-conscious, and could not have put her finger on her mental 
pulses for her Hfe. They had not an idea in common ; they never 
disagreed-did not come dose entnlgh for that. The bald, simple, 
untouchable. fact was that here was a consciousness he never shared. 
a mind whose central point he never glimpsed, a being whose raison 
d'etre he could not know. The common daily ideas even , had a 
basis, a reason which entirely escaped him. He never· knew the 
reason for a single opinion that she held-nor could she have told 
him, for she had developed unconsciously, "as a flower opens its 
soul to the air." Could not mutual affection bridge the gap ? It 
made their life together patient, courteous, kin d ; it could not! supply 
identity of consciousness ; it could not relate their consciousness 
when every thought revealed a separate basis of experience and 

· idea. Together, they moved apart. Attached, they were increas
ingly conscious of separation. Only their very real regard-respect 
even-for one another, prevented discord. It could not evade an 
ever increasing unhappiness. 

Had either of my young friends been of deep intellectual fibre, 
one or the other of them might have fathomed the situation and 
might have discovered a remedy. Burgess himself had hoped that 
motherhood, parentage and its identity of experience and respon
sibility would draw them together. The supreme hour had come 
and gone. They would appear to have trembled toward one 
another, in the warm dawn of a mutual j oy-and then, hour by hour, 
arose the innUJllerable new questions and new decisions for the new 
li fe as for themselves, and again arose, implacable and over mast
ering, the separate consciousness.  To the depths of their minds 
they dwelt apart. Would time and daily experience d raw them 
together in the future ? Burgess confessed with despair in his eyes 
that he had no hope. For said he : "I find that we form our ideas 
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early in life and whatever we experience afterward only expands 
and does not alter the basis of consciousness. Duality of experience 
in the formative period, produces separation of mental conscious
ness, view it as you will. We dwell always apart ." And he buried 
his face in his hands. 

For a moment I felt myself baffled, I confess. But as I sat 
beside my friend, waiting for him to regain his self-control, frag
mentary thoughts, long absent from my mind, flitted one by one 
into mental view. And as I examined these, the light of hope 
streamed from them. I touched Burgess on the arm. 

"Tell me this," I said to him, " Suppose for a moment that, be
fore you parted, your wife and yourself had had some common ideal, 
something that so permeated your lives that you viewed all ex
perience and explained all life by its light. Provided that each one 
maintained this ideal intact-would separation of consciousness 
have resulted as now ?" 

"Certainly not,'' he answered after a pause. "But I do not 
see how this affects the situation. We had no fixed ideal, either 
separate or common." 

"No. That is evident. But could you not have such an ideal ? 
I am aware that very few people have a conscious ideal, an aim to 
which they direct their lives ; the mass has direction, but not a con
scious ideal goal. But is there anything to prevent your having 
such an ideal ? Anything to prevent your raising the question of 
the existance of such an ideal, of the search for it ? Even discus
sion in regard to it, to the search for it, the directions in which it 
might or might not be found, would supply a temporary unit of con
sciousness, and when we consider that during this process you 
would together pass most of your thoughts and experiences in re
view like people going through a hapstack together to find the pro
verbial needle-why, upon my word, Burgess, I think you may be
gin to hope." 

He wrung my hand, sprang up, and left me without a word. 
Looking from my window two hours later, I saw by. the sundial in 
the rose garden, where its shadow fell blackest in the moonlight, 
two forms, seated close together, eagerly talking. It was my friend 
and his wife. I've often seen them since, and always with the same 
pelasant sensation of warmth about the heart. It is as yet early 
days to speak, but I think the wife who went away is coming back. 
Perhaps she will bring a diviner spirit with her. 
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* * * 

"Behind each importunate intruder, learn to see God governing 

all and training you in self-denial . alive through a troublesome ac

quaintance as through good examples. The intruder whom God 

sends us serves to thwart our will, upset our plans, to makes us 

crave more earnestly for silence and recollection, to teach us to sit 

loose to our own arrangements, our rest, our ease, our taste ; to 

lend our will to that of others, to humble ourselves when impatience 

overcomes us under these annoyances, and to kindle in our hearts 

a greater thirst for God, even while He seems to be forsaking us 

because we are so disturbed." 

FENELON. 
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"DOCTOR FAUSTU S . "  

People visiting Leipzig seldom fail to take a peep- at  the "Auer
bach's Keller." It is but a drinking place, at best a beer saloon, 
but on it reposes the double halo of the fames of two great men, 
whom humanity claims for its own, though there is many a patriotic 
German who would rather keep the credit strictly for his own 
fatherland. 

I mean Goethe, who as a student boy would go for his daily 
slight intoxication to this place a century ago, as other German 
student boys do to thi s  day, and George Sarbell icus, otherwise 
Faustus junior, otherwise Dr. Faust, who went to the same place 
for the same purpose more than three centuries before Goethe. 

The mediaeval days of central Europe are not called the dark 
ages for nothing. Dark indeed.. The articulate minds of the day, 
poets and chroniclers, have left word for us, who follow them, and 
the message of the word is : this is how we did in our day, and this 
is how it is best for you not to do. Hunger Towers, Nuremberg 
Maidens, dungeon cells, in which the occupant was chained a foot 
from a red hot furnace-all evident proofs of the ingenuity of the 
very people who in the dark ages artfully claimed the authority 
of the church for themselves. On the top of the laddeP, amongst 
the aristocracy, an extremely good taste in clothes . and tapestries, 
a very sound idea of how a church or a castle should look, and for 
morals the prevalent belief that might was the only possible right. 
At the bottom of the ladder, where had his habitation the "vil
lain"-the fact that in Middle Ages this word simply meant peas
ant is pretty significant-there was no might, there was no right, 
there was nothing at all, but being squeezed, squelched and bullied 
in such an adequate and admirable way, that many is the modem 
"villain" throughout Central Europe, who still lives and dies under 
the delusion, that being squeezed, squelched and bullied is exactly 
what he is there for. 

Dark, Dark Ages. 
And i f  perchance there appeared a ray of light on this back

ground of general blackness, a Dante, a Galileo, or a Huss; the 
wise heads of the day could not think of anything better suited to 
the occasion than killing the man. This certainly seems to be the 
easiest way of dealing with the problem. 
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The few events of Doctor Faustus' l ife, the rumour of which 
has reached us, all look like so many incredible legends. And it 
seems to me, we could spend a few entertaining if not actually profit
able minutes trying to read a true meaning into the fragments of 
Dr. Faustus's li fe, his contemporaries have transmitted to us. To 
begin with, a picture which dates from 1 525 and which is highly 
treasured not by the successive owners of the Auerbach's Keller 
alone, but by the whole city of Leipzig, not to say by the whole of 
Germany. The title of the picture is : "Faust rides a wine barrel ." 
And so he does, on the picture, a middle aged, bearded man, dressed 
up in the elaborate early sixteenth century attire, just as in the 
opera, regarding which Goethe is said to have prophesied that his 
great work will never become popular until some Frenchman 
makes a comic opera out of it. This . may or may not be true, but 
the picture is there, and on it Faust is entering the wine cellar of 
the contemporary Auerbach seated on a tun, preceded by the dog, 
from which he was never separate, as the legends say, and in 
which dwelt the devi l, Faust's henchman and torturer ; whilst the 
contemporary Auerbach and a dozen student boys watch Faust enter 
so, all of them in postures of a greater or lesser astonishment. 

Moreover, Saxony is full of legends of that kind, not to mention 
chronicles that have reached us from the Middle Ages. No doubt 
whatever that Faustus did actually live. 

The first tidings about him we find in the letters of Johann 
Trittenheim, who was prior of one of the German monasteries at 
that time. The letter is to his friend, the mathematician Wirdung ; 
it is dated August 20, 1 507, and contains the information that there 
appeared in Wurtzburg, Kreuznach and other cities, a black magi
cian, who boasts of knowing by heart everything that either Plato 
or Aristotle ever wrote, and also that were all their writings to 
disappear, he could restore them by memory. Further on, Johann 
Trittenheim narrates that this black magician actually can perform 
all the miracles of Christ, and that through alchemy he can achieve 
any result "he desi res. Another letter, of Conrad Mudt, dated 1 5 1 3 ,  
expresses the positive opinion that theologians and priests ought to 
be very careful in watching the doings of this Faustus. Another 
chronicle tells that in 1 520 Faustus foretold some future events to 
the bishop of Limburg, and was paid ten guldens. For a while 
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Faustus stayed at the court of this Prince-Bishop, but in 1 539 he 
had to leave, on account of a rumor that "through his magic, he 
takes purses with money out of people's pockets, and then disap
pears." However, even some of the contemporaries state that this 
rumor was not to be trusted, as it was started by Dr. Phillip Begardi 
of Worms, and so could be explained by professional j ealousy. 

So far, all these theologians, physicians and philosophers speak 
of Faustus merely as of an impostor, and a clever fraud. It is only 
later on, some time after his death, that there arose legends in 
which he is described as a Magus, a sorcerer, who was in league 
with the devil. In 1 543, a priest from Basel writes : "At nightfall, 
this Faustus came to a rich monastery, expecting to spend the 
night. The servant of the monastery offered him some wine, which 
proved to be poor and tasteless. Faustus asked for some better 
wine. The servant said he had nothing better to give him, and that 
the prior was asleep. When Faustus insisted, the servant said he 
had no authority to offer anything but what was ordered by the 
prior. Next morning Faustus left early, very angry.  He bade 
no one farewell, but sent a devil to the monastery. The devil proved 
so active, raised so much noise night and day, throwing everything 
in the church and in the cells of the monks about, that they were 
forced to leave their abode forever. The same Faustus came to a 
certain inn, about mealtime, and sent to the cook some birds, ask
ing him to roast them. No one knew where he got those birds, 
but one thing was certain : no one had ever . seen their like, either 
in the neighborhood or in any other part of Germany. Faustus 
never separated himself from a horse and a dog, and I think that both 
were possessed of the devil, as both could do anything. The dog 
was known at times to assume the shape of a servant, and to wait 
at table. At the end, the unhappy Faustus was strangled by this 
devil .  His corpse would turn itself face downward, though five 
times he was placed on his back. The Lord deliver us from being 
slaves to the devil !" 

Thus the anonymous priest from Basel ends his · narrative, 
but all the chroniclers of Faustus's miraculous deeds were by no 
means either anonymous or obscure. 

Indeed they count amongst themselves the celebrated co
worker of Luther, Melancthon, and even Luther himself. Melanc-
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thon's pupil, Johann Menell, tells that in one of his lectures in 
\Vittenberg University, the Master said : "I used to know · a man 
whose name was Faustus; who learried ·magic in Krakau ( Cracow ) , 
which had a great vogue in this town. He had travelled in many 
lands, and spoke of many mysterious things. He created a· great 
sensation in Venice, by announcing that he was going to levitate 
into the sky. The devil actually did lift him into the air; but then 
threw him back to the earth with such force that people thought he 
was killed · outright. · However, he did not die at that time. Sev-

• era] years later, he happened to be in . a drinking hall in a certain 
village in Wurtemberg. · The innkeeper asked him what was the 
reason of his i ll-humor. " Promise me not to be frightened to-night ! "  
said Faustus. At midnight, the house shook. Next morning, 
Faust stayed in his bed until the innkeeper· grew quite ·uneasy, and 
on entering his room with his servants, he saw him lying on the 
floor dead. · The devil had· killed him. In his lifetime, he always 
had a dog with him, who was the devil. This same magician , 
Faustus, the vessel of all demons a�d devils, boasted that all the 
victories of the imperial army of Maximi:lian II in Italy were the 
result of his magic." 

Such is the information concerning Dr. Faustus, which the 
literature of past centuries contains for us. The facts mentioned 
by his contemporaries are so varied and so abundant as not to leave 
any doubt of the profound impression his life had made .on the 
popular imagination . The wonder is that with all the zealous 
medieval · theologians and priests carefully watching him, he was 
not hanged, burned, or made away with in some other way. Dr. 
Faustus' contemporaries did not actually kjll him, . but then all the 
literary ones amongst them freely and zealously wrote him up in 
such a way as almost to leave no possibility of identification between 
the Faustus who knew Aristptle and Plato by heart, who · could re
peat all the miracles of Christ, and Faustus followed by a dog
devil which he occasionally sent to trouble monasteries , in revenge 
for a glass of bad wirie. This need not puzzle the readers of the 
"Theosophical Forum." However, i f, in spite of this statement of 
mine, any of them are still inclined to be puzzled, I would refer 
them, for comparison, to the Encyclopedia Brittanica for 1902, and 
the definition of Helena Petroma Blavatsky, "writer of many books,  
and the greatest fraud of the century." 
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The legends concerning Dr. Faustus increased and multiplied 
at such a rate that in 1587 there appeared a "People's Book," a 
regular encyclopedia, . entitled : "The History of Dr. Faustus, the 
well-known magician and sorcerer, and how he made a temporary 
compact with the devil, what sort of adventures he met with, what 
things he was capable of performing himself, until he at the last 
received the reward he so well deserved." In spite of the fact that 
this book evidently holds him in awe, and disapproves of his doings, 
the undercurrent of almost all its narratives would induce us to be
lieve that its authors thought Faustus to be more than a charlatan, 
more than a quack-doctor, even more than a practical black magician. 
In this book already in places, he appears as a student, a philosopher, 
an earnest searcher for the secret of life. "He who took the wings 
of an eagle in order to explore all the foundations of earth and of 
heaven." Those were the words in which Goethe, brooding in the 
familiar atmosphere of Auerbach's cellar, three centuries after Dr. 
Faustus had died and gone, spoke of this problematic character of 
German Middle Ages, a description which might justly be applied to 
certain others, whom their contemporaries also have written down 
the greatest frauds of the century. 
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FREE WILL. 

What an Eternal problem is Free Will. What ceaseless con· 
troversy and endless confusion. Yet how simple and how easily 
understood the whole question becomes when _considered in its true 
light. 

To most people, who use the term, the two words are mean
ingless : their meaning as words is not considered : the shadowy 
nebulous possibility they are supposed to stand for is pictured only 
to a small extent. As to the ordinary man, in considering this 
question, he rarely pauses to analyse the meaning of the words them
selves. 

The connection of the word free with the word will, implies 
either present non-freedom and potential freedom, or vice versa. 
The question most naturally suggested then is : Freedom from 
what ? What is it from which men wish to free their will ? If  
they can know this, then surely the rest is a simple matter. If they 
can determine within themselves what are the influences which, so to 
speak, hold the will in bondage, they are much nearer accomplishing 
its release, than were they in a state of ignorance either of the nature 
of will, or the conditions restraining it. To arrive at some idea of 
these conditions it is first necessary to form some conception of 
what will is. The chief thing to know what is the relation of the 
will to the man, not what is its constitution, physical, psychical, 
ethereal or otherwise. We have the True Will in us-this we all 
know : the surest analysis we can make of its quality or content, is  
that of identification with it, and herein lies the solution of the 
problem. 

It is always necessary in formulating a proposition or pro
pounding a theory, to grant some basic idea upon which the struc
ture can be built. The truth or untruth of this postulate is, as a 
rule, revealed in the coherency of the resultant proposition, and the 
reasonableness of the idea demonstrated. 

The basic statement that we take for the purpose of this study, 
is that Pure Will is a Divine Emanation, colourless, unimpressed, 
indifferent, as it were, to its own application : the motive force be
hind all our so called volitional acts. It is the essence of our inten
tions : their trend is our personal inclination. It is the basis of our 
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acts : their direction is determined· by the resistance of our outer
selfhood. It forms the foundation of motive : the motive as it ap
pears external1y, is but the percolation of the pure ray through an
impure medium. True Will is an individual force : the will that 
most men recognize is the personal will, that is, the True Will in a 
state of intense obscuration . It rests with us now, from this idea 
of Pure Will, this · postulate of ours, to build a proposition for the 
attainment of a freer w0rking of the Will throttgh us. 

One hears a good deal about the chltivation of the will ; yet the · 

term in itsel f is contradictory, inasmuch a:s the word cultivation 
premises imperfection. That which is fo be cultivated is not the 
Will itself, but the power to use it ,  and to determine how best to 
do this is the object of our · st

.
udy. Pdre Will being impersonal , it

would appear that, in a man whose li fe-purpose runs along lines 
which tend to the consicieratiO'n of the individual; tather than · the 
personal, the will works with som·e degree of freedom, as the ve-

. hide offers but littl� resistance to the working of the original 
motion of Will. 

Let us explain why this is. Man is potentially a Divine being : 
this is or is not true. If man be not potentially greater than him
self, then evolution is a fable. If  man holds not \vithin himself a 
possibility of the highest' he can conceive, then depravity does not 
exist. If faculty is ·  not progressive, then ·education is useless. And 
if faculty is progressive, who is · to define its limit ? There is more
to be said for the potential · Divinity of ma.n, than ·against it : we 
will therefore adopt for ottr purpose the more consistent thought. 

So far so good . :rvian is Divine, in potentia, proceeding from 
Divinity, at the beginning, and proceeding to Divinity in his pil
grimage through li fe: · Now when a Soul comes into being, it fol
lows, or rather, it would seem by our methods of reasoning to follow, 
that, concurrent with its outset as it were, there comes into existence 
an ideal or plan by which its course tnay be ·guided. The truth is 
that this plan pre-exists, the 5oul is the · embodiment of this plan . 
All Souls, emanating from one Source, and being in essence · the 
same, must be guided by the pre-existing plan as to the ·course they 
take. \Vherein, then, lie the differences we see in men ? Why, if 
there is one plan or ideal for all , should we all seem to differ so ? 
The question answers itself-we only seem to differ : we are in 
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essence alike. Get back to Soul and the same Divine Impress is  
found in each. The differences exist, then, not in the individual 
Souls, but in the personal separation which ensues on men depart
ing from the Individual Plan-the Law. Thus we see that the 
Law is one for the Individual. To work with It, to confine the life 
to that end, would be to continually serve the great aggregate or 
Over Soul . But what do we find ? The Soul, to exist at all on 
this Earth, must necessarily take unto Itself a body, and the conse
quent intellectualization of this body, coloured with physical and 
material tendencies, becomes the man as we know him. 

Now, Pure Will is attendant upon the unrestricted working of 
the f>lan or Law. The nearer the approach to the Divine Ideal, the 
nearer the approach to the unrestrained working of the Will. Will 
is mostly thought of as that which enables a man to put into action 
his thought, for the accomplishment of material or personal ends. 
VIe see that, in striving for this end, man is receding further and 
further from the central Divine Idea, and consequently from its 
Attendant, Pure Will. 

Another point of view might be here considered. As men live 
to-day, all their will power is needed to enable them to resist the var
ious circumstances and conditions in which they are placed. Very 
l itt�e consideration reveals the truism that a man's surroundings and 
associations are his personal feelings reflected externally : he finds 
in the manifold l ikes and disl ikes of his outer life, every grade of 
personal feeling that he is capable of knowing. Consequently man 
is bound by his circumstances, and by the separate l ife with which 
his thinking and acting have surrounded him. Thus, in this state, 
his will is not free : or rather, he is not free to use the Will in him, 
beyond combatting the upcomings of personal life. 

If Will is potentially free, there must be a means whereby to 
encompass that freedom, and, if Pure 'Vill is attendant upon the 
Impersonal Law, then only through impersonal means can It be 
approached or directed . That is to say, to reach the Power which 
savours of Divinity, a man mtist become, so to speak, impersonal,  
which is another word for selfless. His efforts must be truly for 
others : his life must be spent ir-.. compliance with the Law, of which 
it has been truly said : 

" Subservience is Freedom, and Disobedience Servitude." 
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HOLY LIVING. 

Some weeks ago the writer received a letter from a friend 
which expressed or perhaps it would be fairer to say gave an im
pression of, some discouragement and disappointment over the re
sults that have been· accompl ished by the work of the Theosophical 

· Society during the past twenty-eight years. This depression ap
peared to me to be so uncalled for, so widely different from what the
facts warranted that I set myself the task of examining the situ
ation in an effort to aid an adequate reply. 

The most frequent cause for taking a melancholy view of the 
past work, present condition, and future prospects of the Theo
sophical Society would appear to rest upon misunderstanding, an 
inability to appreciate what it is that we have been trying to do, 
what it is we have actually accomplished and what

· 
it is that we 

further purpose to do. \Ve are prone to build up in our minds 
some ideal of our own which is largely based upon what we would 
like to be, and then when the realization falls short of this ideal we 
become discouraged. Some of us for instance, influenced by the 
character of our modem civilization wish for a large and powerful 
society, with thousands of members in all parts of the world, active 
Branches everywhere, many lectures, public meetings, new books, 
quantities of magazines and in a word, all the extemal signs of 
great activity and material prosperity. We forget that we could 
have all these and still be as dead as Jonah's whale so far as our 
real purposes are concerned. Others again see the apparent suc
cess of_ Christian Science, or Dowieism, or anyone of the many simi
lar semi-religious movements of the day and wonder why these 
have a success that is seemingly denied us. 

The trouble in every case seems to lie in a misconception of 
what it is we are trying to do, and to clear the atmosphere and pre
pare for our future work it may be well to recall for a moment, what
the purpose of the Theosophical Society really is : The best simple 
expression of this that I have been able to find is in an old book, 
called, A Guide to Theosophy, published in Bombay in 1887. The
Preface says : 

"That there is some basal germ of real knowledge underly
ing all systems of religion and philosophy and that these various 
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systems are but varied attempts a t  expressing the terms o f  on e  and 
the same problem and its solution : the origin and destiny of man 

and the universe. The object of the Society's researches is to find 
out this basal germ of truth-this reality behind all appearances
- its practical bearing on the individual man, as the outcome of 
this search it is hoped that there may be discovered a true guide 
and standard of conduct, resting for its sanction on the necessary 
order of nature, a law of individual human li fe in perfect harmony 
with every other law of nature ; and a system of thought that will 
afford at least a practical and rational working hypothesis for the 
solution of all problems that present themselves to the human mind. 
In other words the Society aims at evolving a rule to live by and 
a rule to think by." This extract, and particularly the last sentence 

which I have ital icized presents very clearly one phase of the good 
work of the Theosophical Society. It is not all however. An
other great obj ect which we have had set clearly before us is what 
Madame Blavatsky says in the latter part of The Key to Theoso
phy . . . It has been often quoted but will bear constant repet ition . 
She says that if dogmatism be avoided and i f  the members guiding 
the future of the Society have unbiased and clear judgment, "Then 
the Society will live on and into the 2oth century. It will gradu
ally leaven and permeate the great mass of thinking and intelligent 
people with its large minded and noble ideas of Religion, Duty and 
Phi lanthropy . "  * * * * * * * * and if it "succeeds better than its 
predecessors have done, then it will be in existence as an organized 
living and healthy body when the time comes for the efforts of the 
2oth century." The Lodge* messenger of that time "will find the 
minds of men prepared for his message, a language ready for him 
in which to clothe the new truths he brings, an organization await-

*The Lodge is a n ame given by theosophical students to a 
body of human beings, who are far in advance, in their mental and 
spiritual development, of the rest of humanity, who belong to 
various rel igions and n ationalities, yet work for the good of hu
manity, far above religious and n ational subdivisions. Judging by 
the events of past centuries, theosophical students think it reason
.able to accept as a fact, that , towards the end of every century, the 
Lodge sends a messenger t� the world. -[EDITOR ,]  
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ing• his a:rrival,. which will remove the merely mechanical, material 
obstacles and difficulties from his path." 

Now mark . this well. In neither of these statements of the ideal 
of the. Theosophical Spciety has one word been said about a large, 
prosperous, active <;>rganization being necessary. It would be Q.e
sir�ble , i f a , la,rge sosiety_ could _be kept free from the dangers of 
dogmatism anq sectarianism, but it is not necessary . \Ve can ac
complish our mission, botli otir .  missions, without many members,
much obvious influence or great power. · Indeed we have good 
rea�on to 'believe that' a small, compact and harmonious body such 
as we have becorne, has much greater chances o{ success than a
larger arid con�equently . mote unwieldy organization. Each addi� 
tiona! member, while a ·source of strength, is also an added danger, 
and one would suppose that ' those' who control the destinies of the 
Society are quite content with a smaller membership and a more 
restricted field of eff-ort- than our Western ambition would like to see. 

Let us then dismiss from our minds all ideals of what we 
should ·be and · what we should do, content to plod along the old 
lines which we have found by bitter experience to be the only safe 
ones, content with the :assu rance that even if our external condition 
is not' all that we would at . times like to see it, it is not after an our 
external. condition that has anything to do with the case. On the 
contrary, · let lls keep constantly before us our interior condition, 
with the confidet1t belief that if it is all it should be, both personally 
and · as a body, we will be working towards the practical accom
plishment of the real ideals of . the Society in the very best and most 
effective possible manner. 

For after all the two ideals we have quoted above, the evolving 
of a rule lo live by and a rule to think by and the keeping of the 
organization alive· unt il I97S are to be accomplished in one and the 
same manner, and that is by living the life, or to use the caption at
the head of this article, by " Holy Living." Should we wish to ex
press both of the Society 's objects in one sentence we might say 
that it aims to keep alive in the world a knowledge of spiritual 
th ings, and i f  it does this there is no question of its successively 
real izing its more definitely expressed ideals . 

I f  this statement of the case be true-and who among us will 
doubt it-if our whole purpose is  to maintain in the world a spiritual 
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flame that will persist until 1975 and light the path and make easier 
the task of the next messenger, I think we have every reason for 
great encouragement. When Jesus was born into the world and 
began his mission ,  it  is said that only one person, John the Baptist, 
knew him for what he was, yet think w.hat he accomplished. Does 
any one imagine that the impression we have made on the thought 
of the world will so die out in the next seventy-one years that only 
one person will recognize the new messenger ? \Vhy it is almost 
within the possible limits of the l ife time of sqme who are now mem..: 
bers of the Society ! 

So what we want to do is to keep alive in the world a knowledge 
of the Lodge, of the Soul Life and of the Inner World, and to keep 
burning in the world the pure white flame of spirit which is alight 
in our hearts and which radiates from them until it brightens the 
darkest comers of our material civilization. How best to accom
plish this ? Have we not been paying too much attention to the · 
Eye Doctrine to the neglect of the Heart Doctrine ?  Do we not 
know that no amount of learning, no brain knowledge, no writing 
of books, preparation of papers will accomplish our purpose ? No 
more then will thousands instead of hundreds of members do what 
must be done, unless all have this spark of divine fire in their 
hearts. It is li·uing the life that gives results, n ot studying how to 
live it. "He who . lives the l ife will know the Doctrine," is a wise 
paraphrase of a biblical saying. A member without brain knowl
edge, or capable for speech or writing, may do more good and have 
a wider in fluence upon the world at large and his family and asso
ciates by his effort towards Holy Living, than the best writer or 
lecturer we have ever had in our ranks. So let us make a concerted 
effort to revive interest in the H eart Doctrine. 

Let us determine to leave for awhile our books and studies and 
turn our energies towards the Higher Life. This we can all do, 
for it does not depend upon environment nor circumstances. We 
do not need brains, nor money, nor leisure, nor indeed anything 
whatever but the will to do it. For the way to work in _this  direc
tion, the best possible way, indeed the only effective way is, for 
each to have the Li fe himself. That is the best teacher of others, 
the manner of accomplishing the greatest results, the method of 
influencing for good the greatest number. It is this living the life 
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that counts and the influence of our lives and example will be what 
makes or mars our mission as a whole. "By their fruits shall ye 
know them." When this text is applied to us as it is and will be 
in greater and greater measure, let us see to it that the result will 

be one of which we can be _proud. 
This matter is so exceedingly simple no argument or theorizing 

is necessary. A child can understand that "goodness" is catching, 
just like measles and that we should inoculate the world with "good
ness." If we had a virus of "goodness" our task would be com
paratively easy but that

· 
has not yet been invented, and in its absence 

what we must do is to develop thorough cases in ourselves and then 
go around hoping that as many others .as possible will catch it! 

In the absence of a known medium for developing cases of 
goodness the best alternative is our personal example and the next 

best is the example and records of others. So our next paper will 
collate and compare the experiences of some of the world's great 
Saints and the directions they left for "Holy Living." 
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AN OUTLI NE OF THE " SECRET DOCTRINE." 

( C mtt£nued. ) 

If we compare the gradual, rhythmical passage of the Universe 
into full  obj ectivity to the forward swing of a pendulum from the 
perpendicular line of rest, and the gradual rhythmical passage to 
re-absorption in latency, to the backward swing of the pendulum 

to the perpendicular, then it will be evident that, as the pendulum, 

if unimpeded, will swing backward an exactly equal distance be
hind the perpendicular ; so, when the sum total of the potencies of 

the obj ective universe has reached the condition of latency at the 
end of each Universal Day, it is certain that there must be in these 
potencies a tendency to a further activity which will be, in every 

detail, the reverse or negative of the former activity.  

This is why the "Secret Doctrine," and the stanzas on which 
it is based, have defined Universal Night by a series of negative 
statements ( "Time was not ; Universal Mind was not ;"  etc. ) by 
which we are to understand, not that the existent universe had 
dwindled down into mere non-entity, but that a form of activity had 
set in which was in every detail the reverse and negative of the ac
tivity of the existent universe, and hence inconceivable by us, or 
conceivable only as non-activity or naught. 

We can arrive at the same result by the exactly opposite pro
cess of expressing in universal terms all forms of activity which 
we know of as limited and particular ; thus, in Universal Night, 
universal perception is, because the perceiver has been universally 
blended with the obj ect of perception ; universal life is, because all 
the limits of particular life have vanished ; universal consciousness 
is, because obj ectivity has been universally absorbed into conscious
ness ; and universal bliss is, because all the barriers to bliss have 
disappeared. 

Perhaps the best i llustration of the form of activity we are con
sidering, is the mathematical process by which a gradu�lly dimin
ishing series of numbers is carried down to zero ( corresponding to 
the perpendicular line of the pendulum ) ,  and then beyond zero into 
a gradually increasing series of negative numbers, which mathe-
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maticians regard as equally important and equally capable of man
ipulation with the positi"ve numbers. 

I f  zero he the threshold of Universal Night, then the gradually 
increasing series of negative numbers may represent the negative 
activities which we have postulated as existent therein. 

This is merely the metaphysical aspect of this mysterious ques
tion ; it has also a moral and a spiritual side, but these cannot be 
expressed in words ; a comprehension of them can only be reached . 
by the actual practice of morality and spirituality ; or, to speak 
more truly, we can only prepare ourselves for that true spiritual 
comprehension of, and moral participation in, this mystery, which 
w ill be ushered in at the end of this universal <fay, by gradually at
taining absolute morality and spirituality, during the gradual and 
rhythmic activities of this 11n iversal day. 

To return to the illustration of the pendulum ; when it has 
reached the farthest point of its backward j ourney beyond the per
pendicular, it inevitably tends to swing forward again to the per
pendicular, and, if  free, will swing forward ; and in virtue of the 
momentum thus acquired, it w ill not halt at the perpendicular l ine, 
but will swing forward again to the foremost point previously 
reached. And if the pendulum be entirely unimpeded, this back
ward and forward swing will repeat itself indefinitely ; and, further,  
the duration and extent of the pendulum's j ourney behind the per
pendicular will be exactly equal to the duration and extent of its 
j ourney in front of the perpendicular. 

In the same way, the extension of the universe into obj ective 
exi stence and its re-absorption into latency, will tend to repeat 
themselves indefinitely ; day and night of the universe will be suc
ceeded by day and night, in endless succession ; and each univer
sal night will be of exactly the same duration ; or, rather, would 
be of exactly the same duration if there were any common, con
tinuous standard of duration to apply to both. 

At first sight, i t would appear that this expansion and re-ab
sorption of the universe, in the endless series of universal days and 
nights, is a mere fruitless activity leading no-whither ; j ust as, 
from an astronomical standpoint, the days and nights of the planets 
·and ou r earth might seem a mere senseless repetition, aimless, ob
j ectless, endless ; yet we know that this is  merely apparent ; that 
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each day is fraught with momentous issues, that each day is richer 
than its vredecessors, if only by the mere fact that it had predeces
sors ; that each day is the heir of the ages. 

And so it must be with the universal days. · Each ·must have 
some peculiar worth of its own ; must gamer some· harvest - - of 
hitherto inexperienc_ed power or wisdom ; mttst a'dd something, if 
not to the total quantity of being in the universe-for what can be 
added to the All ?-then to the -quality of that being, and to the 
quality of the li fe of the units that make it up. 

As the sculptor;s statue is first hewn out from head to foot , 
and then smoothed and polished 'from head to foot ; so, perhaps, the 
humanity which is only rough-hewn in one universal day, requires 
a second universal day to polish and smooth it to perfection. Per
haps when we have fully learned perfection of indiviclual life . in -the 
present universal day, we may find that this is only the prepara
tion for a higher life in complex grouped personalities in some 
future day of the universe, and so on, ever to higher and purer 
perfections.  

But into these secrets it is  fruitless to pry ; it is only profit- ' 
able to note that the forces and tendencies whi'ch gave birth to pre
vious un iversal days, tertded, at the period we ar� considering
the waning of the universal night which preceded our· present ob
j ective universe-to give birth to a new universal · day, richer than 
its predecessors, and destined to gamer a richer Harvest than its 
predecessors had yet known. · · · · 

We shall see that this harvest is prepared for, by · a  · grouping 
of the units of l ife into hosts and hierarchies, ruling over systems 
of suns and worlds ; and, in the case · of our own system, 'Seeking 
a seven fold perfection by a rhythmical , seven fold progress ' through 
phases of life that, for warit of a better name, have been called 'ex
istence in the mineral , vegetable, animal, human, and '  'superhuman 
kingdoms. We shall better be able to grasp the reasonableness of 
this rhythmical progress, if�rememoering that obj ective li fe is 
the disciplinary expression of the· eternal spirltital will ;  the twin
brother of consciousnes� - we conceive- 'these phases of life as 
picture-lessons, in which the unit of l ife has to seem a '  stone in order 
to learn something of the endurance of which a stone is merely the 
symbol ; to seem an animal to learn the active ·energy or' an ani-
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mal ; and so through manhood to the demi-god and the divine ; 
ever keeping in mind that that which seems to become these is the 
eternal spiritual unit, and that it thus seems, through the harmon
ious action of its twin powers, Will and Consciousness ; and ever 
remembering that this unit is a part of the All ; is, indeed, in one 
sense, identical with the All. 

And thus we return to the conception of Universal Night, 
brooding in latency, awaiting the Dawn. 

III. 

SUMMARY. 

The Illusions of Differentiation, Separation, and Transformation. 
This brings us to the point where the last hour of Universal 

Night is passing into the dawn of a new Universal Day. All the 
processes of involution which brought about the Night are ready 
to be reversed. 

We have seen that, at the evening twilight, when Universal 
Night was coming on, all the souls of men had been drawn together 
into one humanity, and all the humanities of all the worlds had been 
drawn together into one great Life--united with each other, and 
united with the Divine,-in the evening twilight that ushered in 
the Universal Night ; the twin powers of Will and Consciousness
the one, creator of all the forms of the universe, all the images and 
imaginings that make up the worlds-and the other, observer of 
these manifold images and imagining-had drawn together, coal
esced, and beeome united, so that the difference between the worlds 
and the Consciousness that knows the worlds had disappeared, and 
subject and object had become one. 

These unions and involutions marked the evening twilight ; 
they are to be reversed in the dawn of a new Universal Day. The 
union of the evening is to become the differentiation of the morn
ing ; the involution of the evening is to become the evolution and 
manifestation of a new day. This differentiation will separate 
again the united humanities ; will separate them from each other, 
and from the Divine ;· but this separation is not real, or inherent in 
essential being, but merely apparent and th

'
e result of illusory mani-

festation. 
· 

If we conceive •of the totality of being as an infinite diamond, 
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pure and incorruptible, then the differentiated humanities are the 
faces of the diamond, and the

' 
differentiated souls of each humanity 

are the separate facets of every face. Each facet has, in a sense, 
an independent being in  itself ; each facet has a certain individuality 
and separateness. But each facet only exists through being a part 
of the diamond ; and without the diamond it has no existence at 
all. Each facet is then merely a phase of the diamond, and not an 
independent being ; and each facet is , as it were, a window into the 
pure heart of the diamond, an entry to the whole of its incorruptible 
light ; and, being a window to the whole diamond, each facet i s  
thus, i n  a sense, t h e  whole diamond, and able t o  command the po
tency of the whole diamond. 

And this is exactly the relation of the differentiated souls to the 
One Infinite Divine, so far as any symbol can convey that relation .  
I t  i s  only in and through the Divine that these differentiated souls 
exist at all , as it is  only through the diamond that the facets exists 
at all ; and each individual soul is an entry to the ineffable heart of 
the whole Infinite Divine ; and can, through purity, command the 
whole of its infinite Being and Power. Thus every differentiated 
soul is at once infinite, as being one with the divine ; finite, as being 
but one facet of the divine ; and utterly non-existent and void apart 
from the divine. 

In the perfect diam(�md there are three powers ; first, the entity 
of the diamon d itsel f ; second, the differentiation, or margins of 
the facets ; and thirdly, as the result of these two, the facets them
selves. So in the universe, when the dawn comes, and differentia
tion sets in, there are three powers ; first, the Being of the uni
verse ; second, the differentiation ; and third, through the union 
of these two, the differentiated souls that enter into separate life. 
These three powers are, in one sense, the " Father, Mother, and 
Son " of the Stanzas of D:::yan. 

There is  yet another aspect of the diamond symbol.  
Each facet is  not alone, but hemmed in and surrounded by 

other facets ; and thus bound, inevitably and indissolubly, to the 
other facets ; and has, with them, a real existence only through the 
d iamond, to the interior of which, and to the whole of which, each 
and all of them are equally windows.  

So each differentiated soul is  not alone, �ut is  surrounded by 
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other souls, and indissolubly bound t o  them ; and has with them 
no real existence except through the Divine ONE, of which they are 
all the facets, and in the plenitude and power of which they all 
equally partake ; the plenary possession of one in nowise excluding 
or limiting the plenary possession of the other. Each soul is thus 
bound to other souls in a brotherhood rising out of the depths of 
essential being, and as eternal and inevitable as essential being itself. 

In the same way, each group of facets, each group of souls, is 
bound to other groups, in divine hosts and hierarchies and powers, 
all of which exist only through the Divine, and are without the 
Divine utterly void and non-existent. 

At the dawn, therefore, of the Universal Day, differentiation 
divides the One Divine into innumerable differentiated souls, each 
possessing the plenary power of the Divine, and bound together 
into groups, and hierarchies, and hosts, like the clustering facets 
of the diamond ; and yet, though this differentiation into facets takes 
place, the diamond, the symbol of the Divine, remains one and in
divisible as before. 

This is the mystery of the relation of the Divine and man, as 
far . as that re�ation can be embodied in symbols and expressed in 
words ; but symbols are powerless to express the maj esty, the in
fintte fulness and complexity of the great Life, whose only true 
symbol is Life itself. 

( To be Continued. ) 
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* * * 

My brother lmeels ( so saith Kabir )  

To  stone and brass in  heathen wise, 

But in my brother's voice I hear 

My own unanswered agonies. 

His God is as his fates assign, 

No. 1 1 . 

His prayer is all the world's and mine. 

RuDYARD KIPLING. 
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A FORGOTTEN SEER. 

Truly and wisely spoke the man who said that only that is new 
which is well forgotten. Some French scientists have begun to ex
periment with what a Theosophical student is in the habit of calling 
"aura", or at least what looks very much like it. Their discoveries 
have recently made a good deal of noise, and look altogether original 
and quite new. Original they are, but new they certainly are not.  

The Staats-Ze#ung of New York devotes a long article to Karl 
von Reichenbach, a German scientist, who dealt w ith the same 
subj ect in a very exhaustive and most scientific way as much as fifty 
years ago. We are very much indebted to this paper, as it has en
abled us in our tum, to draw the attention of our readers to this 
wonderful man and his wonderful discoveries. 

Until now man could only be penetrated by light, but now self 
luminous man has been discovered. Through the Roentgen ray man 

has become like j elly fish, the sea creatures of living glass, and his in
most organs are laid bare to our gaze. Curious riddles of capricious 
nature ! Now man is not only transparant but has become a source 
of light, a living torch. Not the living torch of which poets sing, 
not merely a torch of burning desire of passion and intel ligence, but 
a veritable flame emitting light. It is true that this is not l ight in the 
ordinary sense, not the ordinary waves of luminiferous ether which, 
between the ultra violet and ultra red, create in our eyes the color 
harmony of the rainbow, but a new kind of light to which the name 
of N-rays has been given. 

Professor Blondet who has recently discovered these ray.s has 
indicated them by the letter N, in honor of the university town of 
Nancy. These N-rays are to be found in a number of obj ects ; they 
are present in the flowers of the field, as well as in the sun. Blondet's 
colleague, M. Charpentier, professor of physiology, has, through a 
series of successful investigations, been able to ascertain that man 
also emits the N-rays,-in fact, that their presence is a sign of life. 

The presence of the N-rays is made apparent to the eye by 
means of a phosphorescent or fluorescent screen ; a sulphuric com
pound is spread over the screen, and the room is darkened ; then, i f  
th e  screen is held near the body of a person present, i t  becomes lu
minous through the action of the N-rays coming from that body. If  
any part of  the body in motion, say a moying muscle, be  brought 
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near the screen, that part of the screen will show a greater lumin
osity than the rest. The ceaselessly beating heart will produce more 
fluorescence than any other part of .the body. In short, the outlines 
of the different internal organs will be distinctly indicated on the 
screen. Thus, if the report be true, we may get a radiant picture 
of the interior man, the N-rays being the sole cause of this startling 
phenomenon. Whenever anything living is brought near the screen, 
the latter becomes fluorescent ; dead obj ects cause the still lingering 
light to grow pale and finally to fade. Thus the screen shows the 
dividing line between life and death. The absence of l ight on the 
screen, when held over an apparently dead person denotes the ex
tinction of life. At least Blondet and Charpentier believe that there 
can no longer be any uncertainty in cases of apparent death, if the 
body leaves the screen dark. 

It is interesting to know that these two scientists had a fore� 
runner in Austria. Just half a century ago, there appeared at Catta 
in Tubingen, and at Stuttgart a work called : "The Sensitive and his 
relation to the Od ( or aura ) " .  The author was a gentleman by name 
Karl von Reichenbach ; Doctor of Philosophy and Master of Arts. Ia 
spite of the antagonism of many celebrated contemporaries and their 
ridicule. he maintained that man emits rays, or, as he puts it, "Maa 
sends forth a light perceptible in total darkness only," and i f  many 
of his contemporaries failed to perceive these rays, it is because these 
rays · can be seen only by people of great nervous sensitiveness. 

As a scientist Reichenbach stands above suspicion. He had 
made a name for himself by discovering parafin and creosote, and 
other chemical substances. He received the honorary citizenship of 
his native town, Stuttgart, and was a member of the Academy of 
Sciences in Vienna. In spite of these qualifications, no one seems to 
have thought his experiments of any value. It is interesting to note 
that he found a certain chemist whom he won over to his views. In 
1 845, Berzelius came to Carlsbad. He had shortly before read in 
Stockholm, in Liebig's Annals, a treatise on "Sensitives and Od," by 
Reichenbach, and had invited the author to meet him at Carl sbad, for 
the purpose of making experiments . A certain young lady of good 
family, who was extraordinarily ' sensitive, was introduced to the 
scientists· by the local physician. "I had" Reichenbach relates, "my 
pockets filled with a number of chemical preparations. They were 
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' all wrapped in paper, without being marked. I spread these on the 
table, and invited our sen sitive to touch them with the fingers of her 
left hand, without opening them. From the start, she told us that 
different packets affected her quite differently. Some, she said, 
produced no effect, while others made her feel as if her hand was 
d rawn towards them. I again asked her to arrange these chemicals 
according to their effect upon her, to separate those which called the 
pulling sensation from the others. After this was done, I took the 
separated papers, and placed them before Berzelius. They were 
then opened, and, to the great astonishment of the author of the · 
electro-chemical system, electro-positive substances were found ar
ranged on one side, and electro-negatives on the other. Further
more they were arranged according to the degree of power." 

What had taken a century of ceaseless investigation to establish , 
a girl had discovered by the mere touch of her hand, guided only by 
feeling. 

Unhappily, Berzelius died soon after, and so Reichenbach's only 
supporter was gone. But the latter went on with his experiments and 
told about them in print. He further maintained that all obj ects 
radiate the Od light, especially bi-polar objects, such as crystals, mag
nets and the like. To man he attributed polarity of the right and left 
side : the light of the right hand appears blue, and is cool ; the light 
of the left is red and tepid. If we darken a room absolutely, and pre
vent the entrance of light altogether, and let a number of sensitive 
people stay together until they become accustomed to the darkness, 
they will be able to perceive their hands first as a cloud, and gradual
ly in a more decided outline. From the fingers a radiation will de
velop, small at first , but gradually growing to a length of two or three 
inches. These lights likewise appear on the toes and the rest of the 
body. The head especially is surrounded with a halo, and the whole 
person is radiant. All strong, healthy persons have a great irride
scence. 

Some sensitives can see even by daylight, and those who are ex
tremely sensitive can see the aura extanding as high as the ceiling. 
Sensitives can see the luminosity of any object. Like flames covered 
with dancing sparks, these lights are seen to pour from crystals. 
From plants, blossoms and the pollensacs, the carriers of the repro
ductive force, a flood of light is seen to ascend. Water running 
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t�h a pipe is perceived by a sensitive as a rushing stream of 
light . Wood, if rubbed, has a mild red glow, like iron under the an
\'il. The air from bellows escapes like a luminous vapor. Liquids 
uniting in chemical combination become luminous throughout. The 
secrets of Mother Earth a.re revealed to our eyes. 

A professor of chemistry, whose name was Schrotter, was one 
of Reichenbach's sensitives. He saw these lights hundreds of times, 
on glasses, cups and various other obje£ts·; for him a vibrating tun
ing-fork and a sounding chime covered themselves with clouds of 
l-ight. Out of the mouth of the seer himself, the breath came as a 
sheet of fire, as also out of the mouths of those surrounding him ; this 
reminds one of the Biblical prophets, who spoke with "tongues of 
flame". 

The nature of this light is quite in accordance with the ordinary 
physical laws of 1ight. It can be r:eflected by a mirror, or con�sed 
by a lense, and polarised by a suitable arrangement. If sufficient,ly 
strong, it throws a shadow, and what is for our times the test of its. 
genuineness, it can be retained on photographic plates. Half in bit
terness, half  in j est, Reichenbach observes : "Of all these phenome
na our physicists and physiologists know nothing, and if we were to 
speak of them to these high priests, they would stop their ears and 
look away." 

Let us not think that Reichenbach's experiments were inade
quate ; had he been mistaken, even his errors would have been of 
great scientific value. He describes vessels containing fluids as bathed 
in various hues of light ; plants are particularly mentioned ; the rich
est source of this light is vital activity. 

Does not all this bring us back to the discoveries of Blondet and 
Charpentier ?  An d are we not right saying that new is only that, 
which is well forgotten ? 

Reichenbach also observed the mechanical action of Od, and ar
rived to the conclusion, that spiritualistic table turning is an abso
lutely physical operation. He eagerly opposes those who professed 
scepticism, but did not investigate, being content to object in a vague 
way. 

Amongst his sensitives, Reichenbach counts professors; engi.:. 
neers, secretaries of ministers and many gentlemen of rank. 

Of course, one may say that the rank of the subj ects does not 
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prove much ; 'in Europe we find rank among all dabblers in the Oe� 
cult. But the fact that Reichenbach's sensitives were educated peo
ple, used to observation and analysis, is very important. He him
self was no dreamer who plunged into the domain of the unknown 
to seek some worthless treasure ; he always stood on the firm foun
dation of verifiable science. 

"If  any member of the body be set in motion by the will, the 
corresponding nerve-center of the brain becomes more luminous than 
the rest. I f  our vocal organs be set in motion, and we speak, though 
only in a low voice, the screen near the vocal center will become phos
phorescent. Mental activities passing through different ganglia can 
thus be localised. Formerly, mind-functions could only be localised 
by the removal of certain portions of the brain, a painful and · horri
ble experiment practised on animals. Now the same thing can be 
done with the phosphorescent screen ; the various activities of feeling 
and of thought are recorded outside the skull by the appearance of 
light. \Ve can well imagine a man wearing a cap saturated with 
phosphorescent chemicals, performing some bodily exercise, or work
ing on some mathematical problem, or executing a musical compo
sition. The cap will immediately reflect the action by radiating light 
in the region corresponding to the active brain-center. To the eye of 
the experimenter, the mind is a glass house, lit up by its own activity ;  
thoughts and feelings become visible acts." 

The above paragraph may be taken for a synopsis of Reichen
bach's written works, out of one of which we have borrowed and 
translated it. And the great value and importance of his labors i!l 
only enhanced by the fact, that in our days, so many years after thE" 
death of this courageous and brilliant man of science, other men of 
science, in a different country, have come to verify and confirm every 
word of his statements. 

· Theosophical students most certainly have ample cause to be 
glad not only because Reichenbach and Charpentier lived and work
ed and spoke the truth about some hidden sides of nature, but also 

· because Charpentier actually needs less courage to make his words 
public, than Reichenbach used to need. The "high priests" of sci
ence, of whom Reichenbach speaks so bitterly, have grown, of late, 
much more curious, than of old� also much more open to conviction. 

This surely is progress. 
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THE DEODAR AND THE STAR. 
The deodar grew upon the Himalayan slope. Deep rooted, it 

shot up from the sheer side of the mountain, sprang into the thin, 
blue air as from the flank of some gigantic wall, spreading its un
trammelled branches, lifting its gracious crown into the ether. At 
night, between those branches shone a star. In the daytime from the. 
bird's nest near its feathery crown the crowding Himalayan spurs, 
range on range, were all to be seen. What is hidden from the eye of 
man is not always hidden from his thought ; that thought, in day or 
night, ever discerned the star amid the branches of the deodar. Other 
stars clustered thickly in the skies and were descried through the 
deodar branches, those branches waving to and fro in the night 
winds, or lit by the lightnings, lashed by the hail, shaken by the thun
ders. Yet these stars seemed not-as did that other-to be a part of 
the deodar. That one distant, shining shape alone seemed to share 
the life of the tree from afar ; seemed tethered, as it were, to the deo
dar by an airy, impalpable breath of the ether. 

Now in the incomparable unity of Nature, it comes to pass that 
all things have a consciousness of their own, each to its own kind. 
Man the crown of the material universe, has said in his pride that he 
alone is possessed of mind. But here and there among the human 
race, some seer, some philosopher, some deep hearted thinker, some 
pure child soul to whom it is given to see with the spiritual insight, 
has seen that this is not quite true, and that to all created things con
sciousness has been given, as a gift of the spirit : that this conscious
ness, indeed, under innumerable modes and in undiscovered states is 
the spirit itself. 

Hence the deodar had a consciousness of its own kind, and the 
star had a consciousness of the starry order and--children of Nature 
both-they comprehended one another and communed together, so 
that at night, if you held your breath, and stilled your brain mind
your human mind-and opened wide the inner valves of the heart, 
you might hear them speaking together thus : 

"Star, my brother, shining on high among my starry kindred ; 
what know est thou of the night and the day ?" 

"Sister, 0, Sister deodar, rooted in the warm earth-land and 
near, so dearly near to Man, the mystery, the mortal ; knowest thou 
not that our long and · constant wonder is concerning him ?" 
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"And dost thou, brother, an immortal, concern thyself for mor
tals ?" 

"Knowest thou not that this mortal is the shrine and temple of 
the highest immortal, and that upon his perfection the universe 
waits ?" 

"Star, my brother, what thou sayest is too high for me. Year 
upon year have I reached up towards thy state, striving skywards, 
only to hear thee say that the wonder of Life is that which passes to 
and fro at my feet ? Are not the gods above, with thee ? 

"True, my sister. Yet these gods yearn each towards the human 
stage, which alone can complete divinity. Hast thou never marked 
how the night skies lean towards the earth and how low hang the 
watching stars ?" 

A sigh swept through the branches of the deodar. 
"This have I often noted, and now thou hast shown me thy 

heart, brother, I, who am nearer to Man than thou art, I will keep 
watch and ward for thee and thine. Only do thou, in thy turn, give 
thy thoughts to me." 

Thus the star and the deodar entered upon their compact, which 
was never broken. Many long years passed away, but what did they 
know of the divisions and subdivisions of time ? Seasons chariged ; 
periods swept by. Men of many races passed under the deodar or rest
ed in its shadow. Some felt distinct refreshment as they rose and jour
neyed on. But never one understood that the tree and the star yearn
ed over him, or that each had given him of its life. Efflux on efflux 
the star sent down to the tree. Wave upon wave of earth's mag
netic forces the tree sent upward to the star, and ever the basis of this 
interchange was Man and the helping of Man. All the lives of the 
earth, the jungle, the air, the mountains and the plain, as every an
gel and ministrant of the starry regions saw that living compact. and 
interchange which was hidden from Man, who alone-as he thinks
knows ; who alone is possessed of consciousness ! . 

At length it befell that on the cold, clear night of a new century, 
the Planetary Spirit of the Earth and the Warden of the star passed 
that way, and saw shining through the night the broad opalescent 
pathway of force which was the visible sign of this union, linking the 
deodar to the star. The great Archangel smiled ( 0, rare, sweet 
smile I )  to see it and, pausing, one said to the other : 
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"See what love of Man hath wrought." 
"Aye," answered the greater Angel : "it is an instrument of the 

highest order. Shall we not use it further for the helping of Man ? 
For now the tree and the star bestow life and the renewal of Life. 
But is there not a greater gift than that within their power ? In this 
radiant stream of force a Savior of Men might well be born." 

Then the Archangels communed together and passed on. 
Shortly after there came to the house hard by the deodar a wo

man, young but embittered and already weary of the world. None 
the less weary was she because she herself had given hardness, fri
volity and selfishness to the world about her, and now, as the hour of 
her trial approached, these weighed heavily upon her weary burdened 
heart. For within her body, as the hidden sound within a lute, stir
red something as yet unborn ; something potential ; living, yet not 
alive and unconscious yet of destiny. All day she rested beneath the 
deodar branches, and in each of its spicy, sun steeped breaths, l ives, 
tiny, unseen but aware, entered into her being, building and perfect
ing that potentiality she bore. At night the calm rays of the star pene
trated her, enfolding the brain, steadying and cooling it ; pulsing to 
the heart, sustaining and upholding it ; making a path and a means 
for attracting higher thoughts and wider influences than any she had 
ever known since she had been re-born. And when at last the birth 
hour came, and the new instrument of the gods issued forth into the 
world of Man, those whose eyes were not sealed saw a ray shoot 
down from the star through the deodar and enter the heart of the 
babe. And there was j oy on earth and in the heavens when the tree 
and the star thus crowned their joint work. 

Not long after this, two events, one small and one great, took 
place. A tree, a deodar, fell during a night of storm, and soon crum
bled away. And again, the men of science who search the skies, an
nounced that a star had disappeared from among the heavenly bod
ies, falling when no one watched ; perhaps in a meteoric shower. 
This was all that men knew. But those who "guard the home of 
Nature's order and do excellent things in secret", knew that the life 
of the deodar had passed into a human body ; knew that the light of 
the star had become a human soul, and that one of those who are 
Saviors among men had been born into the world. . 

This was the reward of the deodar and the star ; they had incar-
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nated among the human race, by reason of their great love and their 
long service for that race ; their alliance had made heavenly aid once 
more possible and contributary to the needs of men. For he who was 
thus born had ever the seeing eye and the outgoing heart. He was 
never shut out from the wider consciousness of Nature, but shared 
her inmost knowledge while yet he tenderly loved the world of men. 
And when, in after times, those who loved him-and these were very 
many-marvelled at his wide and deep comprehension, his unfailing 
knowledge and sympathy, he would smile and say : 

"What wonder ! My dear Mother cherished me under a Him
alay�m deodar, and I slept beneath the rays of a star ;  and some
times I dream that these gave their lives to me."  
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A VOICE FROM RUSSIA. 

I have j ust received a letter from one of Mme Blavatsky's 
nieces, enclosing some recently published sayings of Count L. 
Tolstoi's. Parts of both the letter and the sayings I translate 
below for the readers of THE THEOSOPHICAL FoRUM. First 
comes the letter : "It is only now that I realize how much your 
visit meant for me. You helped me in more ways than one. 
But I am so desperately lazy, that I cannot bring myself to 
exchange my accustomed position for a new one. . . How
ever, here are a few thoughts of L. Tolstoi. To my mind this 
is pure Theosophy. The fourth quotation 'I have marked 'for 
you, as I think it is especially good. Don't you think, it is ? 
What he says about love reminded me of what you wanted 
me to understand last summer. On the whole, of late, The
osophy is coming into our lives, not through Tolstoi alone, 
but through other 'younger writers also, even through some 
journalists. In little bits and ends, here and there it peeps 
through. The funny creatures ! Obeying a bad old habit of 
theirs, they laugh at Aunt Lola [ H. P. B . ]  and those who are 
like her, yet it never occurs to them, it is her thoughts, her 
teachings they now try to preach in their own way." Now for 
Count Tolstoi's sayings from which every reader will take 
what he can. 

EDITOR. 

When you try to cut a very hard log, at the first stroke the 
hatchet rebounds, as if the log was made of steel, and you think that 
you can not do anything, that you strive in vain. But strive again, 
and you will hear that the strokes sound softer. This will indicate 
that you have made a mark. A few more strokes, and the log will 
fall in two. This exactly represents the attitude of the world to
wards the truths of Christianity. Yet , how well I remember the time, 
when the strokes rebounded and when I thought that the thing was 
hopeless. 

They say : "One swallow does not make spring." But because 
one swallow does not make spring, should the swallow, who already 
feels the coming of the spring, wait and abstain from flying ? In 
this case, every bud, every blade of grass should wait also, and the 
spring could never come at all. 
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I have watched a lovely sunset. Clouds heaped up on each 
other, then a clearing, then the sun, looking like an irregular piece 

-of red coal. All this behind the forest. In front a field of rye. I 
felt glad. And I thought : No, this world is not to be thought of 
lightly, neither is it a place of trial for people before they are trans
fered to a better world, which is to be eternal . No, this world also 
is one of the eternal worlds, which is full of beauty, full of joy, and 
which we not only can, but must make still more beautiful and j oy
ful for those who live with us, and all those who shall live in it 
after us. 

There are two ways to cognize the external world. The 
coarsest and the inevitable way is the cognition through our five 
senses. But by means of this cognition we could not build within 
ns the world that we know, we could only build something chaotic, 
which would give us various sensations. The other way consists in 
cognizing one's self through love for this self, and , after this, in 
cognizing other creatures through love for these creatures : feel for 
another man through the power of your thoughts, feel for an animal, 
a plant, a stone even. In this way we cognize from within and build 
the world as we know it. This way is what is called the gift of 
poetry, it also is love. This is the re-establishment of the seemingly 
dislocated union between creatures. You go outside of yourself, and 
you enter somebody else. And thus you can enter the All. The All 
is to be united to God, to everything. 

In every practical prescription of morality there is a possibility 
of clashing against other prescriptions which come from the same 
basis. Be abstemious :-Well, shall I abstain from food, and so 
make myself unable to serve my fellow men ? Do not kill animals :
Well, am I to allow them to eat me ? Do not drink wine :-Am I 
not to take wine as medicine ? Do not resist evil by violence :-Am 
I to allow a man to kill me and others ? Once a man sets forth to 
look for similar contradictions, it is a proof that he does not want to 
obey the moral precept itself. The old, old story ! One is not to 
resist drunkenness, because some man needs wine as medicine. 

From the common point of view, the death of children can be 
explained by the supposition that nature, in trying to produce some-
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thing better than what already exists, sees that the world i s  not ready 
for it, and so takes it back. But in order to advance, it must try 
again and again. Swallows, who arrive too early, must get frozen, 
yet arrive they must. 

But the above is the usual weak reasoning. The truly reason
able explanation is, that the dead baby came to perform a work God 
has appointed to him, he has helped to establish the Kingdom of God 
through the increase of love, and this in a greater degree, that many 
a man who lives half a century and more. 

Love, love him, who gave you pain, whom you condemned, 
whom you disliked. Then all that hid his soul from you will dis- . 
appear, and, as you see the bottom of a stream under clear, fresh · 

water, you will see the divine essence of his love, and you will not 
tleed to forgive him, you could not forgive him. You will need to 
forgive yourself alone, for not having loved God in the man, in whom 
He was, and for not having loved Him because of your dislike. 
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AN OUTLINE OF THE "SECRET DOCTRINE." 

IV. 

The Mystery of the Seven. The Hosts of Formative Powers. 

SuMMARY. 
At the dawn of Universal Day, faint lines of difference 'marking 

off the one Infinite Being into separate lives begin to appear. These 
lines- of difference are gradually to become wider and wider, till at 
la st, on the outermost, lowest range of life, the separate lives will 
appear quite isolated from each other, and quite isolated from the 
One. 

But at first the lines of demarcation are so imperceptible that 
each one of these separated lives, each one of these doors to the inner 
majesty of the Infinite, appears almost one with the One Life, and 
almost possesses the fulness and power of the One Life. This pure 
and lofty state is shared by every separate unit of life at the dawn 
of Universal Day ; and to this pure and lofty state each unit will re
turn in the evening twilight, before the Universal Night. The purity 
of the dawn of Universal Day is the purity of unfallen innocence ; the 
purity of the evening twilight is the purity of full knowledge. 

Each unit of life in its lofty state, in the dawn, is closely united 
in almost unseparated life with every other unit of life : and each unit 
is endowed with the twin powers of Consciousness and Will ; the 
power to perceive, and the power to generate perceptions. 

The wills of these almost divine units of life, working in har
mony, give birth to the rhythmic chains of images which make up the 
manifested universe. These chains of images are regarded as illu
sory because they take birth in the apparent separation of the really 
united powers of Consciousness and Will ; and, as the cause which 
gives rise to them is thus only apparent and temporary, they are also 
c-nly apparent and temporary, not eternally real. 

But as the chains of images exist from the dawn to the evening 
twilight of Universal Day, they are temporarily real ; and, with this 
proviso, we shall treat them as real in subsequent sections, discussing 
their forms and successions without further allusion to their illusory 
nature. The almost divine units of life produce the worlds by the 
activity of their wills, acting in harmony, and it appears that this 
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activity is in a mysterious sense sevenfold ; that there are seven sides 
or modes of this activity ; and that, consequently, the almost divine 
units of life may be said to fall into sevenfold groups. It is difficult 
to find any essential reason for this sevenfold division ; but the fol· 
lowing considerations may, at any rate, illustrate the idea. We have 
likened these units of life to the facets of a diamond ; and if these 
facets are conceived as circular, that is, of a perfect, unmodified form, 
it will be seen that around each circle are grouped six other circles, 
making up with it a sevenfold group. If these circles expand so as 
to bring their circumferences into intimate contact, their mutual pres� 
sure will mould them into symmetrical six·sided figures, or regular 
hexagons ; each of which will be surrounded by six other hexagons, 
making with it a sevenfold group ; j ust as the cells in a honeycomb 
become regular hexagons. And each group being surrounded by 
six others, makes up, with it, a sevenfold larger group. 

In this way we may conceive that the facets of the infinite dia
mond, by which we have symbolized the One Infinite Life, are forced 
by the necessity of their being into sevenfold, symmetrical groups ; 
and that the almost divine units of life, formed by _the first differ· 
entiation of the One, are driven by the same necessity to fall into 
sevenfold groups ; and that, for this reason, their united wills which 
give birth to the chains of images and worlds are forced to act in 
seven modes, or to put forth seven-sided impulses of formation. 

By reason of these seven modes of Will, the almost divine units 
of life are united in sevenfold hosts, or seven Formative Powers, 
the units in each of which are innumerable. The sevenfold mode 
of manifestation, which has its cause in the division of the One into 
seven Formative Powers, will be seen to reappear in every range and 
plane of life ; and, further, will be seel'l to determine the division of 
manifested life into seven ranges or planes of perception ; seven 

modes in which the Consciousness and Will of each unit and of all 
units confront each other. We shall have more to say of these seven 
ranges of life further on ; at present we will return to the mystery 
of the seven. We -have seen that one circle may be surrounded 
by six equal circles, making with it a sevenfold group ; and that pres
sure will resolve these circles into sevenfold groups of regular hexa
gons, one of the three regular figures which will fill up plane space. 
Whatever number of regular hexagons be drawn , in contact, we shall 
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still always have each one surrounded by six others, thus making up 
a series of sevenfold groups. 

This property of circles and hexagons is one reason for the re
peated appearance of the circle, and the ratio of its circumference to 
the diameter, which is alsq the diameter of the inscribed hexagon, in 
the symbology of the fourth Stanza of Dzyan. 

The other regular figures which will fill up plane space are the 
square and the equilateral triangle. The equilateral triangles when 
placed together fall into regular hexagons, and thus into the same 
sevenfold groups. If the square be represented by a cube in space 
of three dimensions, it will be found that cubes will similarly fill up 
that space in groups of seven, one cube in each of "the six directions 
of space, and one in the mi�dle", in the words of the Stanzas . 

.It appears therefore that both plane space, or space of two di
mensions, and solid space, or space of three dimensions, are filled 
up by sevenfold groups of hexagons and cubes respectively. We 
do not know whether this investigation has been carried out theor
etically for other dimensions of space ; but apparently the same law 
would hold true. 

This is probably one reason for the use of the triangle, cube, and 
circle in that part of the Stanzas which deals with the modelling of 
the manifested universe in space. 

Another cause of the sevenfold processes of manifestation seems 
to be this : let a point be taken to symbolise the beginning of mani
festation ; the vibration of this point will produce a finite straight 
line ; now a finite straight l ine is an ellipse whose minor axis is zero : 
let ,this minor axis become a finite quantity, though still less than the 
major axis ; yve shall thus have three stages of manifestation : first, 
tl;le point-an ellipse of which both axes are zero ; second, the line
im ellipse of which one axis is zero ; thirdly, an ellipse with unequal 
axes. If the axes become equal, we shall have that special form of 
ellipse which is called a circle, as the fourth stage ; and the circle will 
pass back to the point through three similar stages, thus making the 
cycle of manifestation in a series of seven ; namely : point, vertical 
line, prolate ellipse, circle, oblate ellipse, horizontal line, and point. 
This can be demonstrated very beautifully in a well-known experi
ment with two tuning forks at right angles, to each of which a mirror 
is attached ; a beam of light fa,lling on the first mirror being reflected 
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to  the second, and thence to  a screen. The point of  light will go 
through the seven forms we have noted. It is impossible to fully 

· explain this familiar experiment without diagrams ; but it is well 
worth studying as an illustration of gradual permutations of form 
through seven types. These seven types are generated from three 
elements ; the spot of light, the horizontal movement of one mirror 
and the vertical movement of the other. 

In general three elements can be -arranged in seven ways : the 
first three being each element taken separately ; the second three 
being the elements taken in pairs ; and the seventh being the three 
elements taken together. This is  one explanation of the ·derivation 
of the Seven from the Three in the Secret Doctrine; as the Three 

· were already derived from the One. 
It is unnecessary to go further into the mysteries of these num

bers ; enough has been said to illustrate and in part to explain the 
division of the almost divine units of life into sevenfold groups, and 
Seven Hosts of Formative Powers. 

v. 
SUM MARY. 

The Seven Ranges or Planes of Manifested Life. The Birth of 
Space. The Genesis of Worlds. The Seven Principles. 

In the earliest and highest form of manifestation,. of differenti
ated life, when the twin powers of the soul, Consciousness and Will
the power to perceive and the power to give birth to perceptions
have only received the first faint tendency to separate, nothing yet 
exists of objectivity but the latent power of Will to render itself ob
jective, the latent tendency in Will, which is the generator of ob
j ectivity, · to give birth to the perceptions, images, and sensations, 
which are to become the objects of Consciousness. 

The hardly separated souls, in all of whom collectively this Will 
-the parent of objectivity-resides, are, as we have seen , grouped 
into sevenfold hosts of formative powers. 

Of this first and highest range of manifested life it is impossible 
to say more than that in it spring up the first possibility of differentia
tion and the first possibility of objectivity, which are afterwards to 
become fully real ised actualities in the lower and later ranges of 
manifestation. 
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On the second range of manifestation, we have this  tendency to 
separation further developed and perfected ; the tendency to separa
tion widens the gul f between Consciousness the perceiver, and Will 
the generator of perceptions.  This tendency to separation, this link 
between subject and object, is Perception ; in virtue of which alone 
objects have any reality to consciousness. Perception is the l ink, 
the go-between, the messenger between objects and consciousness ; 
this messenger brings to consciousness the message of the form, 
nature, and intensity of the obj ective existence perceived ; and, a� 
we have said, it is solely and only through the power of this inter
mediary that objects have any reality at all .  In pure philosophy the 
existence of any object except in relation to consciousness, is utterly 
unthinkable ; if for a moment it be thought possible to conceive of any 
object not in relation to consciousness, this very thought binds the 
obj ect thus conceived to consciousness, and the idea that it can be 
conceived independently is a pure illusion. Absolutely the only test 
of the existence of any object is its power of being present to con
sciousness, and all objects are thus seen to be entirely dependent on , 
and subordinate to, consciousness. 

Further, if  any object should cease, even for an instant, to stand· 
in relation to some form of consciousness, it is quite inconceivable 
that the link broken could ever be re-established. Obj ects, therefore, 
are absolutely dependent for their reality on consciousness ; and they 
must, to preserve this reality, be perpetually related to some form of 
consciousness. 

The link of relation is, as we have seen, the power or act of Per
ception, which "runs the errands" between consciousness and ob
jectivity. In the second range or plane of manifestation, the · differ
ence between subject and object ( which was on the first range merely. 
a nascent tendency ) becomes fully defined ; an d the triple powers of 
perceiver, perception, and perceived, stand apart from each other, 
!:'ach ready to perform its own functions. \Vhat is perceived, Ob
jectivity, is still undifferentiated ; it remains merely the potency to 
exhibit all forms of images and imaginings, which are to be defined 
as to intensity, expansion, and duration in the subsequent ranges of 
manifested life. 

These potential images and imaginings have as yet neither form, 
nor colour, nor sound, nor solidity ; but they have the germs of all 
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these, not yet separated. This poteAtial Objectivity contains, in re
ality, the possibility of an infinite variety of perceptions and sensa
tions, only a few of which, such as sound, colour, and form, we can 
realize, as only these few are related to our present existence. 

In the third range, or plane of life, a new element is introduced. 
The germs of obj ectivity-which are bound by perception to the unit 
of consciousness ( grouped, as we have seen, in sevenfold hosts ) 
meet with their first expansion through the element o f  varying in
tensity, generated by the eternal motion of ebb and flow which 
inheres eternally in the One Infinite Life, and which gives birth to 
the eternally repeated alternation of mani festation and obscuration 
in the One Infinite Life. 

Repeated in each germ or potential centre of objectivity, as the 
tide of the ocean is repeated in the ebb and flow of each wavelet, this 
eternal motion was transformed into a tendency to perpetual waxing 
and waning of intensity ; and this new element enters into each and 
every potentiality of perceptions, images, and sensations, which, as 
we have seen, adhere in the ·undifferentiated obj ectivity. In the sen
sation of sound this element corresponds to the increasing and de
creasing loudness of any note, the tone of the note remaining, how
ever, the same. In the sensation of colour this element corresponds 
to gradually increasing and decreasing brightness of any light, the 
colour of which meanwhile remains the same. This increase of 
brightness being produced, for instance, when a lamp is moved grad
ually towards, and then away from, the eye ; the increase and decrease 
in brightness corresponding to an alternate widening and narrowing 
of the image of the lamp on the retina. Another aspect of this ele
ment of intensity depends not on the extent of the retina covered by 
an image, but on the ·strength or weakness of the vibrations affecting 
the same portion of the retina ; and this is probably the simplest form 
of this element. 

If a source of sound emitting an even note of uniform intensity 
be moved gradually towards and away from the ear, the sensation 
produced will be exactly the same as if the source emitting the note 
were at a uniform distance all the time, but of alternating intensity ; 
the waxing and waning of the sensation of sound will in both cases 
be the same. Following out this line of thought, it appears probable 
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that from the waxing and waning of sensation, the idea of distance 
was originally derived. 

If, therefore, we imagine each unit of life in the seven fold form
ative hosts, receiving-from the separation of its twin-powers of 
Consciousness and Will-the power to generate and the power to re
ceive impressions and images ; and if we further conceive the ele
mentary obj ectivity thus formed subj ected to a rhythmic ebb and 
flow, we can figure to ourselves the gradual formation of an obj ective 
world containing the potentiality of every form of image, perception, 
and sensation ; these images, perceptions, and sensations being infi
nitely various, and containing wide diapasons of objectivity · which 
are at present unrealisable to us ; further, each of these potential 
images, perceptions, and sensations possesses the possibility of wax
ing and waning intensity ; and from this waxing and waning intensity 
the idea of nearness and farness grows up in relation to each image, 
perception, and sensation. The characteristics, therefore, of this, 
the third range or plane of life, are the varying intensity of the in
finite range of perceptions, with the sense of distance and measure 
generated by this varying intensity. 

(To be continued.) 
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* * * 

FLAME BEARERS. 

There are those who, in the language of the Soul , are known 

as the "Bearers of the Flame." They are those who have snatched 

a spark, who have lighted a torch; it may be, from the Great Light 

of Love. They hear their light in hands of power, imparting its 

flame as they pass. Light after light is revived in their track ; heart 

after heart awakens and throbs to wider needs than its own, en

kindled by a divine vibration ·of Soul. 

Yet if the Flame Bearer linger, should he seek to warm his own 

li fe at the flame he has lit, or to claim his share in its sweetness, 

then is his torch seen to flicker and to fail , darkened by the breath 

of his Desire. He is no longer a Flame Bearer, but is only one 

of the innumerable beings who clutch at the vibrating shadow which 
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follows the Light, as it escapes from Divinity, fleeing before the 

darkness which orbs the manifested worlds. 

Consider with me the genesis of a flame. Vibratory tides sweep 

through the universe : some nucleus feels within itself the quickened 

action of universal forces. The centripetal and centrifugal going 

and coming intensifies : from this astonishing friction fire leaps forth : 

once lit , it may supply a world of lights, nor suffer diminishment. 

So it is with heart light. Thou who hast felt the quickening 

Power of the Holy Ghost within thy heart ; guard well that flame I 
The Power Divine may call upon thee to supply the need of thy 

brother, for whereat shall he light his light ? 

Yet do thou beware how thou givest the flame, lest some lower 

fire have a part of death in it. Desire of Self is that lower fire, 

having a breath of darkness. ·wherefore, all you who have lighted 

a light, beware of turning its radiance to your own purposes, lest 

you invert the torch ; lest you join the ranks of the death angels. 

Will you extinguish that which you lit in the life of your fellow 

man ? Will you immeasurably retard your own mission from the 

Rulers of Life ? 
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HOLY LIVING. 

I II. 

Taoism and Confucianism are full of rules of l ife, so full in 
fact that it is almost an impossible task to condense them into any 
brief and characteristic synopsis that would enable them to be com
pared with the other rules here given. Out of many thousand aph
orisms it is not easy to pick out the seven or eight salient ones. 
Perhaps the keynote of Taoism is M oderatio1t. It is the exponent 
of common sense, the middle path in all things, the avoidance of 
extremes, and the inculcation of the simpler virtues. Confucius 
taught very much the same principle of life, and in addition laid 
special emphasis on the reverence and loyalty which was owed to 
parents and ancestors. There is less of the mystical element in the 
Chinese rules of Holy Living than in most others. That is the 
chief difference. The virtues inculcated are the same. 

The less known ancient religions like the Chaldean, the Egyp
tian, the Aztec and others, so far as our inquiry has gone, teach the 
same principles, virtue, truthfulness, purity, unselfishness, industry, 
prayer. How even a prejudiced observer can any longer doubt the 
fundamental unity of all religions when stripped of dogma, creed, 
racial characteristics and the surface differences due to local con
ditions and environment, is only to be explained by the illogical 
and irrational tum of the average human brain. It is because they 
do not want to believe, not because of any lack of evidence or proof. 

I have purposely left to the last our two most elaborate rules . .  
One the precepts from Light o n  The Path and the other the teach
ings of the New Testament. Neither of these is easy to condense 
into short statements or a few rules. The Sermon on the Mount 
for instance, is a summary of ethical law. A condensation means 
that something is left out, but in order to avoid quoting three long 
chapters of St. Matthew, the following synopsis is attempted : 

Be meek. 
Be desirous of a spiritual life. 
Be merciful. 
Be pure of heart. 
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Be a peacemaker. 
Be not afraid of persecution . 
Be not angry. 
Be chaste. 
Be charitable. 
Be not boastful of spiritual excellence. 
Sweat' not. 
Do good for evil. 
Love your enemies. 
Forgive your enemies. 
Work for God, not mammon. 
Do the duty of to-day and let to-morrow take care of itself. 
Judge not lest ye be judged. 
Meditate and pray. 
Watch your own fa ults, not those of others. 
Cast not pearls before swine. 
Ask an d it shall be given you. 
Follow the path. 
Beware of false prophets. By their fruits shall ye know them. 
Follow the Inner Light. 
Follow these sayings and be as a wise man who builds his house 

upon the rock. · 

These few precepts are all that any man needs for living a Holy 
I . i fe. Like all great and wonderful things it is accordingly simple ; 
so simple, so clear, so near to us that we pass it by for that very 
reason. We cannot believe that the inner light of the Soul is so 
close to us. Instinctively we search for it in remote and difficult 
places and so miss it. But it is always at hand, in our very hearts, 
more anxious to reach us than we are to reach it. 

Theosophists have been defined as those who believe that by 
the development of some interior faculties it is possible to become 
"illumined,"  to find out at first hand something about the mysteries 
of life. I like the definition and if we accept it, then the rules for 
Holy Living which have been presented are but different methods 
of attaining that interior illumination, which is the only true life. 
Of all the rules I know, that, which appeals to one most, which seems 
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to meet the requirements of our complicated modem nature better 
than any other, is the rule given in Light on the Path. It is really 
a rule within a rule, with a commentary to . make it clear. The es
sence of the pursuit of a higher life, the flower as it were of all 
rules. The first four general precepts are so mystical in character 
that he who runs as he reads will not understand them. The num
bered rules which follow are said in the book itself to be hut varia
tions of these four and the comments are further elucidations. Even 
so the book remains sealed to most readers and to attempt conden
�ation of what is already so difficult seems useless labor. But to 
make a comparison possible with the other rules we have given, the 
effort is made with due apologies. 

We have then the first four numbered rules : 
"Before the eyes can see they must he incapable of tears. Be

fore the ear can hear it must have lost its sensitiveness. Before the 
voice can speak in the presence of the masters it must have lost the 
power to wound. Before the soul can stand in the presence of the 
masters its feet must be washed in the blood of the heart." 

These are brief statements of occult law giving the condition 
into which man must bring his nature, by arduous training and self 
discipline, before he can reach the first stages of the path to interior 
enlightenment. What that discipline and training is, is described 
in the numbered rules which had best be read in the book itself, but 
which may here be indicated briefly and inadequately as follows : 

1 .  Kill out ambition. 
2.  Kill out desire of  life. 
3· Kill out desire of comfort. 
4· But work, respect life and be happy as those do who live 

for these things. Seek in the heart the source of evil and ex-
punge it. 

5· Kill out all sense of separateness. 
6. Kill out desire for sensation. 
7· Kill out hunger for growth. 
8. Stand alone and isolated. 
9· Desire the eternal not the transitory things of life. 

10. Desire power to work with. 
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I I . Desire peace. 
I2 .  Desire possessions, but only possessions for the soul. 
13 .  

dently. 
Seek out the way, by all roads, steadily, persistently, ar-

The second series of numbered rules refer more to the disciple 
who has made some progress upon the path of life, and need not 
concern us in our present inquiry, which relates to rules for be
ginners. 

In the course of these papers we have presented ntles from 
the three greatest known religions, Christianity, Buddhism and 
Brahminism ; have indicated the Chinese methods, and have pre
sented the two best known, purely mystical rules. Note the points 
of resemblance which are so strikingly manifest and if we search 
for the points of difference are we not equally struck by the absence 
of inherent and important divergencies. Differences in presenta
tion we have in plenty, characteristics of race and time, but essen
tially these rules, one and all , without exception lay ·  stress upon a 
few fundamental points. 

If  we had to phrase a rule with one word we would say : 
Devotion, 

as it seems to be the keynote of Holy Living. 
If in two words we would suggest : 
Purity and prayer. 
If we were asked for a three-fold rl!le we would suggest : 
Be pure of body. 
Be pure of mind. 
Be sure of soul. 
A four-fold rule might be the following :  
1 .  Purity of body. 
2. Purity of mind. 
3· Unselfishness. 
4· Meditation or prayer. 
A five-fold ntle might be : 
I .  Right action. 
2. Right speech. 
3· Right thought. 
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4· Right work for others. 
S· Right meditation. 
A six-fold rule : 
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1 .  Purity of mind and body. 
2. Conquest of desires and passions. 
3· Self sacrificing work for others. 
4· Love for all creatures. 
5· Meditation. 
6. Living in the eternal. 
If we endeavor to take what appeals to us as best from all the 

rules and combine it all into one seven-fold rule .  we humbly submit 
the following : 

1 .  Care of the body ; cleanliness, 
moderation in eating, 
continence, 
healthfulness, etc. 

2. Care of the emotions ; self control, 
indifference to pleasure or pain, 
patience, 
forgiveness, 
unselfishness, 
love, etc. 

3· Care of the mind ; pure thoughts, 
humility, 
tranquility, 
obedience, 

, faith, 
concentration, etc. 

4· Development of the will. 
5· Work for others. 
6. Meditation and prayer. 
7· Practice of the presence of God, living in the eternal, union 

with the Divine, the claiming of our birthright as a God, or what
ever phrase best expresses the idea of identifying one's self with the 
soul instead of with the lower personality. 

This rule may be amplified to suit the special needs of each 
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individual, I have tried but to indicate its possibilities. I would that 
each of my readers would write it out, filling in under their appro
priate headings such additional precepts as they require, and then 
make an earnest and sincere effort to follow it . If it is too long and 
too elaborate or too difficult for a beginning, select a simpler one, 
or compose an entirely new one from the data presented and give it 
a trial. "Live the life and ye shall know the doctrine." 
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ARYAN ORIGINS AND THE PRIMEVAL SAVAGE. 
In discussing the question of Indian Chronology, and the almost 

inextricable confusion it had been thrown into by the conjectures of 
the first generation of Orientalists who were gathered round Sir Wil
liam Jones and Thomas Colebrooke, these vitiated conjectures form
ing the basis for · further conjectures by the second, the Indo-Ger
manic School, we were forced to dwell at some length on the cause 
of this confusion, the prepossession of the minds of our first Sans
krit scholars by the Rabbinical tradition of the creation of man and 
the world in the year "4004 B. C." It is worth while for anyone 
who doubts the all pervading influence of this tradition on the minds 
of the CalCutta School, to examine the first dozen numbers of the 
ASiatic Researches, and see how, time after time, the traditional 
dates· of Indian Chronology are forced into accordance with "4004 
B. C.," with a persistent assurance which shows that our earliest 
Orientalists, in perfect good faith, believed themselves in duty bound 
to lop and trim everything down to the moosure of the Adamite tra
dition. To look at .these old records is a curious study, and almost 
forces the belief that, in a hundred years hence, much that is now 
spoken of as the admirable result of modem scientific research may 
be set down to quite another cause, the myth-making power of the 
human mind, which is as strong now, though not so poetical, as in 
the old days which gave bith to the splendid imagery of Agni 
and Indra, or the Titan Prometheus, and the fable of the Golden 
Fleece. And it is only right that this should be so, for progress is 
the very life and soul of knowle��e, and without change, without a 
giving up of old things, progress is impossible. The step in pro
gress which was spoken of, with reference to Indian Chronology, 
was that by which for the old Rabbinical tradition was substituted 
a far deeper and more philosophical belief ; which gave to the latest 
age of our world-that of sedimentation, by which the crust we 
know of was formed-a period of . hundreds or thousands of mil
lions of years, and to man a period of millions or even tens of mil
lions ; while the far vaster periods in which the worlds passed from 
infancy to maturity, in which was formed the first filmy outline of 
our earth from the starry stuff of the great solar nebula, (predi-
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cated by Laplace, )  in which the shadows of the infinite stars hard
t'ned into their first solidity, were left dim and indefinite in the vast 
unmapped regions of eternity. 

If the first belief in the Rabbinical tradition of "4004 B.C." had 
been more fully examined, we might have seen how the chief blame 
lay, not so much with the tradition itself but with that myth-making 
power of the human mind to which allusion has just been made ; 
which may be otherwise described as the turning of things into some
thing else, which they are not, by clothing them with a vesture of 
fancies. The allegories of the making of the world are very similar 
in all religions ; they contain much that is very philosophical and full 
of deep wisdom ; much that is in harmony with our best knowledge 
to-day, and much, perhaps, which is at present out of harmony with 
our scientific views, but which we may in the future approximate 
to, by a natural process of progression. The fault, therefore, was 
not in the allegory, which must be interpreted according to certain 
rules of symbolism, not quite clear yet , but becoming daily clearer 
as the comparison of ancient religions becomes deeper and wider ; 
the true fault lay with that myth-making faculty which makes out 
of one th ing something else quite different, and which in this case 
made out of a philosophical allegory a sort of first reader in physics 
and zoology ; and the date "4004 B.C.," deduced by a totally illogical 
process from a perhaps quite logical allegory, was forced upon us 
with the same assurance with which many a doubtful proposition 
is to-day and with which a dozen already discredited scientific the
ories were forced on us in the last fifty years. Now, the truer views 
of the tens of millions of years for the age of man and the hundreds 
of millions of years for the age of the world, ( or rather for the age 
of the last chapter, the period of sedimentation, in the history of 
the world ) can hardly expect to be free from the universal myth
making faculty of the human mind, any more than the views which 
preceded them. We can discern among them the shadow of a myth, 
already, in that curious being composed of the shreds and tatters of 
humanity, who lurks among all these millions of years and peers out 
at us like some wild, unfamiliar animal, to whom modem science 
has given the title of primeval man. If Adam, as the myth-making 
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faculty of Rabbinical tradition and ecclesiastical doctrine painted 
him, is the Scylla, which threatened to suck down and smother the 
true knowledge of the past, on one side, then primeval man, as the 
myth-making faculty of much of our science represents him, is the 
Charybdis which equally threatens shipwreck on the other. 

It is not in the conception of primitive man as a step in the stair 
of human progress that the danger lurks, just as it was not in 
"Adam," the type of humanity, that the danger of the Oriental tra
dition lurked ; but it is, in the one case as in the other, the false pre
cision and definiteness, totally unwarranted by our knowledge, which 
forms the real source of danger. The beginning of this false pre
cision in the myth of primeval man probably arose with Darwin's 
memorable "Descent" and "Origin of Species." Looking to the 
gradual change and unfoldment of the living world of forms around 
him, and particularly to the forms of man and certain man-like apes, 
whose physical form resembles man's, he was led to predicate the 
existence of some other form from which the two diverge. Just 
this far could true philosophical reasoning carry him,-and no fur
ther ; but then the myth-making power stepped in, and gave pre
ciseness where no preciseness was possible, and we were presented 
with an ape-like form from which, we were told, man had risen, 
while the facts of our knowledge would just as well have warranted 
a man-like form from which the ape had fallen back. But the specu
lation was too tempting for that side of the myth-making faculty 
which must have definite assertion and precise definition in regions 
where they are impossible, and the very same faculty which chang�d 
the Berashith-the "in the beginning"-of the Oriental allegory into 
the quite different proposition "in the year 4004 B.C.," changed the 
philosophical and logical belief in the vast antiquity and gradual de
delopment of man into a quite different and neither philosophical 
nor logical one, that man is descended from a monkey ; the change 
from Father Adam to the ape had all the charm of novelty, but not, 
perhaps the solid satisfaction of truth. Our zoologists are fond of 
pointing to the fecundity of certain animals, and astonishing us by 
startling figures which show that, if unchecked, any single species 

· would soon overrun the world. The same thing might be said of 
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myths, for their fecundity is hardly less ; and as the myth of the 
personal Shiva, based on the universal tendency of regeneration 
through destruction, gave as his consort Kali and the sect of Thugs ; 
so the myth of our ancestor, the ape, falsely deduced from the 
true belief in man's antiquity and development, has given us a whole 
series of others, from _the homo pithecoides, and homo a/alas of 
Haeckel , to the title-role of this article, the equally mythical prime
val savage. 

But to trace these mythical monsters to their lairs in the caves 
and j ungles of mythopceia would be beyond the purpose of this ar
ticle ; we can only point to their influence in a more limited field, the 
study of human, and more especially Oriental and Indian, antiquity, 
and leave for another occasfon the discussion of the process by which 
they were built up, under the influence of a false deduction, from 
the still scanty and fragmentary knowledge we possess of the sav
age races of mankind to-day. If the philosophical thought which 
gives to the life ·of humanity a period of millions of years, and which 
marks this whole period as one of gradual development or unfold
ment, be a true one, it seems that it carries with it an inevitable and 
inflexible corollary,-namely, that the earliest condition of mankind 
must have vanished millions of years ago, and that we can no more 
expect to find any true primitive man on the face of the earth, to
day than we expect to find the megatherium or the plesiosaurus in 
a modem forest or lake. If we have been moving away from prim
itive man for millions of years, we must have left him behind ages 
ago, and any attempt to find him to-day, living somewhere on the 
earth, is in the highest degree illogical, the pursuit of him must rank 
with search for the end of the rainbow or, more fitly perhaps, with 
the hunting of the Snark. 

. 
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A PSYCHOLOGICAL PROBLEM. 

We may understand Russia somewhat better, if we remember 
certain facts. First, that Russia is at once the youngest and the 
most populous of the white nations, having a hundred million child
ren of pure Russian blood, besides some thirty million subjects of 
other races. This young, rapidly growing and already vast nation 
differs greatly in psychology from the Germanic nations, who are 
all for individualism ; the Russians, like the rest of the Slavs, are 
all for collectivism, for common national consciousness, rather than 
keenly separated personality. This is the great truth to keep in 
mind, the clew through the labyrinth. 

This universalist spirit, shunning keen personality, is the main
spring of many things in Russian life. It lies at the heart of Tsar
dom, of the absolutism of the Russian Emperor, who is rather the 
personification of the Russian race, than a personal despot, like the 
Kaiser, or not to be personal, like the ideal Kaiser of old Habsburg 
days. The Russian Tsars were elected by the voice of the nation ; 
they did not fight their way to the front, like the Hohenzollerns, the 
Habsburgs, and the rest of the dynasties of western E�rope. The 
Russian "despotism" is, therefore not only a historical but a psych
ological necessity, growing out of the very nature of the Russian 
people. If we understand it thus, we shall be less prone to rail at 
Russia's polity, because it is so different from our own. We shall 
see that it is different, because the Russian race is different. We 
may further see that it is really through the birth of widely different 
races, that humanity progresses, each race embodying something 
new of the many-sided heart of universal man. 

The universalist spirit is also at the heart of Russia's religion. 
To be faithful to fact, we should have put religion even before policy, 
since they stand thus in the Russian heart. The teachings of the Ser
mon on the Mount, concerning the suppression of self, the crucifixion 
of egotism, exactly fulfill the unspoken ideal of the Russian nature, 
with its impetuous need of self-sacrifice in the interest of the whole ; 
its fear of keen individuality, and its desire to escape from personal 
consciousness by merging the one in the many. Therefore the Rus
sians take seriously the system of self-denial pr�ached by the Sea of 
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Tiberias. It exactly fills the need of their hearts. Their imagina
tions go out to it ; and the feasts of the church, commemorating the 
Nativity, the Crucifixion, the Ascension, loom far larger in the Rus
sian mind than seed-time and harvest, the seasons of the natural 
year. The genuine Russian mind is thus full of religious images 
and imaginings, and has the less power left to grasp the problems of 
material life. At the heart of this religious fervor lies the passion
ate desire to get rid of the burden of personal consciousness, personal 
hope and fear, by merging oneself in the life of others. This is one 
side of Christianity, and one may say that, to this extent, the Rus
sian race embodies and realises a vital part of the teachings of 
Jesus. 

The desire to merge oneself in others is the inspiring force in 
Russian literature and art. Indeed Tolstoi has erected into a formula 
the thought that "contagion of emotion" is the base of all art, and that 
the purpose of this contagion is, to bring about the consciousness of 
universal brotherhood. The power to merge themselves in others has 
made the w_orks of the great Russian novelists of universal value. 
They have more, than all modem writers, been able to pass in imag
ination the barriers of sex, of difference of class, of difference of tem
perament. They have thus built up a psychology, penetrating and 
full of truth, with a literature beside which the best novels in the 
English tongue seem hardly serious : mere conventional representa
tions of the little, narrow world in which the squire and the parson 
loom so large. The best French novels, which I greatly admire, have 
fine qualities of form and style and lucidity that no Russian writer 
rivals, unless it be Turgenieff. They have, further, a del icate sense 
of psychological truth, that puts them beyond comparison with the 
Anglo-Saxon novel. They have, most of all, a splendid artistic siti
cerity and self-sacrifice, which should put our commercial book
makers to shame. Yet, it seems to me, the French psychologists 
hardly transcend, or very rarely transcend, the lower side of our na
ti.ue ; they are not keen to see the "sparkles of everlastingness" that 
gleam in our human hearts. The great Russians, on the contrary, are 
full of the sense of immortality. Indeed, they seem destined to bring 
us back to a sense of the real purpose of literature, which we, with 
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our thirst for sensations, are prone !o forget. The Russians will 
restore to mankind whole regions of feeling, of susceptibility and · 
tenderness, of melancholy even, which we too often slight, thus mak
ing our life somewhat threadbare and thin. 

I hold, therefore, that this new, young race has great gifts in 
store for mankind ; gifts which, in the fullness of time, will be made 
manifest and intelligible to us all. But these gifts are in no way 
diminished by admitting that the Russian mind, so different from that 
of the Teuton, has also the defects of its qualities. I think that the 
universalist sense in the national feeling of the genuine Russian 
causes his race to bear heavily on the Poles, who are half Slav and 
hal f western European. The Poles should be the interpreters be
tween the extreme Slavonic type of Great Russia and the Germanic 
West. They should have the hearty sympathy of both Slav and 
German. Instead, they are the victims of both. When the young 
Russian race grows somewhat firmer on its feet, and loses, with 
its childhood, that preoccupation by dreams which is one of the 
childhood's blessings, it will, I believe, recognize its true relation 
towards the Poles, and do greater justice to a gifted and chivalrous 
people. More recognition, too, of the inherent psychological differ
ence of the Finns will become possihle, and there also the quality of 
sympathy will overcome the defect of dominance. 

In Russian's religion I think the same thing will be true. Take 
the question of the Jews. Let me begin by saying that no people on 
earth are more ready to make friends with the Jews, to take them on 
equal terms, simply and from the heart, than are the Russians. of en
lightenment and breadth.' I have j ust read a story by that brilliant 
Frenchwoman, "Gyp," which contains more bitterness and misrep
resentation of the Jews than I have ever known in any Russian heart ; 
and one could say the same of Austria and Germany, the really anti
Semitic nations. At the same time, Russia still has the practical prob
lem of the Jews to solve, and will, I am convinced, solve it in a gen
erous and genuinely religious spirit. I believe that the Polish ques
tion, the Jewish question and the Finnish question are part of the 
growing pains of a new race, and that this strong young people will 
solve these questions in a fine and admirable way, as it comes to 
maturity and self-knowledge. 
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THE OUTLINE OF THE SECRET DOCTRINE. 

(Continued.) 

This sense of nearness and farness is the first germ of what is 
afterwards to become the fully developed idea of space. 

This plane, the third, counting downwards or outwards from 
the beginning of manifested li fe, has been called the plane of Sound, 
or plane of }Ether ; perhaps because sound by itself conveys to us no 
idea of space beyond that of nearness and farness, and therefore be
longs peculiarly to this plane of life. It must not be supposed, how
ever, that this plane is limited to the potentiality of producirig sound, 
as we understand it ; I think the truth is that it contains equally the 
potentiality of all perceptions, but in that form and quality that �e 
are most familiar with in sound. This third plane, therefore, has 
the quality of intensity, of distance, of measure, which we apply to 
sound, as its dominant character ; and may consequently be called the 
plane in which Sound dominates , or simply, the plane of Sound. It 
must be remembered, however, that it contains the potentiality of 
every shade of colour, as well as of every note of sound, and the germ 
of all other perceptions in the same way ; these perceptions being lim
ited to the single manifestation'of  intensity, of waxing and waning, 
and giving rise thus to the idea of distance and measure, the germs 
of space and reason. 

The next plane or range of l i fe, the fourth, counting downwards, 
introduces the element of reflection or consideration. If we conceive 
of a unit of consciousness, receiving the sensation of a gradually 
waxing and waning sound or light, which suggests the idea that the 
source of this sound or colour is gradually advancing and retreating 
from the point of sensation, and thus generates the idea of distance 
in . a straight line ; and then conceive the unit of consciousness to 
stand aside from the point of sensation, so to speak, and to view this 
�traight line sideways ; the conception of the straight line, with the 
point of view outside it, will at once give rise to the idea of plane 
space, or surface exp<;tnsion. This idea of surface expansion thus 
induced from the memory or consideration of a sensation is the sec
ond step in the growth of the conception of space. Speaking gen-
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erally, this surface extension is equally appijcable to all the infinitely 
varied forms of perceptions, images, and sensations ; but to our pres
ent form of existence it belongs especially to colour, or the element 
of fir�, which is the source of colour. From the point of view of our 
present existence, therefore, this fourth range or plane of manifesta
tion, which adds the conception of surface expansion to objectivity, 
is called the plane of Colour or the plane of Fire ; the quality we are 
familiar with in colour or fire being its dominant quality ; and fire 
therefore being spoken of as its dominant element. To this plane 
belong all plane figures, which are really the boundaries of spaces of 
colour. It is therefore the first plane in which form, as we under
stand it, has any existence, and therefore this and the lower planes 
proceeding from it are the Planes of Form ; the three above, from 
which it proceeds, being Formless. As the sense of 'measure in the 
third plane is the first germ of reason-the measuring of objectivities 
by each other, so the standing aside and reflecting on sensation , which 
we have seen to belong to the fourth plane, is the first element of 
desire ; for desire is the reflecting on past sensations, which generates 
the expectation of future sensations, and the longing for them which 
gives rise to passion. 

The new element of the fifth plane, still counting downwards, 
is a second standing aside of the consciousness ( i f  such an expression 
may be permitted ) ,  from the surface expansion of sensation which � .  
characterised the fourth plane. This standing apart from the sur
face sensation ( which is really more correctly described as a pushing 
back of the sensation from consciousness ) ,  this generation of a point 
outside a surface, at once gives rise to the conception of capacity ; of 
space of three dimensions ; the conception of Space being thereby 
completed. Perceptions in this space of three dimensions become 
groups and bodies of images, 'Yhich pass before and behind each 
other, according as one group or the other engages the chief atten
tion of the perceiving consciousness. From this process, the ideas 
of motion, and of the alternate reception of sensation implied by mo
tion, are generated ; so that this fifth plane may be called the plane 
of motion in· groups, of motion in space of three dimensions, which 
we connect with the expansiveness of air. More simply, therefore, 
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and in harmony with the classification of the two previous planes 
under the general names of sound and colour, or fire, we may call 
this plane the plane of Air, or of Heat, which causes the expansive
ness of Air. 

It contains the potentiality of every sensation expanded in ca
pacity beyond surface extension ; but as this expansion is for us rep
resented by aerial expansion, we may say that aerial expansion, or, 
more simply, air, is the dominant element of this plane. 

The sixth plane, still counting downwards, adds the ideas of in
ternal mutation to objectivity ; and this internal mutation in any given 
object may be described as molecular motion or growth. The idea 
of molecular motion or incessant mutation connected with this plane, 
has led to its classification as the plane of Water, as the molecules of 
water are perfectly free to move amongst and around each other. 
As incessant internal mutation partakes of the element of growth, 
this plane has been designated the sphere of internal growth or vi
tality. 

The seventh plane, counting downwards, the last, adds to ob
jectivity the idea of stability or solidity ; and from this point of view 
the phases of objectivity on this plane are called the most material , 
and the plane is classified as the plane of Earth ; the element earth 
in this sense simply connoting stability, steadfastness or solidity, in 
any image, and in the sensation that image gives rise to. 

These two lowest planes are as varied in their  potentialities as 
are the others ; but as they are more familiar to common experience, 
it is not necessary to de�cribe them more fully. 

These seven planes, these seven ranges or phases of manifested 
l i fe, are seven modes in which consciousness confronts the seven 
potentialities of obj ectivity. Each one of these seven potentialities 
is subject to further expansion in sevenfold degrees, just as light 
expands into the seven colours of the rainbow, and as sound expands 
into the seven chief tones of the musical scale ; these sevens being 
further re-entrant, and capable of practically infinite sub-division.  

These seven phases or ranges of manifestation are in fact the 
fields for the expansion of limitless potentialities of objectivity, linked 
to consciousness on each range by the power of perception ; and this 
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power, varying as it does on each range of manifestation, forms, as 
it were, a series of vehicles of consciousness, each with its own po
tentiality for every range or plane. We have, for simplicity's sake, 
considered obj ectivity only in relation to a single unit of conscious
ness ; but as we have already shown, these units a.re not really iso
lated, but are bound into sevenfold groups, humanities and hier
archies, hardly separated at first from each other ; and hardly sep
arated from the One Infinite Life. 

The wills, therefore, of these sevenfold hosts, acting collectively 
in each of the seven fields of objectivity we have described above, 
weld the potential objectivities into sevenfold groups and systems, 
harmonising with the division of life into hierarchies and humani
ties ; and the original rhythmic impulse of ebb and flow acting on 
these collective objectivities imparts to them a circular, gyrating mo
tion ; which motion is destined in course of time to mould the col
lective objectivities into world�systems, sun-systems, and star-sys
tems, corresponding in character to every range of manifested life. 

These seven fields in which the potentialities of objectivity ex
pand and develop before consciousness, and the seven modes or ve
hicles through which the perception of consciousness is exercised, 
are sometimes, for convenience, numbered in the reverse order, 
counting the latest and lowest as the first instead of the last. Let 
us summarise them : 

The First and highest range of life is, as we have seen, a phase 
in which the twin powers of each unit of life are becoming separated ; 
neither quite united, nor quite asunder. Each unit is further hardly 
separated from all other units, and hardly separated from the Di
vine. In this phase, the divinity of each ray or unit of life is hardly 
clouded by the awakening breath of separation and objectivity ; the 
unity of life is as yet almost unbroken. 

The First range of l ife, counting downwards, is the seventh 
plane, counting upwards ; and the mode of Consciousness in it is the 

• seventh principle, whose field is the seventh plane. 
In the Second range of manifested life, the division of the one 

into three, perceiver, perception and perceived, becomes complete. 
Consciousness is linked directly to Objectivity by Perception, and 
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apprehends obj ects by direct knowledge. The unity of each with 
all and with the one is still clearly felt. This second phase, count
ing downwards, is the sixth , counting upwards ; its mode is the sixth 
principle, or Soul, the vehicle of direct apprehension. 

The Third phase adds to objectivity the element of varying 
intensity, illustrated by Sound ; from this spring the sense of distance, 
and the ideas of measure and comparison. This third phase of mani
fested li fe,  counting downwards, is the fifth plane, that of sound or 
rether, counting upwards ; and its mode is the fifth principle, or Mind, 
the vehicle of measure and comparison. 

The Fourth phase adds the element of reflection, consideration 
or memory, where consciousness regards obj ectivity from an outside 
standpoint, giving rise to the sense of surface expansion, or plane 
space. The memory and expectation of sensation forming the ele
ment of passion or desire. This surface expansion is typified to us 
by colour or Fire, for all surface expansion, as we know it, consists 
of spaces of  colour. This fourth phase, counting downwards, is 
also the fourth, counting upwards ; it corresponds to the plane of 
fire, and the principle of Will and Desire. 

The Fi fth range adds the idea of capacity, or extension in three 
dimensions, to objectivity.  It is typified by Air, or the heat which 
expands air ; it corresponds to the third plane, counting upwards, 
with its principle, the aerial body. 

The Sixth range adds the idea of internal mutation or growth, 
and is typified by vVater. It corresponds to the second plane, and 
principle, counting upwards, the principle of Vitality. 

The Seventh and last phase, the first plane, or principle, count
ing upwards, adds stability or solidity to the object world, and is 
therefore typified by the element of Earth. 

Each of these ranges being, as we have said, the field of infinite 
potentialities ; to fully grasp them the powers of intuition and imag
ination must be used ; for the mere logical sequence of terms is no 
more adequate to express them than the word "sky" is to express the 
blue firmament of heaven. 

(To be Continued.) 
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